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I The h story of music, unlike 
other arts, begins in legends for
’ there are no tangible records left 
tlOn of its first appearance.
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you nervous, restless, high strung 
cranky and blue-at such times?
Then try famous Lydia E. Pink­
ham's Vegetable Compound. It’s 
made especially for women to help 
relieve monthly cramps, backache 
and nervousness—due to this cause 
And in such a sensible way! With 
nature’s own beneficial roots and 
herbs. No harmful opiates.
Taken regularly-Pinkham’s 
Compound helps build up resist- 
anceagainst such symptoms.Thou­
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Fatigue is nature's warning of fir. 
plrtnl energy. It is a command to 
lest so that thr body may rebuilt 
and refresh itself. Pleasant t'rcd- 
ness after exercise or exertion is na­
tural Continued exhaustion is un­
natural. perhaps symptomatic uf 
anemia.
Do net neglect the warning of 
inndcuii energy. Consult a physi­
cian for scientific methods of re­
storing abundance of vitality.
CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
Main & Limerock Sts., Rockland
Telephone 378 M
J. 1 I.
[You are always in complete 
command o{ your resources 
when you carry a check book.
If you suddenly decide to make 
a purchase or to close a deal 
with a down payment, your 
check book is always there to 
back you up.
No wasted time or effort. Bills 
paid in a morr-nt and settled for 
good, with a receipt which pre­
vents all future argument.
Protect yourself, make things 
easier for yourself — pay by 
check. We invite you to open an 
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ME EXPLAINS THE DIM-OUT
John M. Pomeroy, County-Co-ordinator, Tells 
How the Present Rules Apply
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— ’should not be put out for reasons 
There is an apparent misunder- ( cf safety, but they will be properly 
landing about the dim-out ordered shaded with the light directed 
fl’.cng the Maine coast. This ccmes downward as soon as equipment can 
abcut because of changes in orders be prccured that is not new on the 
ie to the progressive nature cf the market because of war restrictions.
This is a big jeb, extending, as it 
does, along the entire coast and in-
ci imeut.
In o der thbt it be not overdone 
it has been put into effect by steps. land in seme cases probably as far 
This has been necessary because no as mlles As to the lighthouse6i
blanket order could be given to cb 
tain exact results without first mak­
ing an exhaustive study covering all 
kinds of weather and conditions.
Another thing that should be 
taken into consideration is that 
these orders do not originate with 
local authorities. These are hand­
ed down from the commander of 
ccastal defence area involved, and 
a.- far as is possible all consideration 
Ls given to maintaining private liv­
ing conditions, business and in­
dustry as nearly at normal level as 
possible.
But, and this is a big But, we are 
at war to a finish. We stand or fall 
by what we. the American people, 
do No one will be blamed for ques­
tioning acts and motives, but 
when the way is clear: when we 
know what we are doing and why, 
then it is up to us to see that ev­
erything is done to defeat the Axis 
Powers.
As to the latest order concerning 
more drastic dim-out it concerns 
the coastal area to which the first 
order applied. That area is a strip 
three miles wide, more or less based 
on an artificial coastline defined by 
the First Corps Area Command.
Some light sources within the area 
may not be objectionable while 
some others outside of the area 
maj’ be. It was found that the first 
application of the dim-out general­
ly eliminated street light rays, but 
under certain conditions sky glow, 
or indirect light reflected from the 
iky. formed a backdrop against 
which merchant ships can be sil­
houetted for attack by submarines. 
In order to eliminate this condition 
it may be necessary to dim out cities 
and towns well inside of the present 
affected airea.
There ls also apparent misunder­
standing about the functions of a 
temporary air raid blackout and the 
permanent coastal dim-out. The 
former is to eliminate lights that 
might help enemy pilots in locating 
their position and in directing them 
to their targets. The latter is to 
eliminate a multitude of direct light 
raya projected out over the ocean, 
and to reduce sky glow which forms 
a back drop against which our ships 
can be set up as targets for subma­
rines. The two serve entirely dif­
ferent purposes.
We have been asked why the 
street lights and lighthouses were 
not extinguished. The street lights
BEAUTY SHOP OWNERS
We have for sale a Dresserette 
and Mirror; also Fischer Hair 
Dryer, condition perfect. Price 
Reason able.
MABELLE BEAUTY SHOP 
493 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND 
TEL. 6X3-W writ
their function is to direct and safe­
guard navigation. They may help 
enemy submarines locate their posi­
tions, but were they extinguished 
those boats could still function as 
they «re equipped to locate position 
by several methods while many of 
cur ships in merchant marine and 
fishing fleets are not so equipped.
Scattered as they are, light­
houses do not offer any appreciable 
aid in setting up a ship as a target.
Industrial plants must have ade­
quate light to maintain the required 
volume of production and to protect 
workers from accident.
Protective lighting against sabo­
tage must also be maintained. 
However, lighting in and about in­
dustrial plants can be directed so 
that light reflected upward is kept 
at a minimum.
In order to accomplish the de­
sired results the following orders 
have been issued by Civilian De­
fense:
Cut out all light projected above 
the horizontal.
Draw shades in residences on all 
sides when rooms are lighted.
Screen lights that shine directly 
on light colored shades over win­
dows looking out over the sea across 
navigable channels.
All lights projecting toward the 
horizon of the navigable channels 
shall be blacked out, dimmed or 
shaded.
All display and advertising light­
ing shall be extinguished.
Store window lights shall be ex­
tinguished and shades arranged to 
prevent rays from interior lights 
from being projected about the 
horizontal.
Skylights must be shaded, or 
blacked out.
Porch and vestibule lights should 
be hooded to direct light downward 
and wattage should be reduced to a 
minimum for protection against 
accidents.
Industrial plants should shade or 
screen lights that project from 
buildings above the horizontal.
"Windows looking cut toward the 
sea shall be screened cr shaded to 
cut off direct rays.
Protective lighting or light over 
outdoor work, shculd be directed 
downward as much as possible while 
adequately lighting the protected or 
working area.
Street lights shall be hooded or 
shaded so that no direct beam pro­
jects out over navigable waters and 
so that no light rays project above 
the horicntal.
Automobiles shall be driven with 
lew beam through thickly settled 
areas and cn roads leading toward 
the sea where lights will shine over 
the water.
Speed shall be reduced for safety. 
As scon as materials can be sup-
New Pastor Coming
Rev. A. G. Hempstead of 
Bucksport Will Succeed 
Dr. Guy Wilson
Rev. Arthur G. Hempstead, for 
the past six years pastor of the 
Franklin Street Methodist church 
in Bucksport, has been assigned to 
succeed Rev. Guy Wilson. D.D., of 
Rockland in the pulpit of iPratt 
Memorial Methodist church. Dr. 
Wilson is soon to be transferred to 
the Biddeford Methodist pastorate.
Mr. Hempstead went to Bucks­
port from the Livermore Falls 
pastorate, and has also been pas­
tor in Hampden and Brownville 
Junction Methodist churches. For 
several years he was superin­
tendent of the social service de­
partment of the Great Northern 
Paper company, and during the 
World War spent two years in the 
U. S. Army.
In addition to his pastoral du­
ties, he is treasurer of the Maine 
Methodist Conference trustees' 
board, and corresponding secretary 
of the Maine Conference Board of 
Missions.
Firemen Save Life
Albert Barbour, Victim of 
Monoxide Gas, Has a 
Narrow Escape
Albert Barbour of Deer Isle, a 
member of the crew of a sailing 
yacht tied up at a Tillson avenue 
dock, was taken to Knox Hospital, 
Saturday forenoon, unconscious 
from the effects of carbon monoxide 
gas which had come from the galley 
stove.
The Russell ambulance trans­
ferred the man to Knox Hospital 
where the resuscitator squad of the 
Rockland Fire Department were 
waiting for him. Chief Van E. 
Russell, Captain James Gray and 
Melzer McCaslin worked over the 
man for two hours before the at­
tending physician. Dr. H. J. Weis­
man, declared him out of danger.
The patient was revived in a mat­
ter of 15 minutes and the remainder 
of the period was consumed in ad­
ministering oxygen to clear his sys­
tem of the poisonous gas.
The yacht is owned by Gardner 
Marion of Chelsea, Mass., and was 
tied up at the dock of the American 
Oil Company at the foot of Tillson 
avenue.
plied affected highways and streets 
will be .posted to govern use of 
headlights.
These regulations do not appply 
to Federal buildings, cc buildings 
operated by Federal authority. Such 
departments will receive regulations 
from a separate authority.
Air raid wardens assigned the 
task of putting the dim-out into ef­
fect should use particular tact. 
Wardens are not enforcement offi­
cers, their duties are advisory and 
educational. In making surveys 
they should also take into consid­
eration the fact that they may see 
a bright light when standing below 
it while it would not be visible as a 
direct beam if they stood above it.
At present the area affected ex­
tends from an including Rockport 
around the coast to the Lincoln 
County line. J. M. Pomeroy,
County Co-ordinator.
THE THORNDIKE HOTEL
, AND ITS STAFF
Invites the Citizens of Knox County To Participate in the
t
OPENING AND INSPECTION
ON SATURDAY, JUNE 6, 1942
Hors D’oeuvres and Music from 5 P. M. to 7 P. M.
Mrs. McGrath of Lakewood will be in charge of Catering
Dancing in the Old Dining Room from 9 to 12 P. M.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TWICE-A-WEEK 
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER 
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Oazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press 
was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune. 






Oh, no we mustn’t play politics this 
year, but listen to Fulton J. Redman, Dem­
ocratic candidate for U. S. Senator: “A 
smashing Democratic victory would help 
smash Hitler. It would help take Tokyo.
It would hasten the end of this war and the day when our 
boys come home again." That fellow’s friends better take 
his shoes off and turn him out to pasture for the duration. 
—Bridgton News.
In other words this perpetual candidate Redman is very 
anxious to have a Democratic victory in Maine, whose Gov­
ernor is working hand in hand with the National Admini­
stration on war issues, but who would argue just as stoutly 
that there must be “no swapping of horses’’ when it comes to 
national politics. It is a choice bit of Democratic incon­
sistency in which Perpetual Redman is probably not the sole 
offender.
America's highest paid executive last 
WILL THEY year was Louis B. Mayer of motion picture 
PAY THEIR fame, who was paid $704,425. Poor old 
SHARE? Clark Gable, all he received was $357,500.
Eugene Grace, president of the Bethlehem 
Steel Corporation, did fairly well for himself by receiving 
$478,144; while George Washington Hill, president of the 
American Tobacco Company, who received $456,415 in 1940, 
had a terrible hard year, his income dropping to $288,144. 
If these and other highly paid executives get their just des­
serts in the income tax assessments they will be able to help 
out the war situation quite materially.
In the midst of disheartening returns 
OUR from Russia and China came the welcome
AIR FLEET report that the Allied Nations had gotten 
SAIUS down to brass tacks in the battle of the 
air. and that 1500 planes tock part in a raid 
upon Cologne and other German territory Saturday night. 
The destruction to military objectives in Cologne is described 
as terrific, but while Berlin despatches first spoke of it as 
“a night of terror,” they later sought to pass it off in a lighter 
vein. Premise that these attacks will be continued regularly, 
and in ever increasing numbers, meets with the full approval 
of everybody who deprecates being kept so constantly on the 
defensive. Give Germany and Italy a taste of their own medi­
cine—-yes, an overdose—and throw another scare into Japan 
when business gets dull. No pussyfooting, as the late ex-
President Roosevelt would have put it.
William F. Wood
Sudden Death In Boston Of 
a Promising Rockland 
Young Man
Private funeral services were 
held for William F. Wood, 35, at 
the home of his father, George B. 
Wood. Talbot avenue, yesterday 
afternoon. Rev. John Smith Lowe. 
D. D., officiating. Interment was 
in Achorn cemetery.
His body was found in the bath­
room of his Hotel Statler room 
Friday night after hotel employes 
had several times tried to arouse 
him during the day without re­
sults. He was said to have reg­
istered at the hotel at 1.15 a. m. 
Friday and his body was discov­
ered at 9. 40 p. m. of the same day.
The deceased was born in Phila­
delphia, the son of Oeorge !B. 
Wood and the late Mary (Folsom) 
Wood of Boston.
He was a graduate of Phillips 
Exeter Academy and Massachu­
setts Institute of Technology. Pre­
vious to his death, he had been 
taking a special course at M.I.T. 
in preparation for a position as a 
civilian engineering inspector for 
the Navy and was to have entered 
upon his duties in the immediate 
future.
At one time, he was connected
AIR RAID SIREN TEST
The Air Raid Sirens of Rockland Will Be Tested 
at
7.00 P. M., FRIDAY, JUNE 5
This test is purely to check the coverage of the 
city by the four sirens
THERE WILL BE NO BLACK-OUT
THERE WILL BE NO MOBILIZATION
LOUIS B. COOK, 
Chief Air Raid Warden.
WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE
COLLATERAL LOANS
SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
EsUbUahed 1868. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
pl-dOTtf
ANNOUNCEMENT
In accordance with the will of the late Miss 
Lucy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No. 21 
Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the public 
on Wednesday, June 3, from 10 A. M. to 
2 P. M. Admission $1.00.





Donald E. Matheson, formerly 
athletic directcr at Rockland High 
School, and more recently a bond 
salesman for L. E. McRae’s invest­
ment house, leaves tomorrow for 
Maxwell Field, Alabama, where he 
will begin his duties as junior di­
rector of physical training with 
the Army Air Corps next Friday. 
The appointment is an especially 
pleasing one to him, and going 
with him on his Southern journey 
will be the best wishes of the 
many friends he has made in 
Rockland and vicinity.
Body Not Identified
Was Found At Metinic Island 
Saturday, Badly 
Decomposed
The body of an unidentified man 
was discovered Saturday by Wood­
bury Snow just above high water 
mark on the western side of Me­
tinic Island, and was later brought 
to Rockland upon the order of 
Medical Examiner H. J. Weisman. 
Dr. Weisman, together with Sheriff 
C. Earle Ludwick went to the 
island in the White Head surf boat 
and examined the body.
According to the medical ex­
aminer, the man was approxi­
mately five foot nine inches in 
height and weighed in the vicinity 
of 165 pounds. The body was so 
badly decomposed that identifica­
tion by recognition of the features 
or fingerpints was impossible.
He was clothed in a faded blue 
striped shirt, a light pullover 
sweater and a plaid mackinaw 
which, before long exposure, might 
have been black and a tan or yel­
low. There were no trousers on 
the body and only one rubber boot 
which had a red sole and bore 
the trade mark, LaCross. The 
sweater bore an emblem on the 
chest that consisted of what at 
one time may have been an orange 
or yellow disc with wings attached 
and a black cat in the center of 
the disc.
The body was entombed awaiting 
interment at the order of the au­
thorities.
There is a possibility that the 
man may be of the three Doughtys 
lost last October from Port Clyde 
when Capt. Doughty and his two 
sons were reported missing at sea.
with the Algin Corporation of 
America as plant manager and 
with the Rockland A: Rockport 
Lime Company.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Visitors in Washington, D. C., 
can get copies of The Courier-Ga­
zette at the Metropolitan News 
Agency, 603 15th street, North 
West—adv. 58* tf
City Council Meets
Attempts To Revive Curfew
Law Defeated — William 
Sansom Elected Assessor
Attempts were made at the 
meeting of the City Council last 
night to revive the old curfew law 
for children under 15 years of age 
for the duration of the war. The 
proposed measure which met with 
opposition, called for ali children 
under that age to be off the streets 
by 9 p. m. and a warning signal 
of five blasts on the fire depart­
ment diaphone at 8.45 p. m.
The final step was to vote 
against accepting it at the meet­
ing by a 4 to 2 vote, many of the 
aldermen preferring to check with 
the police and obtain the reaction 
of the public before agreeing to 
enforce the measure, which is a 
part of the city' ordinances.
Alderman Louis R. Cates of 
Ward I was absent due to illness 
which has confined him to his 
home for several days.
A petition of the Colonial Beacon 
Oil Company for gasoline storage 
at their Park streeb bulk plant 
was tabled awaiting a report from 
the fire chief.
A petition for the installation of 
a fire alarm box on Glen street 
was tabled for the duration due to 
priorities on wire and the possi­
bility of being unable to connect 
the box with the alarm system 
even if it were Installed.
An order authorizing the placing 
of a street light at the comer of 
Park an-di Walnut streets was 
passed.
A. P. Snowman & »Son were 
granted permission to store 1,000 
gallons of gasoline at their place 
of business on Maverick street, in 
an underground tank, with the 
approval of the fire chief.
The Samoset Company, opera­
tors of the Samoset Hotel was 
granted permits for the serving 
‘ of liquors and malt beverages and 
to provide entertainment and 
dancing on the same premises.
A motion to increase the pay of 
the call firemen of the fire depart­
ment $25 a year met with a 4 to 2 
defeat, but the way was left open 
for later action providing the fi­
nance committee could find the 
i means to meet the increased ex- 
J pense.
Alderman Raymond Perry ques- 
I tioned an item in the report of 
the acting highway commissioner 
j for over $200 which was not item- 
I ized. The board asked that in the 
I future all such bills be itemized 
in the report.
The Mayor and city treasurer 
were given permission to sell 13 
16-year $1,000 bonds at 2%% in­
terest, which would mature July 1,
' 1958. These are to refund and pay 
' bonds issued July 1. 1928 and bear- 
i ing 4'4% interest which are due 
! July 1 of this year.
Perley Axtel, Austin Day and 
Jesse Linscott were appointed 
' special police offlcers.
William Sanson was appointed 
a member of the board of tax as­
sessors to fill the vacancy created 
by the death of Willis Ayer.
The Mayor announced that the 
man previously appointed dog 
i constable had failed to qualify and 
that to date no one had been 
found to take the job.
ANOTHER AIR RAID
British and American airplanes 
staged another big air raid over 
Europe last night when 1036 of the 
bombers blasted the Krupp arma­
ment works in Essen. Many huge 
fires were started.
IN REPLY TO MANY INQUIRIES
Yes—we will serve a party of four or more—our 
well known Fried Clams, Lobster Stew, Copper 
Kettle Salads, Chicken Casserole, and such if suf­
ficient previous notification is given.
Breakfast 7 to 11
Private Luncheons and Dinners solicited.
And—from 2 to 5—we will serve any of our 
popular Parfaits, Toll House Special or plain Ice 
Cream.
Our Lounge is open to the Weary Hoofers to. rest 
a bit. Do take advantage of it. We would be 
pleased to see you.
MRS. HERVEY C. ALLEN
Owner and Manager of The Copper Kettle 
and its Houses
“The Black Cat”
By The Roving Reporter
Anderson Camp, Sons of Veter­
ans, gave a drama and ball in Far- 
well Opera House on the night of 
March 17, 1899, and the event is 
brought back to memory by Miss 
Blanche B. Ingraham, who sends 
me one of the printed programs. 
The offlcers of Anderson Camp at 
that time were: Charles M. Titus, 
captain; J. L. Cross, 1st Lieut.; Vin­
cent Hunt. 2nd Lieut. Arthur L. Orno 
chaplain; E. C. Moran, G. M. Sergt; 
Walter Knights, Color Sergt.; Frank 
Maxey, Camp Guard; H. C. Chatto. 
1st Sergt; Frank Wardwell, Sergt. 
Guard; A. O. Pillsbury, Corporal of 
the Guard; Arthur J. Clark, prin­
cipal musician; W. H. Maxey, picket 
Guard. The Past Colonels were E.
K. Gould, E. C. Moran and H. C. 
Chatto.
Anderson Camp in 1899 had the 
following members: Frank C. 
Knight, Edwin B. Spear, Charles E. 
Britto. Fred E. Copeland, A. A. 
Creamer, E. Howard Crockett, John
L. Thomas, Wairren D. Staples, 
Charles H. Pillsbury, Chandler D. 
Pierce, J F. Morang, Abiatha L. 
Vose, Tliomas G. Libby, Arthur R. 
Newcomb, Fred L. Snow, E. Roger 
Rhoades. Frank Pullen, Ellison Mul­
len, J C. Miller, L. S. Robinson, Al­
vah F. Burton, Harry R. Marsh, 
Charles E. Tuttle, Arthur P. Irving, 
Ralph K. Bearce. Mont R. Pillsbury, 
Gecrge W. Britto, William R. Luf­
kin. Dura L. Howard, Thomas E, 
Libby, Frank M. Sherer, Frank 
Kennedy, A. M. Glidden, Edwin 
Mullen, John W. Anderson, George 
Aderton, Charles E. Keyes, George 
A. Nash, Arthur J. Titus, Herbert 
C. Clark, W. A. Kennedy, Walter H. 
Spear, Luther A Clark, J. S. W. 
Burpee, Emery R Thomas, Frank 
E. Carr, Charles S. Libby, S. Otis 
Sylvester, Fred L. Smith, William 
Sansom, Alfred E. Keyes.
Kay Emerson Crane of Stamford. 
Conn., will arrive at her Summer 
home “Windy Hollow,” Friendship 
next week. She writes:
“Receiving the paper during the 
past Winter has been such a pleas­
ure to tne, since I have adopted 
Maine as my home State, and from 
Friendship to Rockland was one of 
my weekly extra pleasures during 
the past two Summers. That will 
probably ibe curtailed this Summer, 
but at least, the paper will come 
to me.'»
Changing her address bo 61 West 
street. Attleboro, Mass., and renew­
ing her subscription to The Cou­
rier-Gazette, Mrs. Hattie Ames 
speaks of "the paper which means 
so much to me. I am a former 
Vinalhaven woman, and all the news 
about that town is of very much 
interest to me.”
From Malden, Mass., comes a re­
ply to the recent Black Cat item 
concerning the girls in Lawrence 
(Mass.) High School who com­
plained that splinters in the school 
seats caused runs in their stock­
ings—an item copied from a Boston 
paper which impelled me to ask 'f 
the schoolgirls up that way wear 
stockings. The Malden letter says:
“Yes they always wore stockings 
and the finest group of girts in the 
world, as the Lawrence Public High 
School motto is “We make them 
scholars and ladies.” We also have 
the greatest number of graduates 
holding College degrees of any City 
of its population in the United 
States. It Is a common thing to find 
splinters in the seat and many a 
one I got from the cellar door at the 
cld school house, top of Ingraham 
HUI. One of your readers."
Mrs. Carrie Waltz adds to the list 
of old-time physicians the names of 
Dr. Downs. Dr. Richardson, Dr. 
Richardson, Dr. Chamberlain and 
Dr Rouse.
Perley Merrifield of West Rock­
port deposited a strawberry basket 
on the Black Cat’s desk this morn­
ing, apd it was almost completely 
filled by a hen’s egg which weighed 
6*4 ounces. Por the benefit of the 
untutored be it said that a hen's 
egg weighing one-third as much is 
an out-size affair. Merrifield's 
Oyster River Poultry Farm has 1050 
hens and 2000 chickens.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
67-58
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Ye shall be my witnesses, unto 
the uttermost part of the earth.—
Acts 1:8.
Father’s Day
Let’s All Pay Him Back With 
Rousing Tribute On 
June 21
Book Review
(By K. S. F.)
Mary Celeste, The Odyssey of An 
Abandoned Ship, author, Charies 
Edey Fay. Brought out by Peabody 
Museum of Salem, Mass., and 
printed by The Southworth An- 
thoensen Press, Portland, Me.
Again the heart beats with a 
Joyous thrill at finding a Peabody 
Museum volume on the Book Re­
view Editor’s desk. These historic­
ally valuable volumna are always 
welcomed with deepest realization 
that here genuine data this 
country is waiting for.
The tactual matters here have 
been carefully culled for trust­
worthy pictures of the tragedy pre­
sented. This ship was first named 
Amazon and later Mary Celeste. 
ThLs book gives all the detail ob­
tainable. and for convenience they 
divided the work into three parts. 
First, the launching Records in 
1861, up to tragedy in Nov. 1872. 
Part 2, Factual Matters directly 
relevant to the subject, and prin­
cipal characters the ship regis­
tered. Part 3, copies of records of 
a statistical line.
Of near local interest we find 
that Lincoln Colcord of Searsport 
read the galley proofs and is cred­
ited with numerous useful helps.
The Mary Celeste, abandoned at 
sea between the Azores and the 
coast of Portugal, appears for the 
reader’s understanding first in 
this volume with a three-tone wood 
engraving by Rudolph Ruzicka. 
She was sighted by the Dei Gratia 
Dec. 4. 1872, when she sailed in 
November 1872, from New York 
with Capt Ben jamin Spooner Briggs 
and crew The captain's wife and 
two-year-old daughter accom­
panied him on this voyage. When 
on Nov. 7 this ship left her anchor­
age, was- started a voyage destined 
to lift her from a comparative ob­
scurity to a place of« enduring 
fame in chronicles of the sea 
mysteries. The next direct mes­
sage comes with this startling 
cable from Gibraltar, addressed to 
Parker, New York: “Found 4th 
(meaning day 4) and brought here, 
Mary Celeste, abandoned, sea­
worthy; Admiralty Import notify 
all parties. Telegraph offer of sal­
vage.” From then the mystery 
hunt began. This volumn is filled 
with all data obtainable after 
these many years of almost con­
stant searching for every clue 
that might throw a spark of light 
on this odyssey of the deep.
Rockland has never forgotten 
this mysterious out-blotting at sea, 
and older citizens know the story 
as it has been pieced together and 
added to, embroidered, cross- 
stitched and seamed into all sorts 
of guessing lengths of patchwork. 
Here is the full data of all that can 
be accepted as authentic in a sea 
mystery, with the one item to 
check the heart beat—“a sword in 
the scabbard which the marshal 
informed persons he had noticed 
had not been effected by water, 
but on drawing out the blade it ap­
peared to have been smeared with 
blood and afterwards wiped.’’
Tliis is a clear case of “The 
Secret of the Ocean” and will 
never be fathomed. These records 
are made with intent to give all 
that lias been accurately compiled, 
a masterly work.—K. S. F.
The first cotton factory in the 
world was built in Georgia in 1811 
near the town of Washington.
WE SERVICE




AMAZINGLY EASY, LOW 
COST WAY TO PAINT 
CEILINGS, WALLS, WALL­
PAPER WITH ONE COAT!
SHERMffM-IVfLLMMS






Mix 1 gallon 
with water and 
make 1 S gal­
lon paint. Your 
coat, ready to 





NEWEST, SMARTEST PASTEL COLORS
W. H. GLOVER CO.
TEL. 14 
453 MAIN ST..a. ROCKLAND, ME.
$&}SHERWIN -WILLIAMS 
tflr'U Paints
Think your pop is an old fuddy- 
duddy, ready for the fireplace and 
the hassock, content with his steak 
and French fries, his seed cata­
logues and the sports section of the 
newspaper? Think your husband is 
just the man who pays the bills and 
who unhappily attends to the more 
unpleasant parental duties; the 
fellow who grumbles out of bed at 
5 a. m to stoke up the furnace and 
retires at ten to rest up for the next 
day’s toils.
You’re all out of step, if that’s 
what you think, points out the Na­
tional Father’s Day Committee, an 
organization of notables from every 
walk of life, united to promote 
father-child understanding and the 
annual tribute of Father’s Day, ob­
served this year on Sunday. June 21.
The modern papa is learning how 
to rhumba, carefully checks the 
wilting carnation in his lapel, and 
has a mean hand with cooking up a 
rarebit or a mess of spaghetti for 
the Saturday night after theatre 
crowd, continues the Father’s Day 
Committee. Socially, father in his 
immaculate evening dress is a far 
cry from the old fashioned turn of 
the century dad in his flannel night 
shirt.
Physically, father now keeps him­
self “in the pink.” He realizes the 
importance of physical perfection in 
the all-out campaign for victory. 
As a charter member of the haunch, 
paunch, and jowl set, he could never 
help his son in the fight for world 
peace. That’s why he is busy whit­
tling down his proportions, watch­
ing his diet and adhering to essen­
tial health rules.
Dad, 1942, may be wobbly at the 
knees, scarce of hair, wrinkled and 
worn at the seams, but his spirit is 
strong as iren, and shining bright. 
He’s the air raid warden on the alert 
in the dim gray hours of dawn; the 
small business man sacrificed to war 
priorities; he fathered America’s 
Colin Kellys; he works in defense 
factories and in volunteer first aid 
classes; he dons rubber boots as an 
auxiliary fireman and willingly 
eschews sugar and imported spices, 
his Sunday automobile airings and 
the second cup of coffee. Defender 
of home and country, soldier and 
citizen, father is the man behind 
the man at the front.
The paternal load is heavier than 
usual this year, but dads all over 
the land, at home or In expedition­
ary forces, will be lighter in hearts 
and spirits as they are remembered 
on Father’s Day, Sunday, June 21. 
All year round, it’s “papa who pays.” 
Let s all pay him back with a rous­
ing tribute on his one day.
^Manpower Inventory
Questionnaires To Go Out 
Soon To Those Who 
Registered Feb. 16
With the mailing next month of 
occupational questionnaires to the 
thousands of residents in the State 
who are over military age, local 
boards in Maine will speed to com­
pletion the State's inventory pf 
manpower for war production, 
Gen J W. Hanson, State Director 
of Selective Service, announced 
today.
These occupational question­
naires which will guide the War 
Manpower Commission, in co-op­
eration with the Selective Service 
System, for the mobilization of 
workers for war industries already 
have been sent to the men who 
registered Feb. 16, 1942, in the 
third registration. Right now, also, 
local boards are winding up a 
similar inventory of registrants of 
the first and second registrations 
who have not been inducted into 
the aimed forces. And by the 
first part of June, the Director 
said, the men between 46 and 65 
years of age, who registered April 
27, 1942, will be receiving their oc­
cupational questionnaires.
The Nation will have pressing 
need, by late Autumn, for around 
10.500.000 additional war workers, 
Director Hanson said. It is from 
the men beyond the military age, 
he pointed out, that the War Man­
power Commission expects to ob­
tain most of the male recruits for 
this work. However, he asserted 
many war workers also will be ob­
tained from classes deferred for 
physical defects as many men who 
are unfit for military service are 
well qualified for civilian activities.
The occupational questionnaires 
are being sent to all Selective 
Service registrants who have not 
been, or cannot be, inducted into 
the armed forces. Director Hanson 
pointed out and are not to be con­
fused with the regular Selective 
Service Questionnaire upon which 
classification for military" service 
is based.
“It is especially important," he 
said, ‘that registrants in military 
age groups who may receive an 
occupational questionnaire before 
they receive the regular question­
naire keep this distinction care­
fully" in mind. The two question­
naires are entirely separated in 
purpose. The occupational ques­
tionnaire is sent to a registrant of 
military age only because of the 
possibility that he may not be 
qualified for military service. He 
then, however, will be available 
for civilian war effort. He must fill 
out and return both question­
naires.”
When the occupational question­
naires are returned to local boards, 
the Director said, they are checked 
for completeness and accuracy, 
and then are separated into the 
several sections of which they are 
con.posed. One section is sent to 
the Bureau of the Census, Wash­
ington, D. C., for the attention of 
its Population Division which is 
tabulating this data for the Selec­
tive Service System. Another sec­
tion is forwarded to the proper 
United- States Employment Service 
office in the area in which the 
local board has jurisdiction. The 
third section, which duplicates the 
data of the other two, is retained 
by the local board.
ROCKLAND, BY SINGLE POINT
Wins Track Meet At Lincoln Academy-French 
Of Lincoln, Gets Individual Cap
The Annual Knox-Lincoln track 
field championships were held last 
week in the vicinity of Lincoln 
Academy and the Damariscotta 
railroad station. Due to the in­
ability to use the race track at the 
fair grounds a course for the 
dashes and distance runs was laid 
out at the depot, with the field 
events held at the baseball field 
and the Jumps, at the Academy 
grounds.
For the third successive year 
Rockland High emerged victorious. 
After a hectic afternoon of bat­
tling over a strange and tough 
course the scorer announced the 
result, Rockland 48, Lincoln 47 
But for the urge of Gerrish, Rock­
land's number one man on the re­
lay team, to explore one of the 
many blind alleys on the im­
promptu course the score undoubt­
edly would not have been so close.
Gerrish, like the hare, had a 
bid lead on the tortoise, but by 
the time he had found himself 50 
yards or so up the wrong road and 
had retraced his course the Lin­
coln runner was too far ahead for 
him to catch up; thus, fine valu­
able points were taken by Lincoln.
Smith ran a nice mile, consid­
ering the many hazards of the 
course, and also accounted for five 
more points in the half mile, Allen 
pushed the bar up around 10 feet 
in taking the pole vault from 
Roberts of Lincoln.
Captain Bert Snow was high 
point man for Rockland with 12; 
French of Lincoln won the indi 
vidual cup with 1314 points.
Edwards and Butler showed im­
pressively in the running events. 
Dow, East, Eliingwood, Staples 
and Mills were other seniors who 
took part in the meet. The sum­
mary:
High Jump — First, tie among 
Cooper, French, Page (L). Height 
5 feet, 7 inches.
Broad Jump—-First, Poland (L); 
second. Drew (R); third, French 
I (L). Height, 18 feet, 4 inches.
I Pole Vault — First, Allen (R); 
second, Roberts (L); third, Lincoln 
(■L). Height, 9 feet, 10 inches.
; Shot Put—'First, Snow <R); sec­
ond, Page (L); third, Parker (L) 
Distance, 35 feet, 4 inches.
Discus—First, Snow (R); second 
Parker (L); third. East (R). Dis­
tance, 97 feet, 4 inches.
100 Yard Dash—First, F. French 
(L); second, Edward <R); third 
Snow (R). Time, 11 seconds.
220 Yard Dash — First, Gerrish 
(R); second, F. French dL); third 
Snow (R). Time, 25 seconds.
440 Yard Run—First, Butler (R); 
second. Edwards (Ri; third, Gray 
(L). Time, 58 seconds.
880 Yard Run—First, Smith (R); 
Roberts (L); third, Butler (R). 
Time, 2 minutes, 16 seconds.
Mile Run—First, Smith iR); 
second, Roberts (L); third, A 
French CL). Time, 5 minutes.
Relay—Won by Lincoln.
Our Memorial Day
“They Are Fighting There
That We May Be Saved 
From Dying Here,” Said 
Mr. Welker
Blessed by perfect May weather 
the Memorial Day exercises in Rock-
Will Be Reshipped
Express Packages Intended 
For Men In the Armed
Forces
Under a new plan to go into ef­
fect immediately, packages sent by 
express to men in the armed forces 
who have been transferred, will 
now be re-shipped to them in this 
country at no extra cost, said L. 
O. Head, President of Railway Ex­
press Agency.
This arrangement applies to 
personal shipments 20 pounds or 
less, addressed to domestic mili­
tary or naval posts and camps. 
Such packages will be reforward 
ed to any point in the continental 
United States. Shipments over 20 
pounds under similar circum­
stances will be held on hand at the 
point addressed until the sender 
can be notified and arrange for the 
payment of extra cost involved in 
sending the package to the new 
location.
Express packages for men sent 
abroad will be forwarded to them 
through the co-operation of the 
United1 States Post Office Depart­
ment, providing the postal limita­
tions set are met. These specify 
instructions including the maxi­
mum weight of 11 pounds and on 
the basis of size not more than 18 
inches in length or 42 inches in 
length and girth and provide that 
packages include no perishable 
matter. While perishables are not 
ruled out of express packages sent 
to the armed forces at home. 
Railway Express calls attention to 
the fact that utmost care should 
be taken in connection with the 
shipment of perishable and 
fragile eatables, especially during 
the warm weather. The new regu­
lations do not apply to shipments 
moving by Air Express.
With such national gift cam­
paigns as “Express Your Grati­
tude” going on all over the coun­
try the broadening of delivery 
service on express packages is ex­
pected substantially to increase 
the volume of shipments for the 
men in home camps. The Express 
Agency serves all such institutions 
and maintains offices in or near­
by the grounds. Delivery is usually 
made to designated camps or post 
departments, which handle distri­
bution of packages direct to men 
through company officers.
The ”Wrap Carefully, Address 
Carefully” advice which is always 
important during the Christmas 
rush applies more than ever today 
with so many gifts bging sent to 
the boys in uniform and it is im­
portant that the writing be legible 
and the* rank and unit to which 
the addresse is attached be plain­
ly indicated.
Are Vitally Needed
Men Skilled In Mechanics
Wanted At Pearl Harbor 
and Panama
A special Civil Service represen­
tative will be at the U. S. Employ­
ment Service office in Rockland 
all day Friday, according to Man­
ager Jillson, to interview appli­
cants in the skilled mechanical 
trades for jobs at Peari Harbor and 
the Panama Canal. Men are 
vitally needed in both of these 
places who are skilled copper­
smiths, boilermakers, shipriggers, 
shipwrights, and riveters. Appoint­
ments will be made to acceptable 
applicants without regard to their 
draft status.
The pay range, based on a 40 
hour week, is $1.48 an hour at 
Panama and $1.26 an hour at 
Pearl Harbor, with time and a 
half for overtime. Dependents may 
not accompany those accepted for 
this work. Transportation will be 
paid from the appointees' home to 
either Pearl Harbor or Panama, 
Mr. Jillson said.
PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Ada Brennan spent the holi­
day in Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Kepple Hall of New York has 
arrived at her cottage for the Sum­
mer.
Lewis Benner boatswain’s mate 
first class of Damiscove Coast 
Guard Station, Mrs. Benner and 
daughter Sheila spent two days re­
cently with Mr. and Mrs. Sherman 
Benner.
Alice Teel who passed the Winter 
in New York City, has returned 
heme.
Mrs. Lcuisa Lowell and daughter 
Eva passed a day recently withers. 
Cyrus Hilt at Wiley’s Corner.
SKILLED MEN AND WOMEN NEEDED
TO WORK ON AIRPLANES FOR ARMY AIR FORCES 
AT ARMY AIR BASE, BANGOR, MAINE
Automobile Mechanics 
Carpenters


































Civil Service Rates of Pay A all Benefits—Sick and Annual Leave 
Interviews 8-11 A. M. and 1-4 P. M. Daily 
Apply at the main gate, Air Base en Hammond St., Bangor, Me.
If unable to apply in person, write tc—
AIR CORPS EMPLOYMENT OFFICER
DOW SUB-DEPOT, DOW FIELD, BANGOR. MAINE
57-62
Rev. Roy A. Welker, Rockland’s
Memorial Day orator.
land followed closely the schedule 
twice published in The Courier- 
Gazette.
The procession was a lengthy one, 
and included several of the city’s de­
fense units. An especially fine 
showing was made by Co. L, Maine 
State Guard. Captain Laurence 
Mansfield commanding. The men 
marched like veterans, and deserved 
the praise they received all along 
the line.
Thanks to Austin P. Brewer, pa­
rade marshal; and Lieut. H. R. Mul­
lin, his chief of staff, the parade 
started very close to the appointed 
hour. The First Division was com­
manded by Past Department Vice 
Commander, Earl J. Alden.
Those taking part in the exer­
cises on the water were Rena Smith, 
who represented the D.U.V.; Ruth 
Roberts the Auxiliary to the Ameri­
can Legion; Christine Roberts, the 
Auxiliary to the Spanish War Vet­
erans; Lucille Regers, the Relief 
Corps; Joan Rogers, the Sons of 
Union Veterans, Georgia Jackson, 
the Ladies of the Grand Army; 
Claire Ripley, Veterans t»f Foreign 
Wars; and Priscilla Smith, our boys 
now in the service.
The program on the Grand Army 
premises was as previously pub­
lished, two High School students 
showing to great advantage—Doug­
las Perry in the reading of Lin­
coln's Gettysburg Address; and Miss 
Nancy Howard in the recital of “In 
Flander’s Fields.”
The orator of the day was Rev 
Roy A. Welker, the newly confirmed 
ipastor of the Congregational 
Church, whose timely message and 
manner of its delivery evoked much 
highly favorable comment. Mr. 
Welker said in part:
The greatest calamity that could 
befall our beloved country in these 
days of trial and tribulation would 
be the loss of memory-God’s great­
est gift to man. Tliis civil zation of 
which we boast, for which more 
than five million cf hr sons will 
soon be battling—is the product, 
the daughter of memory. It is ex­
ceedingly right and fitting that the 
people of this nation should have 
set aside one day in the year In 
which we as a people should remem­
ber to remember.
Memorial Day was first employed 
by the veterans of the Grand Army 
of the Republic for the decoration 
of the graves of their fallen com­
rades in arms.
In every hamlet and town a 
solemn parade bore the tributes 
from grave to grave, and afterward 
the whole community gathered 
quietly in some part of the cemetery 
and listened to speeches, songs and 
music—all reminiscent of the na­
tion’s struggle to preserve the 
Unicn, and glorifying the courage 
and bravery of all who offered 
themselves upon the altar cf pa­
triotism.
I have here the scrap-book cf on? 
of those veterans, my children's 
grandfather, in which he kept poems 
and clippings of those Decoration 
Day tributes. May I read cne of 
them to you. It was written during 
our Span.sh-American war—the 
author is unknown.
OL'R HONORED DEAD 
(Boston Transcript)
Our honored dead! how calm they 
sleep
Beneath the flower-decked sod to­
day!
Unmindful of the eyes that weep. 
Unmindful of the hearts that keep
Sad vigils o'er their clay.
Their quiet pulses no more thrill
To hear the bugle's stirring call:
The drum's dull beat, the flfe so
shrill.
No more they hear, but silent, still.
They lie while sweet notes fall
They know not that on distant seas
Their brothers meet again the foe: 
They know not that on every breeze 
Is borne the measured tread of these
Who forth to conflict go.
'Tis naught to them that o'er the 
lands
Sounds once again the battle-cry. 
Their wcrk is done; with folded hands 
They sleep, while duty's stem de­mands
No mere their souls do try.
Sleep on, then, comrades; rest ln 
peace!
With flowers we strew thy narrow 
bed
Thy deeds shall live, thy fame in­
crease,
Till time shall end and wars shall 
cease.
Sleef* on. thou honored dead!
The deeds and fame of those hon­
ored dead—live only in our memo­
ries—very faint, very dim, almost 
forgotten.
Almost forgotten because our gen- 
eratifcn had experienced another 
war—a World War—fought on for­
eign soil—to make the world safe 
for demccracy Some 40,000 Ameri­
can graves marked by beautiful 
white crosses—lie scattered o’er the 
battlefields of France, In the de- 
barcat cn ports of France and Eng­
land, a few In Italy and in Russia.
We as a nation can honor those 
graves today only in spirit, but we 
who were their comrades, who saw 
them fight and die, who caught 
their last words, we remember, and 
by that we a$e blessed.
One grave of all those thousands 
stands out for me—that of Quentin 
Roosevelt. He flew over our lines, 
as we drove the enemy back from 
Chateau Thierry, for reconnaisanc* 
and combat.
Our men saw hs plane come 
crashing down, behind the German 
lines, a few days later, that land was 
ln our hands, and we found that 
the Germans had remembered, and 
paid' a tribute to the son of a great 
American President, They had 
buried him with honor, had fenced 
In the grace and marked it with a 
portion of his plane. The wreck 
of which was nearby.
Those graves have been too far 
away for us to remember as we starr 
should have done—the war aims for c
which they died. A world safe for Qjover 
democracy.
Safety is the reward of eternal 
vigilance ancf of undivided attention, i
“■Safety first,” it is true, was a 
slogan for highway and industry— • 
but not for American and European
PIRATES GO INTO ACTION
And Take Two Close and Well Played Games 
From Thomaston
The Rockland Pirates opened 
their season at home in good style 
by taking both games of a double 
header from Thomaston 6 to 2 and 
6 to 6. ‘
TYie first game was won in the 
third when three singles, a base on 
balls and a fielder’s choice netted 
three runs.
R. Ellis pitched good ball for the 
Pirates, besides leading both clubs 
at bat, while Kent Glover shone «n 
the field.
The second game was featured by 
the three-hit pitching of Ducky 
Drake, who held Thomaston to two 
runs until the sixth when lives 
doubled. Watts walked and 
Boothby brought home three runs 
when his drive to right field was 
lost in the deep grass.
Glover, first Pirate up in the 
seventh, cracked on an error as did 
Ellis and both scored cn a wild pitch 
and error to win the game.
First Game 
Rockland
ab r h e po a 
2 2 1 0 10 0
Two base hits, lives, C. Ellis, Karl. 
Home run, Boothby. Struck out, bv 
lives 4, by Boothby 1, by Drake 7 
Wild pitch, Boothby.
9 • • •
The Pirates practice tonight at 6 
and anybody who wants to plav 
baseball this Summer is welcomed 
to try out for the club.
Camden has strengthened greatly 
and Sunday won over the stron 
Prison team. This, with the geed 
showing tof Thomaston, hole 
promise of a league of some kind 
this Summer.
The Pirates journey Thursday tu 
Thomaston to play at 6, and Sun­
day are playing a double-header it 
Community Park, cne with Camden 
and one with the High School team
Supposing A Case
How a Ship Might Be Tor­




June 4—Union Coi 
erclses at High Schot
June 5 — Warren 
exercises at the Bap
June 7 —Rockpor' 
service at Methodist




exercises at Town at
June 11 Vlnalhii'J 
ment exercises at M1
June 11 Thomast 
meets at Mrs. Jamc
June 11 — Rock! 
commencement ext 
rnunlty Building
June 11 —Thoma 
Alumni banquet ant 
Jutne 11 —Waldo
ment exercises at 
torlum.
June 14 Flag Day




June 21-27 — Ea tl 
dlst Youth Instltut 
wood. Uncolnvllle
June 28 -Openlni' 
wood (Y.WC.A ) at
R. Ellis, p,






We have had cne or two com­
plaints of air raid wardens be n® 
too officious, but generally the. 
have done a* grand job. Their work 
has not always been easy, and there 
is another side of the picture.
We have received a few com­
plaints about folks being inco-cper-
i at ive. Tn those cases we are in­
clined to believe they have not been2 1
- I
We forgot to remember our hon­
ored dead—and why they died. 27 6
7 2 21 10
Today we are engaged in another Thomaston
ggantic war—more terrible, cruel. ab r h e po a
devastating and destructive—a war Simpson, 3b, 3 1 0 1 1 1
that has called our sons, brothers Jenkins, ss, 2 0 1 0 2 1
and husbands to offer up their lives Spear, cf, 3 1 1 0 0 1
on every continent and ocean of the lives, rf, p. 3 0 0 0 2 1
world. Watts, ib ,c, 2 0 1 0 4 o
They are fighting there—Ba- Fales, 2b, 3 0 1 0 1 1
taan, Corregidor, Malay Straits, Adams, If, 3 0 0 0 0 0
Burma, Australia, Pearl Harbor, Smith, c, lb, 2 0 0 0 6 1
Greenland, Iceland, Ireland, Pales- Robinson, p, rf, 2 0 0 0 1 1
tine. Port Said, Arabia, North
Africa, India. In the Atlantic, the 
Pacific, Ch na Sea, Indian Ocean, 
the Mediterranean, and in the skies 
over all of these.
They are fighting there that we 
may be saved from dying here. We ' Cuccfnello to Starr. Hit by pitcher.
must keep them alive, well fed, and 
powered fcr victory.
Today let us remember, tomor­
row let us work, let us save, let us 
deny ourselves, let us sacrifice our­
selves for them.
Every man, woman and child must 
remember that all of us are in this 
war as never before since George 
Washington gave our infant na­
tion life!
We do not want to be, but we are. 
We have been attacked—we must 
defend ourselves, our homes, our 
land, by our armies overseas, by our 
labor and loyalty here at home.
The citizens of our America are 
called upon to exercise and make 
use of the greatest source of powet 
our nation possesses—the power of 
memory.
Let us be happy and proud to 
remember that we must dim-out, 
black-out, and be rationed for the 
honor of our men who are happy 
and proud to remember how Ameri­




America’* attacking on both th* 
fighting front and the home front 
today!
We’re giving the Asia a bitter 
taste of what’s to come.
We’re fighting the inflationary 
6th column that blow* price* sky 
high here at home, too.
And every one ol ua who save* 
at least 10% of hi* pay in War 
Bonds is an important soldier in 
the attack!
Join the attack youraclfl
Thcmaston,
Rockland,
23 2 4 2 18 5
2 0 0 0 0 0 0—2 
2 0 3 1 0 0 x—5
Struck out, by Ellis 5, by Robinson 














ab r h e po a
4 0 0 2 »
4 1 0 1 2
3 1 1 0 0
3 1 1 0 0
2 1 0 0 6
3 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 0 2
2 0 0 1 1
3 0 0 0 7
1 1 1 0 0
27 5 3 4" 20
thinking through. This is the pic­
ture.
Suppose ycur son were standing 
in the wing cf the bridge as lookou- 
on a tanker sneaking along th- 
coast In the dark. It is a cloud, 
night and the ship has a gcod 
chance ol eluding subs if it were 
not for that glow in the sky from 
the town behind the hills. Tha' 
glow is an insidious thing. It is nct 
like the beam of a searchlight that 
one can hope to dash through, make 
or break. It sends its persistent 
mantle of light cutward to all po­
sitions and like the girl on the 
cigarette ad, grins at cne from anj 
angle.
All is quiet on the ship, the sea 
calm and with luck they will travel 
off the coast safely If they can get 
away from that glow. Suddenly the 
night is ripped open by a blinding 
flame and a deafening blast; the 
ship lurches under the explosion 
and flaming oil starts to spread for 
a quarter of a mile around her.
What do you think that lookou*. 
your boy, while trying to run 
through flaming oil is calling those 
people who would not pull down 
their shades and stop that glow?
J. M. Pomeroy
The softball te 
den at Schofie. 
Thursday night, 
score of 14 to 12
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ab r h e po a
3 0 0 0 4 0
3 1 0 0 8 0
4 3 1 1 0 0
4 0 1 0 2 0
4 2 2 0 4 0
4 0 2 0 1 0
3 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 1' 1 1
3 0 1 2 1 1
— -
30 6 7 4 21 3 
2 0 0 0 0 3 0—5 
2 0 0 0 2 0 2—6
PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Jean Hupper of New Yoik 
City ls visiting Mrs. Winnie Teel
Mrs Alice Gale has returned to 
Palmer, Mass., after a visit with her 
aunt, Mrs. Alice T. Trussell.
M~. and Mrs. George Richardson 
of Massachusetts are at the Rich­
ardson cottage.
Mrs. Maud Anthony has returned 
heme after spending several weeks 
in Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Lizzie Davis has employment 
in Rcckland.
Mrs. Lucy Marshall who was in 
Massachusetts for the Winter, lias 
returned home.
Herbert Murray who is employed 

















Auction Sale of the entire stock of Hardware, etc., 
at the C. S. Gardner Store at Rockport, Maine, on 
SATURDAY, JUNE 6, 1942, at 10 o’clock A. M.








READ DOWN .READ UP
(Ex. Sun.) (Ex. Sun.) (Daily) (Daily) (Ex. Sun.) (Ex. Sun.)
A. M. P. M. P. M- A. M. A. M. P. M.
6.00 2.00 10.00 Lv. ROCKLAND 1.45 9.45 5.45
7.30 3.45 11.30 Ar. BATH (R.R. Station) Lv. 12.15 8.15 4.15
A. M. P. M. P. M. A. M. A. M. P. M.
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Pirates practice tonight at 6 
inybody who wants to play 
.11 this Summer is welcomed 
out for the club.
den has strengthened greatly 
Sunday won over the strong 
team. This, with the gcod 
ng of Thomaston, holds
»e of a league of some kind 
ummer.
Pirates journey Thursday to 
iston to play at 6, and Sun- 
•e playing a double-header at 
unity Park, cne with Camden 
ie with the High School team.
ipposing A Case
a Ship Might Be Tor- 
;doed If Lights Not
Shut Off
have had cne or two com- 
of air raid wardens be n® 
Icious, but generally they 
me a’grand Job. Their work 
t always been easy, and there
(her side of the picture, 
have received a few ccm- 
about folks being inco-cper- 
In those cases we are in­
to believe they have not been 
ig through. This is the plc-
c.se ycur son were standing 
ling cf the bridge as lookout 
tanker sneaking along the 
n tlie dark. It Ls a cloudy 
and the ship has a gcod 
oi eluding subs if it were 
that glow in the sky from 
wn behind tiie hills. Tnat 
an insidious thing. It is net 
beam of a searchlight that 
i hope to dash through, make 
ak. It sends its persistent 
of light outward to all po- 
and like the girl on the 
te ad, grins at cne from any
quiet on the ship, the sea 
id with luck they will travel 
coast safely If they can get 
rom that glow. Suddenly the 
Ls ripped open by a blinding 
and a deafening blast; the 
urches under the explosion 
lining oil starts to spread for 
ter ctf a mile around her. 
t do you think that lookout, 
oov. while trying to run
flam.ng oil is calling those 
who would not pull down
hades and stop that glow?
J. M Pomeroy.
T
June 4— Union Commencement ex­
ercises at High School gymnasium.
June 5 — Warren — Commencement 
exercises at the Baptist Church.
June 7 —Rockport— Baccalaureate 
service at Methodist Church.
June 7 <3eorge« River Road—Special 
“mortgage burning” service at Pln- 
i..-b Congregational Church.
June IO- Rockport Commencmeent 
exercises at Town auditorium.
June 11 Vinalhaven— Commence­
ment exercises at Memorial hall.
June 11 Thomaston— Garden Club 
meets at Mrs James E Creighton’s
June 11 — Rockland High School 
commencement exercises at Com­
munity Building.
June 11 —Thomaston— High School 
Almnnl banquet and ball.
June 11 —Waldoboro— Commence­
ment exercises at High School audl- 
t alum.
June 14—Flag Day.
June 15 — Rockport — High School 
Alumni banquet at; Masonic hall.
June 15—State Primaries.
June 21—Father’s Day.
June 21-27 — Eastern Maine Metho- 
i t Youth Institute at Camp Tangle- 
wood. Lincolnville.
June 28 -Opening of Camp Tangle- 
wuod (Y WC.A.) at Lincolnville Beach.
The softball team played1 Cam­
den at Schofield White Park, 
Thursday night, winning by a 
core of 14 to 12.
Congratulations are ln order for 
the 60 employes of the Modern Pant 
Co who yesterday completed the 
proud record of 100 per cent partici­
pation War Savings Stamp Cam­
paign.
Gordon Richardson has entered 
tlie employ of Swift & Co.
A representative group of the 38 
High School boys making model 
aircraft in the Federal project, will 
work all day Wednesday in the show 
windows of the H. H. Crie Co. store, 
ihe handsome model plar.es they 
produce may be viewed’ by the pub- 
1 c. There are 66 pupils in the city 
chools engaged in the project under 
direction of Dana E. Cummings, 
head of tlie Department of Manual 
Training.
A meeting of the W.C.T.U. is 
called for Friday in the 'brother­
hood class room of the First Bap­
tist Church. Business of impor­
tance.
Anson Glidden, retired Maine 
Central freight conductor, has re­
turned from an eight months’ stay 
at the home of his daughter, Mrs. 
Shirley Hughes, Grass Valley, 
Calif He states that the dim-out 
is even more strict on the West 
Coast than it is along the New 
England coast.
PORT CLYDE
Jean Hupper of New York 
visiting Mrs. Winnie Teel. 
Alice Gale has returned to 
. Mass., after a visit with her 
Hrs Alice T. Trussell.
Mid Mrs. George Richardson 
[sachusetts are at the Rich- 
cottage.
Maud Anthony has returned 
ifter spending several weeks 
ilhaven.
Lizzie Davis has employment 
hand.
Lucy Marshall who was m 
husetts for the Winter, has
home.
'rt Murray who is employed 
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Single Evening Show at 8 
Matinees Saturday at »30
Sunday at 3
of Hardware, etc., 
lockport, Maine, on 








“ALL THROUGH THE 
NIGHT”
With
Peter Lorre, Jane Harwell, 
Karen Verne, Frank M?Hugh,
Judith Anderson______
THURS.-FRI., JUNt 4-5
"THE MAN WHO CAME 
TO DINNER” '
Starring
Bette Davis. Ann Sheridan, 
Monty Woolley





Board of Registration 
The Board of Registration O? the City
of Rockland, Maine, will be in session 
at their room ln the City 
Building. Thursday. Friday. Saturday. 
Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. June 
4-5 6-8-9-10. from nine ln forenoon 
one o'clock In the ^Wernoon, 
and from three to five ovlodt tn
'he afternoon, and from seven to nine 
i clock in the evening, to receive evi­
dence touching the qualifications of 
' oters in said city, and to verify the 
orrectness of the lists of voters, June 
11-12-13 No names will be added for 
Primary Election June 15. No ap­
plications for Absent Voting Ba, ' 
I ts or Physical Incapacity Ballots will 
he approved after live o’clock ln Hlf 
afternoon of Saturday. June 13, 1942. 
when this session closes.
Per order , of the Board of Regis­
tration. ____









CM er 751-1 or 781-11
115-112 LIMEROCK STREET 
to ROCKLAND, ME.
Housewives are complaining of 
sneak thieves who invade their posy 
gardens.
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., has bought 
the new 12-foot sailing skiff buUt 
by Lawrence Hamlin. Claims he is 
going to use it in the clamming in­
dustry. The cargoes will contain no 
tomatoes.
Pour veterans "tooted” in the 
Rockland City Band Memorial Day 
—Charles S. Montgomery, A. J. 
Clark, Al. Sleeper and Allie Dunton. 
They have been spreading tuneful 
music all over this section of the 
State for nearly half a century, 
seldom missing a Memorial Day as­
signment, and frequently filling two 
dates on that anniversary. Ed. 
Young of Camden is a compara­
tive youngster in the band—has 
only been playing since 1890.
Mrs. Elsa Constantine, who is 
serving as secretary to Principal 
William D. Hall otf Castine Normal 
School, iwas home for the holiday 
week-end. She completes her duties 
there at the close of the present 
school year.
The final meeting of the season 
of the YP.C.U. of the Universalist 
Church was held Sunday night. 
Meetings will be resumed in Sep­
tember.
The Royal Arch degree will be 
conferred on a class of candidates 
Thursday night. All Royal Arch 
members are requested to be pres­
ent.
The steamer North Haven is on 
the marine railways at Snow 
Shipyards, undergoing inspection 
by Navy officials. The steamer has 
not yet been bought by the Navy, 
and will not be until such time as 
the inspection is completed.
Gaetano Ciolfi. Jr., of 41 Llme­
rock street, enlisted in Augusta 
Monday in the United States Ma­
rine Corps Reserve for the dura­
tion of the emergency. He was 
transferred to Parris Island, S. C. 
for recruit training. Following 
this he will be assigned to some 
school or unit of the Marine Corps 
for further specialized training. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Gaetano Ciolfii, Sr., and had been 
employed by the Van Baalen Heil- 
brun Co. up until the time of his 
enlistment. Young Ciolfi was 
born in Oratino Campobasso, Italy 
in 1919.
BORN
Rush—At Knox Hospital. May 26. 
to Mr. and Mrs. Graham Rush, a 
daughter—Donna Caven.
Fifleld—At Lawrence Hospital. New 
London. Conn., May 29. to Mr. and 
Mrs. Wendell Fifleld of Old Lyme, 
Conn., formerly of Thomaston, a son.
Storer- At Rockland, May 30, to Mr. 
and Mrs. Clarence A. Storer, a son— 
Jesse Clarence.
Ames—At Springfield, Mass.. May 25. 
to Mr. and Mrs. Rlchardi J. Ames, for­
merly of Appleton, a daughter — 
Marianne.
MARRIED
CTane-Munder—At Springfield. Mass. 
May 30. Dr. Lawrence Crane of Rock­
land and Margaret L. Munder of Mal­
verne, N. Y.—By Rev. J. L. Gllkey.
Cogan-Brackett — At Rockland. May 
30, Norman Keith Cogan and Qrace 
Evelyn Brackett, both ot Rockland.— 
By Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
DIED
Butler—At Albany, N. Y., May 30. 
Mary E. Hall Butler, wife of Herbert 
Butler, aged 55 years. Funeral serv­
ices Wednesday at 2 o’clock from 
Burpee funeral home. Burial ln 
Achorn cemetery.
Howes — At Washington, June 2, 
John C. Howes, aged 76 years. 5 
months, 5 days. Funeral Thursday 
afternoon.
Storer—At Rockland. May 30. Jesse 
Clarence, Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Clarence A. Storer
Welder hold-At Vinalhaven, May 30. 
Miss Elizabeth Welderhold.
Labe—At Waldoboro. May 29. Hiram 
G. Labe, formerly of Rockland, aged 
90 years. 4 months, 27 days. Burial 
In Achorn cemetery. Rockland.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere 
thanks to those who were so kind and 
thoughtful in our recent bereavement 
during the illness and death of our 
husband and father Dr. Sylvanus C. 
Pierpont. We especially desire to 
thank those from BurkettvlUe, South 
Liberty. Stickney Corner and others 
for the beautiful floral tributes.
Mrs. Pauline E. Pierpont, Mr. and 
Mrs. Edward Pierpont, Mr. and Mrs. 
Percival Pierpont, the grandchildren.
CARD OF THANKS
To all those who so kindly remem­
bered me with flowers, gifts and cards 
during my hospitalization I am deep­
ly grateful; especially to Grace Chap­
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Edward Marquis who has been 
assistant manager of the J. J. 
Newberry store for seme time, has 
been transferred to the store at 
Whitman, Mass, and promoted to 
manager.
The graduation exercises of 
Thomaston High School will be 
held in Watts Hall Wednesday 
June 10 at eight o'clock in the eve­
ning.
Alfred P. Wood, salesman for the 
Alles & Fisher Cigar Company, 
who has traveled into Rockland 
and over the State for the past 18 
years, was found dead in Jils room 
at the Falmouth Hctel, Portland, 
Saturday, the victim of heart at­
tack. “Woody” was well known in 
this city and vicinity, and many 
expressions of regret were heard.
Patrolman Frank C. Bridges is 
on his annual two weeks’ vacation. 
Hls beat is being covered by Jesse 
Linscott.
Jim Flanagan, director of activ­
ities at the Community Building 
during the Winter months, takes 
up hls duties at the Megunticook 
golf club this week as the club pro­
fessional, a position which he has 
held each Summer for several 
years.
Band Mothers Club will meet 
tomorrow night at 7 30 in the 
High School library. This is the 
last meeting of the school year.
A special test of Rockland's four 
air raid sirens will be made Friday 
night at 7 o’clock, for the purpose 
of testing their coverage of the 
city. There will be no blackout 
and no mobilization.
The remodelling of the former 
Thorndike Hotel office and dining 
room—adjoining the present quar­
ters—will be formally opened next 
Saturday and the public is invited 
to inspect the beautiful quarters 
which Proprietor Berliawsky has 
provided. Hors d'oeuvres and mu­
sic from 5 to 7 p. m. Mrs. McGrath 
of the Lakewood Hotel will be in 
qharge of the catering. Dancing 
in the old dining hall from 9 to 12 
p. m.
Arrivals at the F. J. O’Hara fish 
plant over the week-end were, 
Helen Mae 2d, 88,000; U and I, 
10,000; Helen Mae 1st, 27,000; 
Dorothy M., 19.000; Cariannsul,
15,000 and the Villanova, 70,000.
A successful beano party was 
played Thursday afternoon at the 
Grand Army hall, sponsored by Ed­
win Libby Relief Corps with Mrs. 
Gladys Mutfphy as hostess. A box 
lunch and social hour preceded 
the business session. Plans were 
made for the annual convention, 
which takes place in Bangor. Mrs. 
Lizzie French, the patriotic in­
structor was in charge of the 
memorial program, reading “The 
New Memorial Day” by Mrs. Vel­
ma Marsh, reading, "We Keep 
Memorial Day,” by Mrs. Millie 
Thomas, reading, “Song for Deco­
ration Day,” by Mrs. French. The 
next meeting will be Thursday, to 
make final plans for the conven­
tion.
Capt. Eairle Starrett of Thomas­
ton is engaged in a government con­
tract with his new diesel passenger 
and freight boat, Monhegan, in 
Portland harbor.
Knox County Camera Club will 
meet tonight at the home of Wil­
bur Senter. The program wili be 
in charge of William and Raymond 
Cross.
John Lannigan of Rockland and 
Henry Hendrickson of West Rock­
port pleaded guilty on intoxication 
charges in Municipal Court yester­
day morning and were sentenced to 
30 days each at the city farm. They 
were committed at once.
BINGO
TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45 
Given Away, Dinner, $2—1 each and 




THROUGH THE NEW 
METHOD
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!
Under a new system we now 
can buy monuments finished and 
ready for lettering and setting.
Save an Freight. Save on 
Labor. Save on Time.
Ask us for details of this 
Money-Saving Plan’
AU Work Absolutely Guar­
anteed.
Rockland Marble & 
Granite Works
Ralph A. Glendenning, Prop. 
20 Lindsey St., Kockland 
Tel. 1216-W 
A Card or a CaU WUl Bring
a Representative 43-tf
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Unfair To Dealers The Rotary ClubA Deserter Held June Blue Stamps
Alton Carver of Camden Un- Fresh Apples and Pears, With 
der Bonds For the No- Irish Potatoes, Removed
Member Term From the List
Alton Carver, 24. of Camden, and i Blue stamp foods available dur- 
a deserter from the Army at Parker ing June to families taking part in 
Field, Albany, Ga.. was arrested last the Food Stamp Program in 
night by Henry G. Roper of the ! Maine were announced today, by 
State Police for the theft of a Buick Charles M. Quinn, State Super­
sedan belonging to Fred Knight of
Myrtle street, Rockland.
In Municipal Court this morn ng. 
he pleaded guilty to the charges and 
was ordered held in $1009 bonds for 
the November term of Superior 
Court.
At the request of the Army, and 
with the consent of Judge Dwinal, 
he was taken by State Police to 
Camp Keyes, in Augusta, to be 
turned over to Army officials.
He was found guilty about one year warrants 
ago on charges involving the theft 1 port.
of a car from Stanley Boynton of 
Rockland.
Died At Sea
George W. Genthner, Waldo­
boro Naval Man, Was 
In North Atlantic
Memorial Day brought the sad 
news that George W. Genthner, 
28, of Waldoboro, chief storekeeper 
on one cf our ships in the North 
Atlantic, had died of burns, in the
line of duty. Genthner is the first
Waldoboro boy to lose his life in is as foll°ws: she11
ter, fresli oranges and fresh grapethis war.
He is the son of Stacy Genthner 
and the late Thelma Genthner and 
besides his father, is survived by 
two brothers, Alton and Maynard 
Genthner, both of this town.
He was a graduate of Lincoln 
Academy in the class of 1933. He 
enlisted in the U. S. Navy at the 
age of 18. His body will be buried 
in Newfoundland.
Canton Lalayette and Auxiliaiv 
will entertain tlie Department 
Council and Ladies Association at!
I.O.OF’. hall Friday. The meeting |serVing more than 3324’000 per‘
wili start at 9.30 and all business wili i 50118 over the entire OTUntry’ the 
program gives farmers wider dom­
estic markets for their crops, and 
at the same time adds needed
be transacted during the day. At
7.30 all other branches will join in 
a joint memorial service, to be fol­
lowed by the Grand Decoration ctf 
Chivalry which will be open to the 
public. All members and friends 
are invited to attend.
Members of the Auxiliary to the 
Patriarchs Militant having aprons 
or the equivalent in money, for the 
exchange table of the Association 
Field Day meeting are asked to have 
them at the I.O.OF. hall Friday 
morning. Any member, who has 
not been solicited may consider this 
an invitation to donate. Any 
amount will be acceptable.
The Baccalaureate Service will be 
held next Sunday, at 7.30 p. m. in 
the Community Building. Doors will 
open at 6.30. It will be in the farm 
of a union service, with all pastors 
and their congregations invited. Dr. 
John Smith Lowe will preach the 
sermon, and Rev. J. Charles Mac­
Donald, Rev. Charles A Marstaller, 
Dr. Guy Wilson, and Rev. Fr. John 
A. Cummings will take part. Miss 
Lotte McLaughlin will be soloist 
Mrs. Faith Berry and Mrs. Nettie 
Averill will be accompanists. The 
congregations of all churches, and 
parents and friends are cordially in­
vited to attend.
' A tank car load of tar is sched­
uled to arrive in Rockland June 8 
to be used for the first surfacing of 
the runways at the Rockland air­
port in Ash Point.
Edwin Cress and Robert Lindsey 
of Rockland pleaded guilty to 
charges brought by Officer Stanley 
Poland of the State Police of driving 
without a license, in Municipal 
Court yesterday morning. They 
were fined $10 and costs ctf ccurt. 
Tlie fine was suspended upon pay­
ments of the costs in each case.
Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary 
will meet at I.O.O F. Hall Wednes­
day night at 7.30 when final ar­
rangements will be made to enter­
tain the Department Council and 
Ladies’ Association Friday. All 
Cantcn members are asked to be 
present as there will be a very im­




Factory Branch and Display 
Room
195 WATER ST., AUGUSTA, ME.
Buy yotir Stove, Furnace or 
Heater now, to assure delivery; 
1-3 down, balance on easy terms. 
Dver 135 models of stoves to 
choose from. Inquiries promptly 
answered. For more than 40 
years we have been supplying the 
American Families with high 
grade Stoves, Furnaces and Heat­
ers. More than 1,500.000 satis­
fied customers cannot be wrong. 
Buy direct from us and Save.
57-58
visor. The foods listed are those 
obtainable nationally by stamp 
program participants in June at 
local stores in areas where the 
program is in operation. '
The foods for June are the same 
as those listed for May except for 
fresh apples and fresh pears, re­
moved because of a seasonal short 
supply position, and Irish potatoes, 
removed because an increasingly 
favorable price position no longer 
additional market sup-
“It is doubly fortunate, for both 
farmers and stamp users,” Mr. 
Quinn pointed out, “that virtually 
all fresh vegetables are on the list. 
This enables stamp customers to 
increase their purchases of econ­
omical seasonal vegetables — the 
’Victory Food Specials’ — as they 
come onto the market. The first of 
these victory food specials, lettuce 
and spinach, are now in abundance 
in this area.”
The complete blue stamp list, as 
Issued by Agricultural Marketing 
Administration for period June 
1-30 in all stamp program areas
but-
fruit, fresh vegetables (except Irish 
potatoes), corn meal, dried prunes, 
hominy (corn) grits, dry edible 
beans, wheat flour, enriched flour, 
self-rising flour, enriched self-ris­
ing flour, and whole wheat 
(Graham) flour.
The Pood Stamp Program, Mr.* 
Quinn said, helps to assure farm­
ers a fair return for those pro­
ducts which they are being asked 
to produce in greatly increased 
quantities to meet the foods needs 
of the United Nations. Currently
foods to the diets of public-aid 
families.
At The High School
A committee consisting of Clif­
ford Cameron, Kenneth Hartzell and 
Joan Hunt presented a Vaudeville 
program at weeklj’ meeting of the 
Junior High Dramatic club, Friday. 
“Tlie Barber Shop Quartet,” direct­
ed by Raymond Bowden, Jr., and 
made up of Oliver Williamson, Ger­
ald Bradley, Maurice Nute and Lu­
cerne Willette, melodiously sang 
“Swanee River,” and “Little Sir 
Echo” until they were extermina­
ted by executioners, Clifford Cam­
eron and Kenneth Hartzell. Jokes 
were told by Gerald Bradley. A 
sketch, “Hanking Out the Washing,” 
with Gerald Bradley as "The Mr.” 
and Clifford Cameron as “The Mrs.” 
was enjoyed. The committee ap­
pointed for next week’s program is 
made up of Kenneth Chatto, Vir­
ginia Mills and Donald Kelsey. 
Sherwin Sleeper was sound effects 
man.
• • • •
Tlie Cauldron Board met at tlie 
Hotel Rockland for dinner Friday 
night. Twenty-two /were present 
including Prin. and Mrs. Biaisdell 
and Mrs. Gatcombe. After the din­
ner the board members attended the 
second performance at the Strand 
Theatre.
• • • •
A gift of appreciation in the form 
of money was presented Mrs. Anne 
Pette, who has been in charge otf the 
school dinners, in the gym, Friday. 
Contributors were the waitresses, 
assistants in the kitchen, the boys 
who set up the tables, teachers, and 
the janitor. Mrs. Lenora Libbey will 
be in charge for the remainder of 
the school year.—Mary Callahan.• • »• •
The Senior and Junior High en­
joyed a fine movie, “Youth Takes
To Wings," Friday.
• • • •
The Junior Business Training 
classes are indebted to Raymond C. 
Duff of the post office staff for in­
formation labout the dead letter 
cffice about which they are studying 
in connection with “Procedure in 
sending mail.’” •
Fifty to 75 letters go to the local 
dead letter cffice every month. The 
central office in Washington has 1 
been decentralized, and each first 
and second class post office has its 
own dead letter office, the third 
and fourth class sending theirs to 
the district office in Pcrtland. All 
money and stamps in the letters are 
sent to Washington and put in the 
U. S. Treasury’. When the last cen­
sus was taken it was found that 
$93,603 39 of money and stamps had 
been enclosed in letters sent to the 
dead letter office.—Muriel Adams.
The first Atlantic cable was laid 
between Cape Breton, N. S., in 
1856, but was not completed to 
Ireland until 1867. The first mes­
sage from New York city to 
Europe was sent on August 5, 
1856.
Insufficient Gasoline a Great 
Handicap To Those Who
Supply the Fishermen
Declaring that the fifty percent 
cut in gasoline deliveries to Maine 
coastal and island dealers threat­
ened a serious shortage for the 
fishing fleet. Commissioner Arthur 
R. Greenleaf has appealed to 
Washington for action to relieve the 
situation, which, he said, was 
growing progressively worse.
Despite the fact that commer­
cial fishermen are not affected by 
rationing, present dealer allot­
ments are not ample to supply the 
boats, according to Greenleaf, and 
he is receiving an ever increasing 
number of complaints. Unless the 
situation is eased, Greenleaf pre­
dicts that the productions of vital 
seafoods will be disrupted and 
many fishermen forced to seek 
other means of earning a livlihood.
Responding rapidly to Green­
leaf’s appeal, members of the 
Maine Congressional delegation 
promised quick co-operation in 
bringing the situation to the at­
tention of the proper officials in 
Washington and he received word 
today that action might be forth­
coming.
Due to great wartime activity in 
Portland harbor, many of the 
boats regularly based there have 
now transferred their activities to 
ports from Boothbay eastward and 
this causes an additional drain on 
the reduced gasoline quotas of a 
number of these ports. Not cnly 
are the visiting boats unable to 
obtain sufficient fuel but the local 
boats are also being penalized.
Especially hard hit are the 
island ports such as .Vinalhaven, 
Swans Island, Matinicus, Monhe- 
gen and others where, due to the 
lack of automobiles, a very large 
percentage of the gasoline supply 
has been used by fishing boats. 
When these supplies were cut in 
half the situation could not fail to 
handicap the fishermen in their 
work.
In Greenleaf’s appeal to Wash­
ington he suggested that some 
special provision be made to take 
care of these extreme cases which 
he labeled as being “decidedly un­
fair.” He said that he believed 
that after the situation was re­
viewed rationing authorities would 
realize that it was an exceptional 
one and be anxious to correct it.
Ever since the war started the 
administration has stressed the im­
portance of the fisheries as a 
source of food, he stated.
GRANGE CORNER
AAA A
Hews Items frem all of the Pa­
trons of Husbandry are welcomed 
here.
The Junior Symphony Club of 
Warren presented a musical pro­
gram during the lecturer’s hour 
Thursday at Good Will Grange. 
Robert Wyllie gave a vocal solo; 
Anita Robinson a piano solo, and 
Arthur Jenkins a harmonica solo. 
Accompanist was Mrs. Roland 
Berry. Novelty numbers were 
given by Misses Virginia Wyllie 
and Phyllis Perry, their accom­
panist, Miss Verna Robinson.
« • • e
There will be no meeting Thurs­
day of Good Will Grange of South 
Warren as the members have ac­
cepted an invitation to meet with 
Maple Grange, North Waldoboro, 
on that date.
Try our delicious Maine Spruce 
gum. Top quality. Mail orders 
filled. C. H. Moor & Co., 322 Main 
fet., City. —adv. 56-tf
SUPPER
Friday Night at 6 o’clock
ACORN GRANGE HALL 
SOUTH CUSHING 
Benefit of School Lights
Price 35c, tax included
57-lt
~ r P L-
Reorganizes National Me­
morial Day—Capt. Pol­
lard of Waldoboro 
the Speaker
Folllowing time honored custom 
last Friday the Rotary Club recog­
nized the national Memorial Day. 
Commander William W. Graves rep­
resenting the Spanish War Vet­
erans was a guest of honor. Vet­
erans of the Civil War have furled 
their flags. It was a vacant chair 
that represented them Friday but 
in the thoughts of those who would 
pay tribute to them, they were not 
absent.
The speaker was Capt. Ralph H. 
Pollard, U. S. Army, retired. Capt. 
Pollard said in part: Two of our 
national holidays appeal to me. 
One is Thanksiving Day. The other 
is Memorial Day. The first is a 
day of worship when we thank God 
for our blessings. The second is the 
day on which we do honor to those 
who died that our country might 
live. Originally we remembered 
the veterans of the Civil War and 
decorated the graves of those who 
fought in that great struggle. We 
have expanded the day as time has 
gone on so that now we pay tribute 
on Memorial Day to all who have 
servedl in the wars of the past that 
our country might be what it is 
today.
Today we are again a nation at 
war and once more our way of life 
is challenged. We shall defend that 
way of life now as others defended 
it in the past because the thing we 
are defending means more than life 
itself. Death is preferable to life 
without the thing we are defending.
We are in for a long war. But 
tlie picture is brighter than it was 
one year ago, or two years ago. In 
1941 Hitler (won no great victories. 
He had a year of frustration. He 
took a licking. This year he Is 
facing Britain with the R.A.F. hold­
ing supremacy in the air. He, facing 
Russia, and Russia is giving blow 
for blow. He facing America. 
America is coming. Heir power is 
mounting hour by hour. We have 
a new AE.F. in Ireland and that 
some day means a blow is to ,be 
struck at Hitler that will hurt. Hit­
ler is a master at the war of nerves. 
But it is Hitler who is having the 
jitters now. Every time the Allied 
leaders get together the German 
people get the jitters. It was the 
power of America that broke the 
spirit of Germany in the last war. 
Now Germany faces America again. 
When the spirit of the German peo­
ple will break we don't know. It 
broke suddenly the last time, al­
most over night. It may be that 
way this time but we can take noth­




It’s DeUcious—Fresh Roasted 
Pecans, Butter Crunch Candy 
and E. & M?s Peerless VaniUa 
Ice Cream.





Quality D&II Anthracite 
saves you money! Being 
all pure, uniformly sized 
coal, it burns longer—gives 
steadier, more even heat. 
And—by ordering a full 
year's supply at once you 
make sure of all-winter 
comfort. Next Fall the in­
creased movement of war 
supplies may hinder ship­
ments of coal when you 
need it most. BE WISE! 
('.all us today!
B. & C. O. PERRY
- ' ''' 7
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Training At Miami
President of Our .Algin Plant 
At Air Forces Training 
School
Captain Robert s. Holt, president 
of the Algin Corporation of America, 
whose permanent home is in Ber­
nardsville, N. J., but whose business 
called him much of the time to the 
Rockland plant, Ls one of hundreds 
of executive of specialized busi­
nesses and industries now being 
trained at the new Air Forces Of­
ficer Training School, Miami Beach, 
Fla., to direct vital administrative 
and supply operations of tlie rapidly 
expanding ground forces.
In a six weeks’ course of military 
instruction and physical condition­
ing, Captain Holt and other spe­
cialists commissioned directlj- from 
civilian life will be prepared to lake 
over executive duties in Air Forces 
maintenance that parallel the re­
sponsible positions they held In 
commerce and Industry.
The Air Forces Officer Training 
School was established specifically 
for the purpose of enlisting the 
services, as commissioned offlcers, 
of civilian specialists. Its training 
program will provide Army fliers 
with expertly-directed ground suu- 
port and relieve Air Forces Pilot 
Offlcers of non-flying duties that 
have kept them grounded.
selves for a long struggle.
Visiting Rotarians: C. W Whl‘-
moyer, Mteyarstown. Penn, Percy 
KeUer, Charles E. Lord, Camden; 
Asbury Pitman. Belfast.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.









With less car riding 
you’ll need more 
inner tubes...
That’s the new name we have 
coined for this Spring Hosiery. 
You’re going to ride less and walk 
more . .. you’re going to wear out 
more hosiery and that’s what we 
want to talk with you about.
This Spring Hose has more 
wear in It but in order to get the 
maximum of efficiency out of 
every pair ... do this . . . change 
your hose every day. Good for 
your feet and your fashion.
Spring Hosiery Is bere . . .
25c, 35c, 50c 75c and $1










Mrs Hannah Jackson of Boston 
ls at Stahl's Tavern for the Sum­
mer.
Mr. and Mrs. P B. Stinson of 
Augusta were callers Saturday at 
the home of Mrs Stinscn's father, 
Dr. George Coombs.
The Fire Department was called 
Bunday afternoon to extinguish a 
wood fire near the home of Har­
cld Achorn at Orff’s Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Grass and 
daughter. Miss Jean Grassi R. N. 
of Mars Hill have been recent 
guests of Mrs. Caroline Hodgdon. 
Miss Grass reports for duty with 
the Red Cross at Port Williams 
June 1 and has been assigned to 
Keesler Field, Miss.”
Leslie Soule and Percy Turner 
have returned from a Ashing trip 
to Moose head.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cooney of 
Flandome, N. Y. have opened their 
Bummer home here.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Robertson 
of Portland spent Memorial Day 
with Mrs. Warren W. Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grinnell of 
Houlton have been recent guests 
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston.
Mrs. Edwin Merry has returned 
to Torrington, Conn, after several 
weeks spent with her aunt. Miss 
Gertrude Newbert.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney 
of New York are at The Knoll.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Hanrahan 
of Portland were week end guests 
of Mrs. Nicholas De Patsy.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Achorn of 
Belmont, Mass, spent the holiday 
week-end in town.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay, Mrs. 
Sace Weston, Mrs. Louise Miller 
and Mrs. Ellard Mank are attend­
ing the 50th annual convention of 
the Maine Federation of Women’s 
Clubs in Portland.
Harry G. Swett, €2, a graduate of 
Bowdoin Ocllege, died Thursday at 
his home in Bath , following a long 
period of ill health. He was a for- 
mer school teacher in this town.
Mrs. Cora McLain who spent 
the Winter with Mr. and Mrs. 
Harlan McLain, has returned , to 
her home on Shady avenue.
Mrs Albert R. Benedict of Me­
domak and Montclair, N. J. 
Maine's Life Member in the Na­
tional Council of State Garden 
Clubs will be one of the speakers 
at the meeting of the Medomak 
Region clubs of the Garden Club 
Federation of Maine Friday, in 
Topsham.
Memorial Day Exercises
Memorial Day was observed here 
with a parade at 1.30 o'clock with 
many organizations participating. 
Members of the riAe squad from 
the Richard Welles Post A. L. of 
Damariscotta led the way, fol­
lowed by the Waldoboro High 
School Band, then cars driven toy 
members of the Motor Corps 
carrying John W. Palmer, State 
Commander of the GA.R. Capt. 
Ralph Pollard and Mrs. Narcissa 
Rines, widow of a Civil War vet­
eran and members of the Charles 
Lilly Post of the American Legion 
who were unable to march.
Members of the American Le­
gion and Auxiliary members of 
Meadow Lark Troop of Girl Scouts. 
Civilian Defense Units, Good Luck 
Rebekah Lodge and school chil­
dren -followed. The line of march 
was from the G.A.R. to the bridge 
where Aowers were scattered on 
the water in memory of those who 
lost their lives in the Navy after 
which the RiAe Squad Ared a 
salute a bugle played taps. The 
parade then proceeded to the 
Methodist Church where Capt. 
Ralph Pollard gave- the Memorial 
Day address.
Music was furnished by the 
High School Band and a solo was 
sung by Miss Mary Steele accom­
panied by Miss Edith Burgess. Pa­
tricia Kuhn, a member of Meadow­
lark Troop of Girl Scouts presen­
ted to the Town of Waldoboro a 
service Aag made by the Scouts. 
Alton Winchenbach. selectman, 
accepted the Aag in behalf of the 
Town. Rev. John Oollind and Rev. 
Harold Nutter also participated in 
the service.
Through Red Cross
Port Clyde Woman Hears Of 
Son’s Accident—In West 
Indies Hospital
Frcm Orry C. Waltz, field director 
of the American Red Cross, comes 
to Mrs. John Anderson of Fort 
Clyde the following letter, under 
date of May 18:
"Your son Harold has asked me 
to write this letter for him and tell 
you that he is in a hospital in 
Curacao, Netherlands, West Indies. 
He injured tooth hands to some ex­
tent in an accident, so he will not 
be able to write until his hands 
heal. He says to tell you not to 
worry, because he is In a good hos­
pital and he is getting along Ane. 
Let me assure you, too, that I will 
visit him personally every few days 
and see that he is all right.
"Harold would like to have you 
write him a letter addressed: Harold 
Anderson, care American Red Cross, 
A.P.O. 812, care Postmaster, New J 
York City. Send it air mall and I 
will see that it is delivered to him. 
He says to tell you that he will be 
home by July, anyway."
Mrs. Anderson, relieved to hear 
from her son, is nevertheless much 
surprised that he was accepted as a 
sailor, because of lameness resulting 
from an inAuenza attack.
CUSHING
Ida Olson, who is employed at the 
Gilbert Beauty Salon in Rockland, 
was at home over the holiday week­
end.
A public supper will be held Friday 
at 630 at Acorn Grange hall. John 
Pomeroy, Knox County Civilian De­
fense co-ordinator, will speak on 
"Civilian Defense”
Austin Edson and Robert Edscn 
of Washington, D. C.. are guests of 
their grandmother, Mrs. Mary 
Robbins.
Orpha Killeran, IR. N., Superin­
tendent of nurses at the Augusta 
Hospital, spent the week-end holi­
day with her father, H. L. Killeran.
Mr and Mrs. Maynard McCartney, 
son Alton, and F. W. Atkins have 
returned from Medomak where Mr. 
McCartney has had employment the 
past few weeks.
Miss Patty Olson was out of 
school the past week with chicken- 
pox.
Mrs. Maude H. Davis of Vinal­
haven is guest at W. G. Maloney s.
The Arst Ladies’ Aid supper for 
the season with Mrs. Flora Malcney 
and Mrs. Florence Ome as house­
keepers, was well attended and $10 
was netted.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Maloney of 
South Portland were in town over 
the holiday week-end.
The advanced’Arst aid course con­
ducted by Clarence Ltfnt, will close 
Thursday.
Dorothy Crute, nine year old 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. 
Crute, Is suffering from a broken 
arm.
Mrs. Charles Bailey has arrived 
from New York and is at her Pilot 
Point home for the Summer. She 
was joined by Mr. Bailey and friends 
for the week-end.
Ell Maloney has returned from a 
week’s visit with his brother, Capt. 
John Maloney, in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Broughton 
have returned to New Ycrk after a 
few days at their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Vannah and 
son George arrived Saturday from 
Malden, Mass.
WARREN
ft ft ft ft
ALENA L. STAIUUrrr 
Correspondent 
ft ft ft ft 
Tel. «
Miss Verna Robinson is employed 
In the finish department of the 
Georges River Mills.
Mrs. Florence Lane of Portland 
passed the holiday with Mrs. Ray­
mond Borneman.
Vernon Packard has been pro­
moted to Captain, at Houston, 
Texas.
Miss Phyllis Gasper of Thomas­
ton was week-end guest of Mrs. 
William Stickney, Mrs. Helen Hil­
ton and Mrs. Clara Lermond.
A clinic for pre-school age chil­
dren will be held at 2 o’clock Wed­
nesday at the First Aid rooms under 
auspices of the Public Health Com­
mittee. In charge will be Dr. Fred 
Campbell, Mrs. Grace Simmons, 
State field nurse, and Miss Florence 
Porter of Augusta, dental hygienist.
Alfred Strout, lawyer, of Thomas­
ton, will be guest speaker Thursday 
at the Woman’s Club, his subject, 
“Laws.” Supplementing the pro­
gram will be musical selections by 
the Junior Symphony Club, reports 
of the 50th annual meeting of the 
Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs 
held in Portland this week by Mrs. 
Lula Cunningham, Mrs. Alice 
Mathews and Mrs. Edna Overlock. 
Hostesses will be Mrs. Helen Borne­
man, Mrs. Mildred Gammon and 
Miss Hilda Aspey.
Baccalaureate Sermon
Baccalaureate service was held 
Sunday at the newly decorated Bap­
tist auditorium, with Rev. Horace 
I. Holt of Rockport in the pulpit, 
hy request of the class. He based 1 
his sermon on the class motto, 
"Through Trials To Triumph,” and 
held the close attention of the 
class and capacity congregation. 
He pointed out that the key to all 
progress is faith, both in Christ, 
and in one’s self. He emphasized 
the importance of finding the right 
guide to pass successfully through 
perils, and said that many a fond 
dream passed during the night. 
"The idea that the world owes the 
individual a living is false,” he con­
tinued, “we merely have the right 
to hustle and get there if we can.’’
“Faith needs leadership, and lt is 
most important that we obtain the 
right leadership, for in the right 
selection, one may, with courage, 
face all hardships and problems, 
continuing to triumph.’’
In conclusion he said, "Experience 
builds character and character 
stands. Never say die until you’re 
dead, and then you can’t say it.” 
Assisting with the service was Rev. 
L. Clark French.
An anthem was sung by the com- 
b ned choirs, and a vocal duet by 
Mrs. Leroy Norwood and Chester 
Wyllie.
The ten members of the class 
were dressed in the maroon and 
white caps and gowns, in which a 
class will, for the first time, oe 
graduated.
The marshal was Edward Barrett 
of class of 1943. his baton also in 
the class colors. The march was 
played by the organist, Mrs. Ches­
ter Wyllie. The class colors were re­
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Averill’s Letterpeated in the decorations, which featured thi dark ited against a 
background of white, of tulps and 
white lilacs, arranged by the class 
of 1943. Graduation exercises will 
be held Friday night at the Baptist 
Church at 8 o’clock. Following the 
exercises, the theme of which will 
be “The Essence of Democracy,” will 
be the graduation ball at Glover 
halL
Honored The Dead
The Memorial Day services, under 
auspices of the E. H. Starrett Aux­
iliary, S.U’.V., were held Saturday at 
Town hall Instead of at the Soldiers’ 
monument as planned, because of 
shewers during the morning.
Rev L. Clark French delivered the 
Memorial Day address, which he 
dedicated to the wide world in one 
great fellowship of love. He pro­
phesied that there will come a hap­
pier Memorial Day than -the present 
harsh one at this time of struggle, 
through the development of love of 
fellow man and that the hardships 
of the present will be as nothing 
compared to the joy to come. He 
pointed out that patriotism is more 
than flag waving, and that the rain­
bow of the heavens is symbolic of 
the fact that God is back of it all. 
Rev. Mr. French also led in prayer.
Other numbers were: Flag salute, 
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, by 
Herbert Moon; General Logan’s 
Orders, by Earle Moore, Jr. Pa­
triotic airs were played by Mis. 
Ruth Perry piano, Chester Wyllie 
trumpet, William H. Robinson slide 
trombone, and Alfred Wyllie cornet. 
The wreath at the Soldiers’ Monu­
ment was placed by Marie Crockett 
and Gloria Haskell of Forget-Me- 
Not Girl Scout Troop.
Following the exercises, flowers 
were strewn into the Georges River 
by Mary J. Boggs and Beth Robin- 
sin of the Girl Scouts, in memory 
of the sailors lost at sea, following 
which taps were sounded by Alfred 
Wyllie.
Charles Schaller of Appleton, De­
partment Organizer, S.U.V., was 
present at the exercises.
APPLETON
School News
The village and NorPh Appleton 
schools gave a concert recently, 
supervised and directed by the mu­
sic teacher, Mrs. Dulfur. Parents 
and friends were gratified at the 
progress made the past year.
Six religious scrapbooks were en­
tered from Appleton Grammar 
School at the annual meeting of 
the Knox County Association for 
Rural Religious Education in 
Rockland. Viva Wadsworth’s book 
rated second among individual 
scrapbooks from the county. The 
book from the Appleton Primary 
School rated sedond among Pri­
mary scrapbooks entered.
County Agent, Ralph Wentworth 
gave a talk on “Poultry and Dairy 
Situations” in the Higlh School 
Wednesday. Questions were asked 
by the pupils. •
The graduation exercises which 
include a pageant "Freedom For­
ever” will be held tonight. Class 
Day will be Wednesday.
Shipbuilding has been revived 
along the North Carolina coast. 
Five yards are now’ producing 
types of vessels from 10.000 ton 
Victory freighters to dinghys.
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
Tuesday-Friday ’ Tuesday-Friday
WEST ROCKPORT
A fine response was made by the 
Civilian Defense workers and fire­
men to the invitation to attend Me­
morial Sunday services at the local 
church. The auditorium was deco­
rated with several bouquets of beau­
tiful flowers, mostly tulips from lo­
cal gardens. A fine serrrjon by Pas­
tor Overman and the co-operative 
spirit of all those in attendance 
made for a successful service to be 
long remembered
Miss Hazel Parker as president of 
the Ladles cf the G.A.R. in Camden, 
attended services Sunday at the 
Baptist Church in that town with 
other members of the circle.
Elmer Keller. Elmer Merrifield 
and Henry Kontio are employed in 
the Camden shipyard.
APPLETON MILLS
Mrs. Inez Arrington and son Jesse 
recently visited Mr. and Mrs. How­
ard Moody in Caribou. Cecil Ar­
rington has been inducted into the 
Army and went to Fort Devens.
Miss Marjorie Sleeper has re­
turned to her home in South Thom­
aston. Mrs. Gertrude Starrett of 
Warren is the present nurse at 
Joshua Wentworth’s.
The Observation Post has been 
put on 24 hours a day duty, in three 
hour shifts.
A practce meeting for the degree 
team of Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge 
will be held June 8 The Assembly 
Warden will be entertained June 10.
Prompt work of neighbors limited 
the damage from a Are last Tuesday 
at the home of Joshua Wentworth.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Services this week among the 
Finnish txx'-ple will be: Wednes 
day night at Finntown; Thursday 
at 7 30 at the church. A special 
mortgage-burning celebration will 
be held Sunday at the church, with 
dinner served from 11.30 to 1.30. 
Rev. Olli Jokisaari of Brooklyn, 
N Y. will speak at these services.
For dependable radio service 
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844—517 
Main street. Complete Philco line. 
—adv. 80-tf
FOR SALE
House and 3's acres of land, in Rockville; fi large rooms; first 
class condition; Fruit Trees. Electric Lights. City Water. Ce­
mented Cellar, some Hardwood Floors. Lovely view of Pond and 
Mountain. Quiet location. Just off black road. Will be sold fur­
nished or unfurnished.
P. H. WOOD
COURT HOUSE. ROCKLAND, ME.
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32- Floated in air
33- Prefixed
34- Sea between Greece




40- Bags (abbr.) 
42-Bov's name - —
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
43- A period of time 
(abbr.)
44- Greeted- with a sign 













3- A compass point
(abbr.)
4- Cut











16-Bounding lines of a 
figure
18-The gullet 















41- Part of a ship (pi.)
45— A catkin
46— To gnaw away 
49-Dainty




Sees a Glimmer of Hope 
Ahead For the Ameri­
can People
The world is now in the throes 
of a mighty conflict that will de­
termine whether the system that 
we call democracy shall survive 
as a major political force or be 
supplanted by regimentation and 
dictatorships. This is a strange 
reversal of tide in human affairs.
It requires no argument to prove 
that Germany and Italy and Japan 
represent the same sinister forces 
that have rejoiced ln pillage and 
■ mass murder since the world began. 
A thousand years of grogress 
toward Christian ideals have sud­
denly been liquidated. We are 
faced with the necessity of start­
ing the process all over again. Why 
is it that mankind cannot learn 
the lesson, long ago enunciated, 
that eternal vigilance is the price 
of liberty?
Let us look the facts squarely In 
the face. Adolph Hitler, Benito 
Mussolini and whichever evil 
genius may be responsible for 
Japanese aggression are but sym­
bols of the evil passions of men 
that may be discovered beneath the 
veneer of civilization even in this 
nation of ours where democracy 
has flourished for centuries.
Utopian dreamers will tell you, 
or rather they did tell us prior to 
the outbreak of- the present war, 
that men of good will need never 
fear violence nor hostile invasion. 
The Living Skeleton of India, 
hideous in loin cloth and cotton 
shawl, still twirls his spinning 
wheel and fatuously announces 
that the bloodthirsty Japs can be 
conquered by non-resistance and 
pacifism. The Chinese people are 
bitterly aware of what the Jap­
anese war lords can do and will 
do to any country unfortunate 
enough to be without machine 
guns, aircraft and battleships.
If we were to assess blame for 
the present plight of the allied na­
tions, I think we would discover 
that Utopian dreamers and social 
reformers throughout the world are 
the chief fifth columnists who have 
delivered us over to the bloody 
hands of Hitler and his ilk. Ignor­
ing the facts of life and living in 
clouds of Utopia they have played 
the Pied Piper all to effectively.
You will remember how Congress 
handed him four billion dollars to 
spend as he saw fit. They set 
President Roosevelt up as a God 
who could do no wrong. Why did 
the national congress become a 
mere rubber stamp. Because the 
whole nation had gone wild over 
the new leader. Just as Musso­
lini became ' Italy and Hitler be­
came Germany, Franklin D. 
Roosevelt became the United 
States of America and his birthday 
began to be celebrated just as were 
the birthdays of European dicta­
tors.
We have no right to blame Mr. 
Roosevelt for accepting the crown 
of a Caesar. A frightened Con­
gress implored him to take over 
the nation as his private posses­
sion in 1983. Congress gave him 
billions to spend and being a prac­
tical politician, acquainted' with 
the power of patronage and the 
weaknesses of Senators and Con­
gressmen in this respect, he natur­
ally spent that first four billion 
where it would do the most good. 
But here is a significant fact— 
ever since that first blank check 
was handed over there has been an 
unbroken succession of blank 
checks that have grown larger and 
larger and larger. Our national 
debt even before Pearl Harbor has 
rfeen to approximately three times 
its Hoover level. How high It will 
go under the Impulse of thi® war 
no can can foresee and only those 
who are spending, the money can 
possibly get any thrill out of it.
When I reflect upon the vast 
sums that we spent in so-called 
pump priming a few years ago— 
with leaf raking, boondoggling and 
make-believe employments for idle 
millions. I feel sure that lt Is bet­
ter Por the national morale that we 
now have a high national purpose 
to justify the astronomical spend­
ing that is going on in Washing­
ton.
To my mind the gravest danger 
tc this nation was the utter de­
moralization of the citizenry that 
was threatened by the social ex­
perimentation inaugurated by New 
Deal reformers. If men could 
live without working—If the gov­
ernment owed them a living—all 
incentive to thrift and to the solid 
virtues of earlier generations would 
be swept away. Our social refor­
mers overlooked the fact that a 
place to eat and sleep and spend 
money not honestly earned can­
not elevate the human soul.
Citizens on the dole knew that 
they were actually paupers even 
though the process was called so­
cial welfare. Now, thank God, 
even the social reformers realize 
their mistake. I prophesy that 
this independent, uncontrolled and 
more or less irresponsible overlord­
ship of labor—a government within 
a government—will be profoundly 
affected by this war. The check 
off for the benefit of labor lords 
will become a levy for the bene­
fit of the public treasury. Priv­
ileged classes, even though able 
to deliver millions of votes at elec­
tion time, have no proper function 
in a democracy.
Tragic days lie ahead of us when 
all the weird theories of our social 
reformers must meet the acid test 
of this great war. Strangely enough 
I believe that I can see a glimmer 
of hope for the American people. 
Our spending orgy, with hordes of 
able bodied Americans living out 
of the public treasury, is almost 
finished. We have already gone 
back to work and millions of 
Americans are learning that a dol­
lar honestly earned is more to be 
desired than a dollar given to 
them for leaf raking or as outright 
dole. Soon there will be no money 
for such purposes — the accumu­
lated wealth of this great nation 
will be gone.
NORTH HAVEN
Misses Edna Waterman and 
Oecrgie Maxim of Sanford are visi­
ting Miss Waterman’s father. Frank 
Waterman.
Mrs. Stanley Quinn gave a sur­
prise shower party Wednesday in 
honor of Mrs. Foster Morrison at the 
home of Mrs. Quinn. Those pres­
ent were Mrs. Mellle Gillis, Mrs. 
Parker Crockett, Mrs. Elston Bev­
erage, Mrs. Ernest Brown, Mrs. 
Bcnney Quinn, Mrs. Clyde Joy, Mrs. 
Argyle McDonald, Mrs. Leon Crock­
ett, Mrs. Clifford Parsons, Mrs. 
Edward ’Beverage, Mrs. Milton 
Ames, Misses Frances Brown and 
Hope Ames. Mrs. Morrison received 
many useful gifts. Lunch was 
served and a pleasant evening en 
joyed.
Forty first aid certificates have 
been awarded to those who complet­
ed the course under the direction cf 
Dr. V. H. Shields.
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Beverage went 
recently to Revere. Mass., to attend 
the wedding of their son, Lawrence, 
to Miss Dorothy Thayer.
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. McElroy of 
Worcester, Mass., Andrew Gilchrist 
and son Mack of Vinalhaven were 
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. 
Oscar Waterman.
Edw. Beverage, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Edward Beverage, celebrated 
his fifth birthday Wednesday with 
a party. Those present were Mrs. 
Parker Crockett and daughter, 
Jane; Mrs. Leon Crockett and sons, 
Rexford and Wesley; Mts. Argyle 
McDonald and son James; Mrs. 
Stanley Quinn and daughter, Jane; 
Evelyn Brown, Mrs. Maurice Dyer, 
Mrs. Beverage and children, Edw. 
and Carol. The host received many 
nice gifts.
Those who were home over the 
week-end were Mr. and Mrs. Lewis 
Haskell, Miss Mercedes Calderwood, 
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Stone and son, 
Douglas; Mervyn Snow, Parker and 
Leon Crockett, Wendell Howard 
Burtis Brown, Leslie Dickey and Mr 
and Mrs. Merle Mills.
Miss Barbara Perry of Rockland 
was week-end guest of her sister. 
Mrs. Stanley Quinn.
Mrs. Jessima Dyer Grover of Ips­
wich. Mass., was recent guest cf her 
sister Mrs. A. W. Ames.
Mrs. Huston Long of Portland 
visited her father, O. D. Lermond, 
over the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ames, Hope 
Ames. Frances Elliott, Mrs. C. Bon­
ney Quinn and son Paul, spent Sun ­
day at the Ames Farm, Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bunker of 
Waterville were Tecent guests of 
Mrs. Bunker's sister. Mrs. Maynard 
Greenlaw.
SOUTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank of Au­
gusta were week-end guests of the 
iatter’s mother, Mrs. Mary Libby.
Mrs. Edna Barrett entertained B 
H. Club Wednesday. '
Addison Oliver of Gardiner has 
been recent guest at Mrs . Ada 
Spear’s.
The State Farm crew under tlie 
management of W. E. Dow are con­
ducting extensive farming opera­
tions in this and near-by communi­
ties.
E. C. Cutting returned Thursday 
to his home In South Portland after 
being guest for a few days of his 
mother, M!rs. R. E. Cutting, while 
caring for his 'blueberry interests in 
this locality.
Mrs. Lula Libby returned Satur­
day from a week's visit at her for­
mer home in Auburn. Her brother 
Fred Folsom accompanied her foi’ a 
brief visit at the Libby homestead.
LOST AND FOUND
MOTOR Corps arm band lost, near 
Post Office, during Memorial Day pa­
rade. Finder please phone 1341, LOR­
ETTA OLENDENNING._____________57»lt
BLACK billfold lost near Strand 
Theatre. Liberal reward If left at THE 
COURIER-GAZETTE office. 55*57
WANTED
HOUSE ln or near Rockport village 
wanted. 5 or 6 rooms and bath Have 
purchaser. F. H WOOD. Court House. 
Rockland. 57-lt
BLACK Water Spaniel, male puppy, 
wanted. State price. Write EVERETT 
DAVIS. Pleasant Point. _________ 57-59
WILL exchange cut granite blocks 
for gravel and top soil. TEL Rock 
land 439-21._____________________ • 57*59
MAN wanted to pull down old house
and wall up around well. TEL. Rock­
land 439-21._________________________ 57*59
LOBSTER boat wanted. 34 ft to 36 
ft. with or without engine. Write giv­
ing price to RSX ANDERSON. Crie­
haven. Me 57*59
HORSESHOEING work wanted. Will
go wherever called, by appointment. 
HERMAN HALL, 47 Thomaston St., 
City, Tel. 840-R 57*65
CHEF. waitresses, couples, cooks. 
$15. Institutional $60; housekeeper, 
man alone. $8 MRS HAWLEY. 780 
High. Bath. Tel. 725. 57»lt
GIRL or woman wanted for general
housework. 6 mornings a week. tet. 
713-R______________________ 57-59
PLACE to board two boys 9 and 10
years, wanted, out of town or on farm 
until November Write BOX 23. care 
Courier-Gazette. 57-59
MAN or woman wanted, aged 45-60.
for dish washer. Write P O. BOX 117 
Rockland 56-58
MAID or woman wanted for full or 
part time housework Tel 1138. MRS 
PRANK A. TIRRELL. JR.. 100 Beech 
St.. Rockland._____________ 56-tf
WOMAN wanted for general house -
work and care of small baby. Tel. 30 
MRS. KARL STETSON. Elm St., 
Thomaston. 55-57
DRESSERS, chairs and tables want­
ed; also mattresses. Rt. 1. BOX 49 
Warren, Me. 55*57
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work 
Wonder?) _______ ________
FURNITURl wanted to upholster,
caTed for and delivered. T. J FUM­




HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in­
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional 
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five 
small words to a line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads’* so called 1. e. advertise­
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courier- 
Gazette office for handling, coet 25 cents additional.
TO LET FOR SALE
ONE room to let at 31 Elm St.. TEI, ' 
519 R 57-59
FURNISHED apartment to let, 3 
rooms, fine condition, suitable for 
couple: references are required; gar­
age If desired. C. A. EMERY, Tel. 
433-M 57-tf
5-ROOM upstairs apartment with 
flush and garage on Glen St. Apply 
to RALPH P CONANT. 434 Main St.
57-59
2-ROOM furnished apartment to let. 
Use of bath Included. MRS GER 
TRUDE SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. 
Tel. 759-W. City. 56-58
ATTRACTIVE apartment on Lisle 
St to let. now available, unfurnished.
2 large rooms, swell kitchen and bath. 
No children. TEL 1178 . 56-58
4 ROOM unfurnished apartment to 
let. bath, garage. TEL. 22-M. 235
Broadway. 56*58
FURNISHED room to let. Modern 
conveniences. 24 State St., TEL 590 W 
55*57
5-ROOM apartment to let, second 
floor Adults only. Cor Warren and 
Main Sts Tel. 986-J, C. A HAMIL­
TON, 29 Chestnut St. 55-57
HEATED apt.. 4 or 6 rooms, to let:
also 2 heated separate bed rooms, fine 
location ln Thomaston Apply 13 Dunn 
St or TEL 153, Thomaston. 55*57
ROOM to let with bath. TEL. 22-M. 
235 Broadway 56*58
4-ROOM apartment to let, all mod­
ern. Apply at CAMDEN AND ROCK­
LAND WATER CO . Tel. 634 50-tf
3-ROOM furnished apt. to let.
adults. Inquire 12 Warren St. or 11 
James St. 49-tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. tet. 
579-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS. 46-tf
FOR SALE
MODEL J, 3’i H. P. Elto outboard 
motor for sale, good condition. THOM­
ASTON CAFE. Tel 65 2 57*59
75 ACRES of good blueberry land
for sale at sacrifice. Must be sold at 
once. 8 HILL ST.. Rockland 57*59
DRY slab wood for sale VICTOR C.
GRINDLE. 10 Dunton Ave.. Tel. 107-J 
57*59
80-ACRE farm. Including valuable 
woodlot. on black road. Ideal hen 
farm. Low price for Immediate sale 
Also antique divan, table, glass gal. 
Jugs, barnyard dressing ROY R
OAfsPEK. Beechwood St., Thomaston. 
Tel. 32-4 57*lt
CHEVROLET automobile. 1934 mas­
ter six. 4-door sedan, new battery, 
good tires and spare, clean Interior, 
bright outside finish, plenty of gas 
ln tank, for sale TEL Camden 2564 
57*59
HARD wood, sawed, for sale. $12 cord
delivered TEL. 421-J, City 56-58
COW and calf for sale, cow fresh­
ened two weeks JOHN MORRIS.
Tenants Harbor. Tel. 6-2. 56*58
MISCELLANEOUS
FLOORS sanded and reflnlshed I 
have the best equipment ln Maine. 
R. L. RICHARDS. Floor Sanding Serv­
ice. 25 Franklin St., Rockland Tel. 
»52 57*59
THIS ls to notify all persons that 
after this date. June 2. 1942. I will be 
responsible for no bills contracted bv 
my wife, Irene Ireland Signed MERLE 
IRELAND. Rockport, Me., June 2. 1942 
57*59
TRY the remarkable vim and vitality
bull<$er Sex a tol, an amazing tonic 
and wholesome. beneficial remedy. 
WALMSLEY S DRUG STORE, 373 Main 
St.. Rockland. 56-tf
MEDIUM: Two questions answered
by letter. Bend stamped envelope. 25c. 
RUTH MATHIAS, 12 Third Bt.. Ban­
gor. Me. 29*59
LIGHT trucking, waste removal;
sewing machine repairing. t.tcroy 
WATSON, Tel, 56*61
NEW milch cow and calf, mare and 
hog. for sale. MRS. ALFRED E 
STANDISH. R F D 3. Waldoboro 56*58 
■ *v -------------
ONE 10 H P Century motor, single 
phase, for sale by EDWARDS & CO 
Tel 214, 23 Tillson Ave.__________ 57-59
CRAWFORD range with oil burner, 
beds, sideboard, dresser, library and 
center tables, kitchen chairs, rockers, 
and extension table, for sale. Call 
afternoons. 2 to 5, 54 Pacific St Other 
times at 28 Clarenden St., A E 
KEYES.________________________57-59
TOMATO plants. peppers. asters, 
snapdragons, salvia, marigolds, pe’u 
nlas, portulaca and manv others for 
sale. Tel 1214-W. CHARLES WADE 
70 Waldo Ave. 57-60
GARDEN plants for sale Red. whit* 
and blue asters and1 petunias, variety 
of other plants readv to flower Stronz 
tomato plants. STILES FARM 57*59
7-ROOM house for sale on Bnruce 
St., Rockport. TEL Camden 2163
__________________________57*59
HOUSE for sale ln South Waldoboro 
Write MRS. IDA ELLIOTT. 237 Ash St . 
Brockton. Mass. 52*54&57*59
GOATS milk for sale EARlTgraVES 
54 Brewster St., City. 56*58
MrCOMICK mowing machine for 
sale, fi ft. cut FRANK GARDNER. 
Tel 1187 W 56*58
FURNITURE for sale, suitable for 
8ummrr cottage; also old buttons 
TEI,. 786-M _____________ 55 57
MAN'S bicycle for sale, nearly new 
Hobart meat grinder, market size 2,n 
Main St., ARTHUR SMALLEY 55*57
DRESSERE7TTE and mirror for sale, 
also Fischer hair dryer, all in perfect 
condition. Price very reasonable MA 
BELLE BEAUTY SHOPPE. Tel 683-W 
City__________________2________55*57
HOUSE trailer for sale or exchange 
for a small truck. Notify BERT 
BRODIS, Limerock St., Rockport 55*57
ONE cherrv dining table and eight 
chairs. MRS GERTUDE STUDI.EY 
West End. Thomaston 55*57
1931 FORD Model A motor A. for 
sale, good condition; also other parts 
at LOREN YOUNG'S garage. Llmerork 
st-________ ■___________________________ 55*57
PAIR 6-yenr old mules for sale, also 
farm machinery; brown Wate- Spaniel 
pups RAYMOND GENTHNER. W->l 
doboro _______________________ 55*57
'931 STUDFTBakFR 4 dr sedan for 
sale Excellent condition, tires like new 
Priced right Can be seen at LOREN 
YOUNGS GARAGE. Limerock St 
___________________ ______ ____________ 56*58
1938 FORD V-8 coach for sale, good
condition. 5 good tires. Price rlzht 
MIKE ARMATA. 21 Brewster St. 54*59
SINGLE and double houses for sale, 
fn Camden. Rockport. Rockland. Owl-- 
Head. and Thomaston. Cottages at 
lake and seashore. Desirable rents $15- 
$35 per month L A. THURSTON 
Tel 1159, City 54-tf
SMALL furnished home for sale 
with excellent water supply; cheap 
Inquire of 81 E BROADWAY, Derrv. 
N H _____________ 54*59
30-FOOT power boat for sale. R'z
foot beam, good condition Price $259 
ORAM H .8IMPSON, Criehaven. Me
53*58
VINALHAVEN
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■WHEN I BAKE !
/I
IFF: New suRarless recipe bookie! 
tan serve America’s vital supplies. Wmf 
|!ay. Address: Rumford Baking P< 
In Box AS, Rumford, Rhode Island
THi
CA/
LARGE tenement and barn for sale 
at 55 Mechanic St., Camden Buyer 
must tear down Contalna much valu­
able lumber, brick, etc. OILBERT 
HARMON. Tel, Camden 713_______ 52-57
FIRST class dark loam for sale
RCHARD MAKIE. Tel. 553-M, West 
Meadow Rd_______ 49*60
GOOD top loam for sale WILLIAM 
ANDERSON. Tel 23-W. West Meadow- 
Rd___________ 57*62
DAY-old cockerels, for sale $5 per
hundred. Tel. 532. H. W. LITTLE. 360 
Broadway.________________ 48 tf
PRESSED hay for sale. $20 at the
bam. W L. MERRIAM. Union. Tel 
?-5.___________________________________ 46 tf
D. te H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
$15.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run 
aoft, not screened
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Finn Bureau met recently 
VP Ann Carver, home demon- 
ent, Miss Lucinda R ch, 
;he meeting, the subject 
.as ' Aids in Clothes Buy-
Rc.ss and mother-in-law, 
q, ; :c Thcmas, returned Fri- 
from Belmont, Mass.
I ,/ubrth Weiderhold dtori
North Haven were week-end guests 
of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist 
Mrs. <H. W. Fifield returned 
1 Thursday from Rockland.
The High School oicnlc was held 
j Thursday night at Huntress beach.
The Junior Prom at Town hall 
was largely attended and a fine 
time reported. Music by Arey’s - 
orchestra.
Ethel Mitchell and brother Wen- ; 
dell returned Saturday to Portland.
Mrs. Malcolm Winslow returned 
Friday to Uxbridge, Mass., having 1 
v.slted her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Almond Miller.
Curtis Webster came Saturday 
from Springfield, Mass.
Memorial Day Exercises
In honor of departed soldiers.
Memorial Day was observed in tiie
usual manner of other years, with
floral tributes and parade cf the
American Legion, Auxiliary, Spanish 1
,War Veterans, Sons of Americans,1
a long illness. Ob tu- Pox Isianders 4_H club_ Wlnners
4-H Club, Red Cross, children with 
teachers, led by the Vinalhaven 
Band, and Marshal A. E. Libby. ' 
Exercises were held at the John 
Carver cemetery; prayer by Rev.
' Charles Mitchell; reading. General 
Orders of the Day, by H. A. Town- j 
send; decoration of graves; taps.
Exercises were also held at the 
waterfront, where children scattered 
flowers on the water in memory of 
naval heroes. The children were 
in charge of Joseph Headley and 
Mrs. Ambrose Peterson. Exercises 
at Soldiers’ Monument consisted of: 
Prayer, by iRev. W. J. Hutchison; 
reading of Logan's General Orders, 
by A. E. Libby; Lincoln’s Gettys­
burg Address, by Marilyn Carver; 
Preamble to American Legion Con­
stitution, by Commander Vaugnn 
Johnson; roll call and decorating of 
the monument, by master of cere­
monies A. E. Libby.
At 6 o’clock services of retreat 
were performed, after which a con­
cert was given by the Vinalhaven 
Band on the Legion hall lawn.
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Sugar For Canning
Here’s An Important Message
For Housewives Who Do 
Home Preserving
The demand on present supplies 
of commercially canned foods to 
meet the needs of the United 
Nations, as well as the need to 
conserve transportation spac^, 
makes the canning of locally grown : 
food for home use a direct con- I 
tribution to the war effort, accord 
ing to the consumer divLsion of the 
Office of Price Administration.
Homemakers will be able to can 
fruits in sufficient quantities for 
their families for the coming year 
under the revised canning pro­
visions of the sugar ^rationing 
regulations now in effect, the di-
vision advises. According to the 
new regulations, ail fruit canning 
will have to be done in a “thin" 
or “light” sirup using one pound 
of sugar to every four quarts of fin­
ished fruit. In addition each fam 
ily wall be allowed ofie pound of 
sugar per person for making jams, 
jellies and marmalades.





COME ON AND TELL 
Jef YOUR SECRET. DEAR.-
A LOVELY BRIDGE 
1 WE HAD f>UCH FUN 1
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WHEN I BAKE !
fl: Npw sugarless recipe booklet! 
•prvp America’s vital supplies. Write 
a*. Address: Rumford Baking Pow- 
Box AS, Rumford, Rhode Island.
THE VINALHAVEN EXILE
EDITORIAL BOARD
Bark row: R. Geary, W Winslow, R. Tolman, M. Hopkins, J. Toivola. 
Middle row: E. Burgess, M. Oakes. H. Oyer, N. Phillips.
Front row: II. Dyer, R. Kittredge, A. Bray, M. Carver.
The. 13th annual edition of “The 
Exile,” published by the students of 
Vinalhaven High School ccmes from 
The Courier-Gazette press entirely 
to their credit, and it may be added
with modesty, a credit to the excel­
lent wcrk being done by this paper’s 
jcb printing plant.
The edition is dedicated to Theo­
dore E. Nutting “our former princi­
pal. in recognition of his invaluable 
services and unfailing sense of 
humor.” The editorial board is madp 
up as follows:
Editcr-in-chief. Ada Bray. '42; 
associate editors, Mhrihn Carve?,
Brinkworth; treasure:, Astrid Rosen, 
An excellent literary department 
includes the following communica­
tions: "My First Attempt at Being 
a Detective,” Irene Ames; “Stub- 
bomess,” Robert Telman; “Mad
Dog," Irene Ames; “The Debating 
Trip to Portland,” Marilyn Carver; 
"The Village Belle,” Mary John­
son; "Hard Luck’s Good Luck,” 
Emily Kelwick; “The Model T Ford,” 
Joe Dyer; “A Senior Class Meet­
ing,” Ellen Burgess. The contribu­
tors of poetry were Norman Phil­
lips, Ellen Burgess, Albert Ames. 
Eleanor Hutchinson, Delma Calder­
wood, Ada Bray, Geraldine Rcbert- 
ton, Astrid Rosen, Floyd Rcbertson,’43, Norma Phillips, '43 class editors,
Helen fryer ’42, Ruth Kittredge '43, Mary Johnson, Mildred Brinkworth,
Marion Oakes '44, Robert Telman 
’45; alumni editor. Ellen Burgess '42; 
activity editor Richard Geary, ’42; 
personal editor, Jchn Toivola. '43;
Betty Dyer. From which it will be 
seen that the devotees of the rhym­
ing art were in the majority.
The alumni department carries a
joke editor, Betty Dyer, '44; business | new wrinkle. Instead of listing the 
managers. Murray Hcpkins '42, Wy- graduates by classes they are pre- 
vern Winslcw '43; faculty advisor,
Phyllis Joan Black.
Pictures of all the Senior class
members are shown, and it must be 
admitted that becoming J.g.iity 
was shown while they were under­
going the acid test of thc earner i.
The class cffice-s are: President,
sented by States—Arkansas, Con­
necticut, Florida, Maine, Maryland, 
Massachusetts. Michigan, Mississip­
pi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, 
I North Carolina, Pennsylvania, 
Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, 
Vermont, Virginia and District of 
Columbia. Massachusetts appears
Kenneth Anderson; vice president,1 to have been the residence of the 
Helen Dyer; secretary, Mildred) large majority.
natural flavor and culor.
Mild-flavored sirups like honey
or corn sirup may also be used in 
canning fruit. Honey or corn sirup 
may be substituted for as much as 
half the sugar, but a larger pro­
portion of sirup will mask the deli- 
'cate flavor—a.s will a sirup with a 
! distinctive flavor such as maple, 
sorghum or molasses.
UNION
Mrs. Myrtie Russell of Portland 
is guest of her sister Mrs. Annie 
Butler.
Priscilla Alden is at Knox Hos-canning, homemakers should be !
prepared to supply information on pital for observation, 
how much they canned last year. Thc new minister Rev. Mr 
as well as their plans for this drews and Mrs. Andrews gs 
year's canning. Sugar allotted to receptjcn to the church members
any one family1 by rationing boards | 
will depend on both factors. The 
following suggestions for sugar- 
, saving in canning come from the 
United States Department of Agri­
culture:
Canned fruit will keep safely if 
jars are packed with fruit and 
then filled with iboillng fruit juice 
made by crushing, heating and 
straining the riper fruit. The 
sweeter, juicer fruits like sweet 
cheries and peaches are best for 
putting up in their own juice.
Fruit may also be canned with 
just enough sugar-sirup in each 
jar to give a slightly sweet flavor 
and the rest of the space filled with 
' juice. Cook fruit in an open kettle,
I pack hot and cover with juice, 
j Fruit juice may be bottled or 
' put up in Jars with little or no 
i sugar. No extra sweetening Is 
I needed if the juices of sweet and 
tart fruits are mixed and bottled 
' together. Fruit for Juice is pro 
cessed at simmering rather than 




Publication Limited to Brief 
Poems
of Original Composition 
By Subscribers
UNFORGETTABLE DEPARTURE
| For The Courier-Gazette]
Writing To Soldiers
Uncle Sam Tells You How To
Address Letters and What 
Not To Say
The bureau of Public Relations of 
the War Department has issued a 
'circular letter giving important in­
formation on “How To Write to 
, Soldiers.” As this interests thou­
sands of The Courier-Gazette’s 
readers, the circular passed on to 
this paper by Past State Comman­
der Oliver R. Hamlin, is here re­
published.
The Address
Tf soldier is Located in the United 
States:
'Private John Doe. (Serial No.),
Company B, 373d Infantry,
Camp Wilton. Nebraska.
If soldier is located outside the 
United States:
Private John Doe. (Serial No.),
Company B, 373d Infantry,
Army Post Office, No ...... .
% Postmaster,
City, State—(As instructed by 
soldier or War Dept).
The Station and location of a sol­
dier outside the United States is a 
military secret upon which the life 
of your son, brother or husand may 
depend, and also the success of our 
war effort. Avoid writing to the 
War Department for this informa­
tion. Oet the correct mailing ad­
dress from the soldier, including the 
Army Post Office number, and the 
city through which mail addressed 
to him Is to be handled. If, how­
ever, this information is not avail 
able, after the soldier has left the 
country, then you may inquire of 
the Adjutant General, War Depart 
ment, Washington, D. C. for the 
cfirrect mailing address. However, 
only the Army Post Office address 
will be furnished and not the for­
eign station of the soldier.
The Postage Fees 
Regular Mail: Three cents on let­
ters addressed through Army Post 
Office number. Air Mail: Six cents 
per half ounce. Parcel Post: Postage 
charged only from city of mailing to 
port of dispatch in the United 
States. (Visit local post office for 
exact cost).
Caution:
1. Include your return address in 
upper left hand corner of envelope, 
and allow plenty of white space on 
envelope for forwarding data by 
Postmaster.
2. Write on one side of page. 
When letters are censored, the ma­
terial is actually cut out with a pair 
of scissors, thereby destroying un­
necessarily harmless material on 
the reverse side.
3. Always write in plain, visible 
text, preferably English; never in 




Not to be Included 
1. Never include in your letters 
infermation concerning training, 
troeps movements, or production of 
military equipment or mention cf 
any .specific employment of that 
equipment. If your sen includes 
that information within his letter, 
keep the data confidential, 
i 2. Don’t discuss security meas­
ures taken to protect plants, lccal 
utilities, or transportation facilities.
3. Never include any information 
about the weather.
4. Don’t discuss adverse condi- 
, tions which affect your farm or oc­
cupation.
I 5. Don’t include criticism of the 
'conduct of the war. Your views 
may not be based upon facts.
6. When sending pictures, make 
j certain that no information of a 
[military nature is included In the 
1 scene.
I 7. Remember the purpose of cen­
sorship is not to Place hardship on
MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC. Boston; 
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC. Hart­
ford; WTCAN, Providence; WXBZ, Bangor.
During the summer months 
you'll see certain nearby grown 
fruits and vegetables featured at 
your grocers as part of the “Food 
for Freedom” program of the Ag­
ricultural Market Administration.
You should watch for those foods 
and use them for two reasons.
First they’ll be the nearby grown 
foods tliat are at their best and 
most abundant, hence reasonably 
priced; and second, you'll be help­
ing the growers and farmers by 
using these foods, freely when the 
crops come in. The farmers, hav­
ing done their patriotic best to 
grow more vegetables, are count­
ing on us to use that abundance.
Just now spinach and lettuce 
are the “Victory Foods Specials.”
Use the crisp green spinach tips 
raw in mixed green salads, cook 
them ln just the water that clings 
to tliem to serve as greens; puree 
the cooked spinach for cream 
soups, try it the Italian way, 
cooked in hot oil in which you’ve 
heated a slice or two of garlic.
DONT cock spinach till it's limp 
and pitiful; DO serve it with 
plenty of butter, vinegar and oil, 
a garnish of hard-cooked egg 
slices or raw’ onion rings and DO 
use it freely for the next f ew 
weeks.
The outer green leaves of your 
head of lettuce can be cooked for 
greens too and the cocked lettuce 
used in salad with pickled beet, 
hard-cooked egg or tomato gar 
nish, French dressing and mayon­
naise. A cream of lettuce soup, 
stepped up with herbs and served 
with toasted French rolls topped 
with grated cheese, is a very good 
lunch.
Use bacon or salt to give a 
touch of flavor or try mayonnaise 
served hot over either lettuce or 
spinach greens.
Baked Rhubarb and Orange —
Select young tender stalks of pink 
rhubarb (1 pound) and cut into 
inch sections without peeling. Th s 
shouid make about IH cups. Add 
'At cup honey, 2 quarter-inch slices, 
of orange, peel and all. Place in a 
glass or earthen baking dish, with 
Just enough water to show through, 
cover and bake in a slow oven (275 
to 325 deg. F.) until the fruit is 
tender and syrup slightly thick­
ened. Serve very cold. Makes 
four servings.
Asparagus Montpelier—One and 
one-half pounds asparagus, cooked,
2-3 cup Cain’s mayonnaise, M< tea­
spoon pepper, 2 tablespoons lemon 
juice.
Arrange hot asparagus on a 
heated platter. Heat together may­
onnaise, pepper and lemon juice in 
top part of double boiler. Pour 
over hot asparagus; serve immedi­
ately. Serves six.
Toll House Raisin Sauce—1 cup 
water. 1 cup sugar. 1 cup seedless 
raisins. 2 tablespoons Land O’­
Lakes butter, 2 tablespoons vine­
gar, 'At teaspoon Sterl ng salt, ’4
teaspoon clove, !4 teaspoon cinna- i Tliis makes six dozen large cookies 
mon, 1 glass grape jelly. I but they keep perfectly.
In Probate Court
Wills Allowed: John Teel, late of 
iSt. George, deceased. Ralph Teel of 
St. George, appointed executor; 
Mary E. Ware, late cf Union, de-
Add sugar to water and bring to !ceased' J CIaren<* Msody of Union 
a boil. Then add raisins and rest appointed executor; Charles F.
of ingredients. Mix well and bring 
to a bcil, then add 1 teaspoon com­
MARJORIE MILLS
starch, dissolved in a small amount 
of cold water. Stir until mixture 
thickens slightly. Serve hot on 
boiled ham.
Roast Beef Hash — 2 cups
chopped roast beef. 3 cups diced 
cooked potatoes, I small onion, 
minced, 1 tablespoon milk. Sterling 
salt and pepper, 1 egg, beaten, 2 
tablespoons fat or Wesson salad 
oil,Watercress.
Combine meat and potatoes. Add 
onion. Add milk, salt and pepper 
to egg; add to meat and potatoes, 
mix well. Heat fat or salad oil in 
frying pan; add hash, spread ng 
evenly. Cock over low heat until 
well browned on the bottom. Cut 
through center. Loosen and fold 
over as with an omelet. Turn out 
on hot platter; garnish with water­
cress. Approximate yield: six 
portions.
Soft Molasses Cookies, (From 
Mrs. Max Limmer)—7 to 8 cups 
sifted Ceresota enriched flour, 4 
teaspoons baking soda, *4 teaspoon 
Sterling salt, 1 tablespoon g nger, 1 
teaspoon cinnamon, 3 cups mol­
asses, 1*4 cups shortening, 10 table­
spoons boiling water.
Sift flour, measure out 4 cups, 
add soda and salt and spices and 
sift 3 times. Mix molasses, short­
ening and boiling water. Add flour 
mixed w:th spices. Arid remaining 
flour gradually (use a little mere if 
dough is too soft, but do not make 
it too stiff». Cool at least an hour 
or more. Roll a small amount at a 
time to *4-inch thickness. Cut
Brown, late of North Haven, de­
ceased, Marian E. Brown of Augus­
ta appointed executrix; Joseph C. 
Ingraham, late of Rockland, de­
ceased, Mattie A. Peters of Bostcn. 
Mass, appointed Administratrix 
with the will annexed; Margie S. 
Ingraham, late of Rockland, de­
ceased, Charlotte S. Simmons of 
Everett, Mass., appointed adminis­
tratrix with the will annexed; De­
lora E. Morrill, late of Rockpcrt, de­
ceased, Mabel H. Withee of Rock­
port appointed executrix; Oscar S. 
Grinnell, late of Union, deceased, 
Charlctte M. Gleason of Unicn ap­
pointed administratrix with the will 
annexed; Henry V. Starrett, late cf 
Warren, Katie F. Starrett of War­
ren appointed executrix; Annie A. 
Stevens, late cf Rockland, deceased, 
James E. Stevens of Rockland ap­
pointed executor; William E. Hatch, 
late c«f Camden, deceased. Lena F. 
Hatch of Camden appointed execu­
trix.
Petitions for Administration 
Granted: Estates, Susan M. Smith, 
late of Rcckland .deceased; Harris 
P. Smith of Rockland appointed 
Administrator; Walter J. Rich, late 
of Camden, deceased, Waite? J. 
Rich, late of Camden, deceased, 
Walter J. Rich Jr. and Eugene C. C. 
Rich of Camden appointed admin­
istrators.
Petition for Ancillary Administra­
tion Granted: Estate of 8arah M. 
Wyman, late of Newton, Mass., 
Gladys W. Pride cf West Newtcn, 
Mass., appointed administratrix.
Petition for License to Sell Per­
sonal Estate Granted: Estate Irene 
Belle Wincapaw, late of Friendship, 
deceased, filed by Alfred H. Morton 
of Friendship, Administrator.
Petition for New License tc Sell 
Real Estate Granted: Estate Ernest 
L. Starrett, Jr., and Ruby F. Star­
rett of Warren, filed by Irven A. 
Gammon of Warren, Guardian.
Petition for Authority to Convey 
Real Estate and Discharge Trustee 
Granted: Estate E. J. Barter, late 
of Rockland, deceased, filed by 
Hcmer E. Robinson. Trustee.
Petition for Widow’s Allowance 
Granted: Estate Emerson C. Sim­
mcns, late of Friendship, deceased, 
filed by Ada Murphy, widow.
Petitions for Confirmation cf 
Trustee Granted: Annie L. A. Chau­
venet, late of Bostcn, Mass., de­
ceased, Thomas Allen and The 
Merchants National Bank of Bos­
ton appointed Trustees.
Petition for Change of Name 
Granted: Helen Adella Hall Sprowl 
of Rockland, name changed to 
Helen Adella Hall.
Accounts Allowed: Barbara Edith 
Bartlett et ats, second acccunt filed 
by Edith Hazel Bartlett of Rock­
land, guardian; Annie S Moody, 
late of Warren, first and final ac-
The Women Voters
at the parsonage Wednesday aft- I Suddenly find the harbor again
ernoon and evening. ! rugged coast the rocky coast,a , ThP ra?ing running tide
Lerov Miller of N. Y. made a I Pulls like a heart felt devotion.
brief visit at his home here re- i Challenging us awide 
, I I know lt. I have felt itcen.iy. J have walked the filthy streets,
Mrs Maud Bolster of Norway a 1 Watching the rot decaying
; Then slinking like a thief,
former resident cf Union fell on [ Tearing the city asunder.
1 Devastlng man with disease.
D:d you ever leave the coast.
I mean to wander far awe/v. ___ ____ ____
romScndents. but Instead. It to to
the floor of her home recently and 
suffered a broken hip.
Mrs. Linda Davis while cutting 
flowers Saturday dropped her scis­
sors in the grass and stooping to 
pick some pansies, stuck both 
points of the scissors into her leg.
The Methodist church was 
packed to the doors Sunday to 
listen to an able baccalaureate ser­
mon by Rev. Mr. Andrews. The 
choir furnished excellent music.
I Yes. I’ve seen their crowded houses, 
I In part mav be called a home
But where the sea has given us free­
dom.
It has sealed for them a tomb!
Ko now when I see again 
The raging, whitening foam, 
Watching the ships creasing 
The Atlantic’s mighty breast.
I give a pr’ver of Thanksgiving 
F~r the comfort I have known
Steve Hamilton 
Naval Base. Co. 212. Newport. R. I.
w at w at
VISIONS OF THE PAST
| For The Courier-Gazette)
recommend vaccination Out of the years with their Joys and
cf babies aga’nst cmal.pox before sweet faces come and go.
As I stt at night , ln the warmth andthe child is 12 months cld.
Ask Your Dealer for
SPECIAL SERVICE WRAPPER
With men in the Army, Navy, Marines, 
and Coast Guard, the favorite cigarette 
is Camel. (Based on actual sales records in 
Post Exchanges, Sales Commissaries, Ship’s 
Service Stores, Ship’s Stores, and Canteens.)
light
Of my cheerful firelight's glow.
And memories dear come and hover
near.
O'er my heart sweet comfort throw.
A mother's voice singing soft and low. 
As she sits ln her easy chair.
Her busy hands, so soft and white 
Weaving by the lamplteht. there 
Those dainty hands ln their minister­
ing love
Beckoning now to the land above.
A father's form with his manly stride 
Ws'king familiar wavs.
With his cheery voice and his coun­
cil wise.
So deer his words of praise
That form now only tn dreams I see. 
Only ln dreams speak that voice to
me
The girlhood friends all gathered there 
Growing ln heavenly grace 
Filling their places, completing each
tvk.
In the light of the Master's face; 
Fcrever tc work with that wonderful
guide.
Knowing no evil can ever betide.
I would fain recall all the loved and
lost
Those dear ones of long ago
In the stillness of night, ln the 
candlelight
They come wtth their eyes aglow 
So. I think of the Joy. and no hint ot
pffln
When we shall meet, ne'er to part 
again.
Mary E L. Taylor
Tenants Harbor.
New goggles, provided with shat­
terproof lenses that shut off Injur­
ious ultar-violet and nifra-red ray 
have been developed for the use of 
American ski and mountain troops. 
The goggles are shielded in such 
a way that no storm, yet air is al­
lowed to enter to prpevent fogging.
collect information from mail ccm­
ing from foreign countries while at 
the same time preventing important 
information frcm reaching the 
enemy.
Remember your letter may fall 
into enemy hands. Don’t make it 
valuable reading for them.
Dont be discouraged by long de­
lays In receiving replies. This is a 
World Wide War. The seas are 
wide and rough sailing. Regular 
mail travels in ccnvoys and there 
are many unpredictable factors that 
may unavoidably delay the delivery 
cf mail to soldiers overseas. Be pa­
tient.
Don’t be discouraged by the above 
necessary military restrictions. 
Write often to the soldier; write 
long letters; help keep your soldier 
informed about your family; pro­
vide him with interesting personal 
reading matter. That is what he 
expects in his letters. Remember, 
the War Department considers your 
mail Important enough to include a 
shipment of mail on every ship 
that leaves the country.
EAST LIBERTY
KerVm Rogers is working in the 
State hospital at Augusta.
Leamon Smith has been induc­
ted into the Army and stationed 
at Port Devens.
Robert Cram and family have 
moved to the Albert Skidmore 
house recently vacated by Edyth 
Wellman.
Virgil Stevens and family of Au­
gusta spent the week-end with his 
aunt Inez Harriman and called on 
friends here.
Callers Sunday at George Mc- 
Laine's were Walter and. Ida Ban- 
ton of Belfast. Benjamin Cunning­
ham and daughters Hester of 
Searsmont and Evelyn McGuire 
and son. Roger of Yarmouth.
Mrs. Lewis Ryan has returned 
home from Appleton where she was 
called by the illnees of her daugh­
ter, Mrs. Maurice Collins. She 
has her grandson Donald Collins 
with her.
Dena Stevens of Augusta was 
recent overnight guest of her 
daughter. Cleola Stevens.
Mrs. Clarence M. Howes has re­
turned home from a three week’s 
visit with relatives ln Massachu­
setts.
Are Giving Careful Consider­
ation To Congressional 
Fitness
The Rockland League of Women 
Voters and all other Leagues 
throughout the country are ex­
tremely interested in the type of 
Congressmen which the citizens 
will elect.
Below is a release on the re­
sults of the Congressman poll of 
the National League ln which 35 
States participated, Maine toeing 
one of them, with the local League 
having also cast its vote which 
was identical with that of the 
final summary.
Now, more than ever, it is neces­
sary that citizens give much con­
sideration to voting.
With the selection of five im­
portant personal characteristics 
by which to judge a wartime Con­
gressman, the National1 League of 
Women Voters today injected a 
new note into current Congres 
ional campaigns.
The "winning” qualifications, 
chosen through a ballot circulate 
last month among 60,000 mem­
bers in 35 states, are: “Intellectual 
integrity," “determination to sub­
ordinate party interest to national 
interest "independent judgment," 
“political sagacity,” and “a broad 
background in civic affairs." The 
poll was taken to determine the 
kind of representatives responsible 
citizens should nominate and elect 
in 1942.
Three out of every four league 
members ranked “intellectual in­
tegrity” as the prime requisite for 
a Congressman. That character­
istic won a sweeping victory in the 
first choice ballots, counted by the 
proportional representation system 
which takes into account succes­
sive preferences.
Defeated on the first ballot were 
such qualifications as "party regu­
larity,” follower of individual 
rather than party platform,” and 
“one who promises to get desired 
public projects for his district.” 
The women voters also turned a 
cold shoulder to ‘“Promises of jobs 
for home town boys," not unex­
pected verdict in view of the 
League's long campaign for the 
merit
emptoydk.
In the running, but eliminated 
in the final count, were “flexibil­
ity,” “responsible attitude toward
with large cutter and place on i count filed by Austin J. Moody and 
greased cookie sheet, leaving plenty i George E. Moody, Conservator; E. 
of space between each one. Bake J J. Barter, late of Rockland, de- 
about 15 minutes at 400 deg. F. i ceased, sixth and final account filed 
by Homer E. Robinson of Rockland, 
Trustee; Arthur Sheldon, late cf 
Vinalhaven. deceased, first and final 
account filed by Joseph F. Headley, 
administrator; Orris C. Cook, late 
of Friendship, deceased, first and 
final account filed by Elden L. Cook, 
administrator with the will an­
nexed; Emma G. Smith, late of Vi­
nalhaven, first and final account 
filed by Ocra H. Smith and Inez 
Conant, executrices; Isaac W. Po­
land, late of Friendship, deceased, 
first and final account filed by 
Laura E. Poland, administratrix; 
Alvah J. Lineken, late of Thcmas­
ton, deceased, first and final ac­
count filed by Gertrude M. Lineken, 
special administratrix: Minie E 
Heal, late of Camden deceased, first 
and final account filed by Olive E. 
Annis, administratrix.
Petition for Distribution Granted: 
Estate Minie E. Heal, late of Cam­
den. deceased, filed by Olive E. 
Annis. administratrix.
Petitions for Probate of Will Pre­
sented for Notice: Frank E. Beggs, 
late of Vinalhaven, deceased. Mina 
Thornton Beggs of Vinalhaven 
named executrix: Encch I. C^ok, 
late of St. George, deceased, Ella 
C. Davis of St. George named execu­
trix; Willis I. Ayer, late of Rock­
land, deceased, Hattie E. Ayer cf 
Rockland named executrix: Lizzie 
M. Ames, late of Thomastcn, de­
ceased, Carlton E. M'rse named 
executor; Lucy A. Venner, late of 
Thomaston, deceased, Edgar I ibbv 
of Thomastcn named administrator 
with the will annexed; Lester B. 
Donahue, late of Mcntclair. N. J , 
no appointment asked for.
Accounts Presented fcr Notice: 
Margaret Snow, late of Rockland, 
first and final acccunt filed bv
making and carrying out party 
platform,” and “responsiveness to 
constituents’ opinions.” “Former 
affiliations with Chamber of Com­
merce; educational institutions; 
professional, labor, and farm or­
ganizations” received a few’ scat­
tered votes.
While the poll was intended to 
sample League opinion only, mar­
ginal notes indicated that some 
ballots represented the consensus 
of an entire family and that in at 
least two instances the head of 
the hcuse was a member of Con­
gress himself.
A Stonington Boy
Edgar Pitts Graduates From 
U. of M. With Highest 
Distinction
Edgar Thurlow Pitts of Stoning­
ton graduated with highest dis­
tinction from the University of 
Maine May 25, with the B. A. de 
gree in Mathematics. He is the 
son of Mr. and Mrs. George E. 
Pitts of Stonington. He graduated 
from Stonington High School in 
1936 and entered the University 
in September, 1938.
While an undergraduate he re­
ceived seven scholarships includ- /cl\nE1IT^now’1 fir^t, , Hand R. Delano, late cf Cushing. Ur-t
mg the Hancock County and ,and flnal account filed by Lester G.
Chicago Alumni awards, and the 
Merritt Caldwell Fernald Scholar­
ship which is annually awarded 
to the highest ranking student in 
the Junior/ Class.
He was a member of the Arts 
Club; Sigma Delta Zeta; honorary 
mathematical society, of which he 
has been vice president and presi­
dent; and Sigma Mu Sigma, hon-
Delano, administrator; Hazel M 
Ycung. late cf Matinicus, deceased, 
first and final account filed by Pearl 
E. Borgerscn, administratrix: Har­
riet L. Milliken, of Rockland, sec­
cnd and final account filed bv Alan 
L. Bird, conservator: Ma “tha E. 
Newbert. late of Thomaston, first 
and final account filed by Gertrude 
N. Jcnes, administrator: Alvah J. 
Lineken, late cf Thomaston, first 
rnd flnal account filed by Gertrude
aiy psychologj- fia.mlly. Phi 1“^"^ K 
Beta Kappa, oldest, largest, and finaJ acccunt fpeq bv Harold J.
most famous college honorary so­
ciety in America, elected him to 
membership in the junior year. He
Wilson, special executor.
The word “shavetail" is soldiers’ 
. , , i slang for a recently appointed sec­
ts also a member of the national lieutenant —humorously so
honor society of Phi Kappa Phi. I caiied with allusion to the young, 
He was the highest ranking stu- unbrokekn army mules.
dent in the graduating class with I
a scholastic record including seven 
consecutive semesters of all “A” 
grades beginning in 1939. His ac­
cumulative point average of 3.96 
(99 approx.) is the highest in the 
University's history.
Final approval lias been given 
his application for an Ensign's
stem of selecting public | commission ln the U. S. Naval 
Reserve, and he 1s expecting to 
be called to active duty soon.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps




If you’re cross, restless, suffer hot 
flashes, nervous feelings, dizziness- 
caused by this period;In a woman's 
life—try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege­
table Compound. Made etpeeiallv 
tor women. Thousands upon thou­
sands helped. Follow label direc­
tions. WORTH TRYINQ!
V —
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New Camden Theatre, Wednesday-Thursday
Norman Rogers,, son of Mrs Her­
bert Wheeler of Thomaston, ha« 
'received the honor of being selectee 
for the Air Corps Officer Candidate 
School, and is now stationed at 
Hotel Dorchester, Miami Beach. Fla 
Norman took a competitive exam ir 
Oregon with 150 other men. Ht 
was one of 10 who was chasen. Ht 
had to have the I Q of superior tf 
enter. He will attend schcol If 
weeks before being commissioned
Mrs. Frank Hallowell and son 
Albert who spent the week-end 
with Mrs. Hallowell's mother Mrs 
A D. Davis, returned Monday to 
their home at Boothbay Harbor.
The town is offering free vaccin­
ation for prevention of smallpox 
to all residents from June 1 to 6 
inclusive. Residents will have 
and are asked to make a choice 
of any doctor in town and com­
municate with Miss Faustina Rob­
inson, town nurse, as soon as 
possible.
Miss Rachel Stetson returned 
home Friday alter being guest of 
Mr and Mrs. Harold Pratt, Kit 
tery, for the past week.
Franklin B. Comery has enlisted 
in the Navy Aviation and left 
Tuesday to report at the Univer­
sity of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill, where he will study to be a 
Flying Cadet.
Mrs. Frank Williams who spent 
a few days witli Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Smith, returned Friday to 
Oakland Beach, R. I.
Miss Bernice Hendersonr arrived 
T'riday from Cambridge, Mass., to 
spend the week-end with Miss 
Christine Moore. She 
Monday
Moore who will spend 
her guest.
Harris Shaw returned to Boston 
Thursday after spending a few days 
with his mother Mrs. Abbie Shaw 
and sister. Miss Frances Shaw.
Mir. and Mrs. George Newbert en­
tertained at a lclbster supper Sat­
urday at the Kinney cottage, 
Caddy’s Grove, St. George. Those 
invited were Mr. and Mrs. Heibert 
Newbert, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ames, 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bucklin, Miss 
Harriet Wilson, Heibert Newbert, 
lr. all of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. 
Willis Kinney of Rockland, and Mrs. 
Newbert’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur Weed of Millinocket.
The members of the Upstairs, 
Downstairs, Mothers and Daugh­
ters bowling teams will have a ban­
quet at Webber’s Inn tonight at 7 
o’clock.
Peter Bulkeley of Marblehead, 
Mass., arrived Sunday to spend a 
few days with his grandparents Mr. 
and Mrs R O. Elliot.
Mrs. Elmus Morse returned home 
Monday after spending a few days 
whth her daughter and son-in-law, 
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Feyler, Ev­
erett, Mass.
The next stated meeting of Orient 
Lodge F A M. will be held-tonight.
Mi s. Josephine Stone and Mrs. 
Forest Stone entertained the Circle 
of Grace Chapter, O.E.S. Thursday, 
with 13 members present. Refresh­
ments were served by the hostesses, 
assisted by Mrs. Leila Smalley.
Frank Jordan and daughter Miss 
Margaret Jordan who spent the 
Winter at Miami, Fla., ei rived 
Thursday and have opened their 
heme cn Main street
Whitman Levensaler has been 
called into the service and ordered 
to report at Fort Riley, Kansas for 
active duty. He has the rank of a 
second lieutenant.
Mrs. Albert Gould, who was over­
night guest Thursday of Mrs. Jchn 
Creightcn at her home on Main 
street went to Brunswick Friday to 
join Mr. Gould, an overseer of 
Bowdoin College, who has been at­
tending commencement activities 
there, enroute to her heme in 
Maiblehead, Mass.
The Contract Club met Friday at 
the home of Mrs Harold Dana, with 
three tables, prizes going to Mrs. 
James E. Creighton, Mrs. Maynard
Chaplain Perron
. # -
Occupied His Pulpit In Thom­
aston Sunday—Many 
Worshippers Present
PARENTS TELL THEIR STORY
<we-<->«e-e-e-e^e-e»^-e«’e«e~e-e--e’
Double Feature at Park Theatre Wed., Thurs
A large congregation attended 
the morning service of the Baptist 
Church in Thomaston Sunday., 
when the pastor, Rev. Donald F.
Concerning the Mt. Battie Episode—Names 
Wrong, Incidents Wrong, They Claim
e—e**e~
alter the others whose names 
were taken were sent home, the 
beys were called in and questioned
The parents of the two Camden 
boys named in a story in the Sat- 
Perron, home cn a short furlough I urday issue of this paper involving 
occupied the pulpit. Capt. Perron' them in two incidents of violations for a much longer period of time, 
were the white uniferm of the A-my of the dim-cut regulations have for which they hold no grudge, 
chaplain and delivered a sermon j visited the office of The Courier- knowing the. e are times of great 
with discernment acquired from Gazette and state that the story stress. They determined never to 
first hand observation, study and from start to finish Ls entirely un- ga en the mountain again during 
performance of duty as a member true, including the boys' names a blackout, 
of the Christian Ministry. [ as given. The information came
Tlie choral society rendered, ap-; to The Courier-Gazette from ap­
propriately, •’Rejoice the Heart of parently reliable sources and was,
Thy Servant,” (Southard) and “Ben­
ediction" (Lutkin) the last number, 
especially for Mr. Perron with the 
congregation standing. The follcw-
of course, believed to be correct. 
The true story, according to the
parents, is as follows:
The boys who were on the moun­
tain the first time were among 70
The second night, when viola­
tions are claimed, the boys were 
on the mountain with their par­
ents’ consent, and in playing 
around the base of the memorial 
tower their flashlights shining 
through the openings in the tower 
may have given the impression ofing choir members were p-esent:
Mrs. Leona W. Starrett, Mrs. Car-' to 100 persons, including some ' flashing lights. There have never
rie W. Butler, Mrs. Katherine' prominent Camden residents. Their j been any regulations about lights 
Veazie, Misses Margaret Simmons, names were two of the dozen or I on the mountain other than dur- 




Ann Sheridan and Ronald Reagan, co-starred for the first time, prove 
tempestuous screen lovers in “King’s Row,” which brings Henry Bella- 






Paulsen, and Levee ne Patterson
Edward Oxton, Raymond K. 
Greene, Edward B. Newcombe, Al­
fred M. Strout and Aaron A. Clark.
Mrs. Grace M. Strout, director; 
Mrs. Amy M. Tripp, organist.
Flowers were beautifully arranged 
by Mrs. W. L. White and her as­
sistants.
The ushers were Walter Chapman, 
Lawrence Chapman, Russell Kelley 
and George Sullivan.
Stinson and Joseph Wilcox, as 
originally given, but Edward 
Stinson and John Wilcox, brothers 
of the first two. Edward and John
tention of the Camden people, 
and they were guil'ty of no viola­
tions. If these boys were defiant 
it was simply because they had
are both minors, being, under 18. ■ been frightened by being called 
and were not guilty of flashing before a large group of men, and 
lights during the blackout. j finding trouble when they had
The failure of the boys to appear done no wrong, 
before town officials in answer to I It appears that there has been 
their call is due to the fact that ' a serious misunderstanding, which 
the boys had taken considerable . we hope this article will clarify in 
kidding at school about possible I the minds of all concerned, in-
Communion w’as observed at the" punishment for their supposed . eluding the boys whose names
of Mrs. Percy E. Demmcns Thurs­
day afternoon with 22 member.1 
present. The translation of an old 
French Rondeau by Charles Orleans 
was given by Miss Rita Smith and 
a review of the latest books on gar­
dening was given by Mrs. R. O. EL 
liot. The State president of Gar­
den Clutos, Mrs. E. Stewart Orbe­
ton. of West Rockport, spoke on the 
work of the Federation and Mrs 
George Hanley aLso gave a short 
talk. It was voted to buy a book cn 
“Trees” for the Public Library. Re­
freshments were served by the hos­
tess assisted by iMrs. Charles Wet-
returned j ton cf Rockland and Mrs. Leila 
accompanied toy Miss Smalley. The next meeting will be 
a week as'June 11 at the home of Mrs. James 
E. Creighton.
Mrs. Warren Knights entertained 
the Thursday Club at two tables of 
bridge. Prizes went to Mrs. Edward 
Dornan. Mrs. W. B. D. Gray and 
Mrs. Oscar Crie.
Richard Skilling of Portland spent 
the week-end with Edwin Lynch
Andrew Cooper of Belfast was 
week-end guest cf Mr. and Mrs 
Clayton Staples.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Weed of 
Millinocket, passed the week-end 
with their daughter and son-in-law 
Mr and Mi s. George Newbert.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle meets 
Wednesday in Lire vestry, wth sew­
ing at 2 o'clock, business meeting at 
5 and supper at 6. with Mrs. Belle 
Brcwn, Mrs. Gertie Hahn, Mrs. 
Minnie Newbert, Mrs, Bertha Love­
joy and Mrs. Marion Vinal as house­
keepers. At 7 o’clock a musical pro­
gram will be given under the direc­
tion of Mrs. Grace Strout.
Mrs. Francis Friend of Skowhegan 
spent the week-end with her mothei 
Mrs. A. J. Lineken.
Robert Creighton, who has been 
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles A. Creighton, for tlie past 
week, returned Fiiday to Worcester, 
Mass.
The High Schoci Alumni banquet 
to be held Thursday evening, June 
11 will be followed by a short and 
varied program. It will be appre­
ciated if all members frem the 
classes of 1922 and 1932 be present 
as special recognition will be given 
these classes. All husbands and wives 
of members of the asscciation are 
also invited. Directly after the pro­
gram the annual ball will be held 
in Watts hall, witli the senior class 
as special guests. Please make.res­
ervations as early as possible.
David Lee Stone, young son cf 
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone, Knox 
street, celebrated his fourth birth­
day Monday by entertaining at a 
party. Refreshments were served, 
the favors being wooden boats. 
Games furnished enjoyment. Those 
piesent were Mrs. Walter Barstow 
and daughter Suzanne. Mrs. Ashley 
Hubbard and daughters Carolyn and 
Margot, Mrs. Lawrence Carrol and 
daughter Dcnna. Mrs. Rodney Fey- 
ler and grandson “Rickey” Feyler, 
Johnny Elliot, Mrs. Elmer Ingalls 
Spear and Mrs. Fred Overlook. The 1 and sen John, Mrs. J. Edward 
next meeting will be held at the Marks and son Jack, Randall
Mrs. Etfie Lawrence will be hos­
tess June 29 to the Scribblers’ Club 
at her home on Pascal Avenue. 4 
covered dish luncheon will be 
served.
L. True Spear, Sr., has returned 
to his work at Bath after spending 
a week's vacation witli his family.
Robert Richards who is serving 
In the Navy arrived last week from 
South Carolina for a visit with hls
close of tlie sea-vice, Rev. Mr. Perron 
being assisted toy his full board of 
deacons, Millard Gilmore, Red 
Wyllie, Ralph Carroll, Francis Till­
son, John Paulsen, Charles Star-- 
rett, Edward Newcombe and Al­
fred Strout.
Deacon emeritus Edward 
Burgess was present.
O’B
home of Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot. Greenleaf, Michael Mayo, all
The Garden C.ub met at the heme Thomaston and Mrs. Stafford
Congdon and daughter Cynthia of 
Glen Cove.
The Motor Corps will sponsor a 
dance Friday at 8 30. Watts hall. 
There will be old and new dances, 
with music by Vinal's Orchestra.
Miss Jean Crie spent the week­
end with Miss Jane Packard. Rock­
land.
Seven-Point certificates and pins 
were awarded Monday to these pu­
pils in Grades six and seven. Grade 
Six, Raymond Benner, Andrey Bul- 
ler. Dana Clukey, Harold Cushman 
John Dana, Carl Hanson, Frederick 
Henry, Jeanette Kear ney, Lloyd 
Miller, Richard Morse, Norma New 
bury, Catherine O’Connell, Char­
lotte Overlock, Hope Paulsen, Rosa 
lie Sewell, Paul Simpson, Gay Stet­
son, Elaine Swanholm, Nelson Tor­
rey and Roland Weaver, and for 
Grade Seven, Robert Beattie, Fred 
erick Brazier, Dorothy Brazier, Joan 
Crie, Alfred Frankowski, Saywood 
Hall, Christine Hysom, Bruce Jack 
Russell Kirk, Robert Maxey, Doro­
thy Merrill, John Matson, Raymond 
Patterson, Phyllis Risteen, Patricia 
Roes, Betty Lou Seekins, Wilma 
Sheffield, Shirley Shields, Virginia 
Smith and Lucille Stone.
New Library Books
These books are recent additions 
to the Public Library shelves:
Cross Creek, Marjorie K. Rawl­
ings; The Milky Way, Bart and 
Priscilla Bok; The Setting Sun of 
Japan, Carl Randou and Leane 
Zugsmith; Shakespeare Without 
Tears, Margaret WebSter; The 
Book of Bays, William Beebe; Ad­
miral of the Ocean Seas, Samuel 
Eliot Morrison; One Foot in 
Heaven, Hartzell Spence; From the 
Land of,Silent People, Robert St 
John; The Road I Know, Stewart 
Edward White; I Saw it Happen 
in Norway, Carl Hamtoro; The 
House I Knew, Elizabeth Neilson; 
Northern Nurse, Elliott Merrick.
No Second Spring, Susanna Val 
entine Mitchell; Chinese Gardens. 
Dorothy Graham; Vienna, Henry 
Dwight Sedgwick; A Survey of 
Physics. Frederick A, Saunders; 
General Chemistry, Leon B. Rich­
ardson; Circus, Bertha Bennet 
Burleigh; Europe in the Spring, 
Clare Boothe; The Moon is Down, 
John Steinbeck; Pied Piper, Nevil 
Shute; Bride of Glory’. Bradda 
Field; Only One Storm, Granville 
Hicks; Wild is the River, Louis 
BromfieOd.
Pedler’s Pack, Elizabeth Goudge; 
cf i The Castle on the Hill, Elizabeth
violations. When a boy passing in 
the corridor at school told them 
they were to appear in court at 
quarter past five it was only taken 
as more kidding. At home their 
parents said if they had to ap­
pear at court the parents them
were wrongly mentioned and the 
boys who were actually on the 
mountain, as Camden youth has 
always been.
The boys were never held for 
anything as stated in paper, and 
have never been taken before any
selves would be notified. Shortly i but the local Defense Officials.
Stewart of Portland.
EUGENE BEAUTY SALON
27 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.
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Goudge; House in the Dust, Doris 
Leslie; Keeper of the Flame, I. A 
R. Wylie; Blind Man’s House, Hugh 
Walpole; Along these Streets, 
Struthers Burt; Song of Burna- 
dette, Franz Werfel; Our Aunt 
Auda, Humphrey Pakington: Wind 
Before Rain. John D. Weaver; 
Kimball Collection, Elizabeth Cor­
bett; The Haunted Lady, Mary 
Roberts Rinehart.
The Girl of the Woods, Grace 
Livingston Hill; Gardenias for Sue, 
Louise Platt Hauck; Home is the 
Heart. Anne Meridith; Dina Cush­
man, Kathleen Norris; Michael's 
Girl. Sophie Kerr; Blue Horizons, 
Faith Baldwin; Black Orchids, Rex 
Stout; Calamity Town, Ellery' 
Queen; The Affair of the Limping 
Sailor, Clifford Knight; Silvertip. 
Max Brand; Gold and Guns of 
Half a day Creek, James B. Hen- 
dryx; Borderline, Jackson Gregory; 
Abraham Lincoln. Carl Sandburg; 
R E Lee. Douglas Southall Free­
man; March of Democracy, James
Truslow Adams_____________ I
Read The Courier-Gazette
aunt, Mrs. Frank .Salisbury and with 
relatives in Bath.
Byron Haining and family who 
have been living in Rockland are 
staying with ber sister, Mrs. Byron 
Rider for a few w’eeks. They plan 
to move into the Helen Small house 
on Beauchamp Ave as soon as it 
is ready for occupancy.
Mark Ingraham, Jr., who was 
graduated last week from Univer­
sity ctf Maine has gone to Washing­
ton, D. C., where he will be employed 
as Junior Engineer in the Navy De­
partment.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell is confined to 
her bed as tlie result of an ill turn 
which she suffered last week at her 
home at Simonton
Sergeant Edwin Annis is at home 
from Camp Lee, Va., to spend a 15- 
day furlough with his parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Guy Annis.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carroll, son 
Howard and daughter Betty Ann of 
Augusta spent the week-end with 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Carroll.
Ralph Wilson was at home from 
Criehaven to spend the week-end 
with his family.
The annual banquet and business 
meeting of tlie High School Alumni 
Association will be held June 15 at 
Masonic hall. A pleasing program Ls 
being arranged by the executive 
committee.
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Wooster and 
family of Bangor spent Memorial 
Day with his father B. P. Wooster 
and brother-in-law and sister, Mr. 
and Mi"s. Frank McDonnell.
Everett Pitts returned Saturday 
to Framingham, Mass., after spend­
ing two weeks with his family.
The Red Cross room in Masonic 
Building will be open all day Friday 
for work, starting at 9.30 a. m. as 
a large order for hospital robes 
must be completed as soon as pos­
sible, Workers are asked to take 
their own lunch.
Stated meeting of Harbor Light 
Chapter O.ES. will be held tonight 
at which time Worthy Matron Lo­
ana Shibles will give a report on the 
Grand Chapter sessions which she 
attended in Portland last week.
Miss Edith Wall has returned 
from a few days’ visit at Saratoga 
Springs, N. Y. She was accompan­
ied home by heT sister Hilda Wall, 
R. N. who is a member ctf the nurs­
ing staff of the Saratoga Springs 
Hospital and is recuperating from a 
recent surgical operation. Enroute 
they spent two days with Mrs. 
Joseph Maguire at West Newton, 
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear. S', 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Spear and 
daughter Judith and Mrs. Thalice 
Goodridge spent Memorial Day with 
Ross Spear in East Corinth.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Rider and 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert KoTpinen of 
Rcckland enjoyed a fishing trip at 
Moosehead Lake over the week-end.
Mrs. Eunice Robbins spent the 
week-end with her sister. Mrs. 
Charles Ingraham.
^Charles McKenney and family are 
moving from the Irving Cain house 
on Main street into his own house 
which has been undergoing altera­
tions on Limerock street.
Miss Marion Ludwick. daughter 
of Mr and Mrs. Earle Ludwick of 
Rockland is teaching at the High 
School for the remainder of the 
school year filling the vacancy 
caused by tlie resignation cf Mrs.
Honored the Dead
Memorial Day was fittingly ob­
served under the direction of Fred 
A. Norwood W.R.C. The line cf 
march headed by the Camden j 
School Band and consisting of the 
Woman's Relief Corps, G. F. Bur-' 
gess Fire Co., Boy Scouts and schcol 
children left the Grand Army hall 
and preceeded to the Spanish War | 
boulder where prayer was offered 
by Earle Achorn.
A second stop was made at the 
iron bridgt where exercises in honor 
of the sailor dead were held with se­
lections by band, Scripture reading 
by Commander of the Day Cacilda 
L. Cain; prayer, Rev. F. Ernest 
Smith; group singing “Nearer My 
God to Thee” with ccrnet accom­
paniment; throwing of flowers by 
children. Re-farming tlie line then 
marched to Amsbury Hill Cemetery, 
for the major program honoring tlie 
soldier dead.
After a selection by tlie band, 
prayer was offered by Rev. C. 
Vaughn Overman. Orders cf Day 
wo e read by Mrs. Cain, Command­
er, and Rev. and Mrs. Overman ren­
dered a vocal duet, the latter also 
delivering Lincoln’s Gettysburg Ad­
dress. Flowers were scattered at the 
Cross for the Unknown Dead by 
Officer ctf the Day, Fred Marshall 
of the American Legicn.
The address of the afternoon was 
delivered by Rev. F. Ernest Smith 
of the Methodist Church, and reci­
tations and songs were presented 
by the school children who had been 
coached by Mrs. Emma L. Tcrrey. 
Patriotic Instructor Elizabeth Yat­
taw and color bearers, Mrs. Alice 
Simonton, Mrs. Barbara Wentworth, 
Mrs. Margaret Wood and Mrs. Doro­
thy Upham led in the flag salute. 
Taps were sounded and the program
CAMDEN





Lawrence Manning has bought 
the Richard Hammond house on 
Limercck street and is.occuping it.
Mr. and Mrs. William Eades of 
Brewer were holiday guests of Mrs. 
Eades’ sister. Mrs. Edith Lermond. 
Alden street.
Mr. and Mrs. Duane McNeil and 
daughter of Panama, have been 
spending a few days in town.
Mr. and Mirs. Homer Smith of 
South Portland, were recent guests 
of Mrs. Smith’s mother, Mrs. Ern­
est Drinkwater and sister, Miss 
Carrie Drinkwater.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hughes have 
been in New York attending com­
mencement exorcises at Marymount 
College. Their daughter, Helen, was 
a member ctf tlie graduating class.
Mrs. Jocelyn Christie spent the 
1 week-end at Portage Lake.
Haiold Arnold, who was at home 
due to the death of his father, Col­
burn Arnold has returned to Mis­
sissippi, whore he is stationed.
Eaward Manning of Bangor The­
ological Seminary- spent the holi­
day with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Lawrence Manning. #
Miss Louise Dickens, R. N., of Bos­
ton, was week-end guest of her par­
ents, Dr. and Mrs. Lee Dickens.
Albion Allen of Hope is a medical 
patient at Community Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Fvers and three 
children of Augusta were callers 
Sunday at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Percy Keller
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Alley spent 
was brought to a close by ^.he band, tlie week-end with Mrs. Alley’s par­
playing “Star Spangled Banner” ents, Mr. and Mrs. Berley Esancy 
and benediction by Rev. C. V. Ore- in Unicn.
man. J Robert Anderson who has been
Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday
fi *
For he’s a jolly good fellow! Poor 
Henry Fonda, as a professor who i- 
not used to such goings on, is not in
an enviable position as Olivia de 
Haviiand and Joan Leslie look on 
helplessly. Scene is from Warner 
Bios.’ "Tlie Male Animal.”
Weaver Bros, and Elviry in “Shepherd of the Ozarks.” Also Andy Devin 
in “Escape From Hong Kong.”
employed in Newrark. N. J., has ar­
rived home for the Summer.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will 
meet Wednesday afternoon, at the 
home otf Mrs. Flora Stockwell, Ma­
sonic block.
Memorial Day exercises were car­
ried out according to schedule, with 
a
ed Friday in Islesboro.
Miss Marilyn Davis and Wallad 
Davis of Boston, were holiday gues: 
in Lincolnville and Camden
Alvin Fisher of Boston, spe nt th 
holiday with his mother Mrs. Eth 
Fisher.
The Bennett place on Be'.niot
parade formed of Arey-Heal Postiavenu<‘ lia' bffn to ac
A. L., Fire Depaitment, High School' ^®rs- ^tmiton Collemer, who a 
Band, Girl and Boy Scout Troops, I renovating u-
High School Girls’ Glee Club, chil- Baige L.N.W. No. 7 is dix h:. .’it 
dren of the grade schools and in the coa^ at ^le wharf of George ! 
rear, a fine group of members of homas E uel Co.
the Motor Ccrps in uniform. Serv-! Francis Pellerin of Pana 
ices were conducted at the water- | Canal Zone, Ls visiting in tr.wn. 
front, library grounds. Conway Me- ,’s a member ctf the Air Squadr 
morial at Elm street, also at the; anc^ has not been here for tl 
Mountain Cemetery. The streets Years-
were lined with spectators. • i Miss Mai y Thurlow ol Boitd
Mr. and Mirs. Frederick 
spent the week-end at their cot­
tage in Guilford.
Mrs. Gladys Cooper and Miss 
Lukie Keller df Belfast were guests 
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond 
Mayhew.
Sgt. Norman Richards of the 
Canal Zone, Panama. Ls enjoying a 
three weeks’ furlough at the home 
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Burn­
side Richards.
j iss
Mills' K^J€nt Hie holiday witii hei |
Fred Herrick of New Bedfo 
I passed the week-end with EiI
Herrick.
Mr. and 'Mrs. William M Smi! 
were in Bar Harbor lor the we 
end.
Gilbert Harmon spent the wea 
end in Brunswick, where he at ted 
ed Commencement exercises 
Bowdoin College.
William Gorham of P ili.’l
pr. and Mrs. Freeman Brow 
eft Saturday for New York whei
will attend commcnceme 
xercises of Columbia University 
r.ch their sen, Gardi.tr, is 
,-aduate. They will also visit 1 
Teemani Brown Jr. of F’„ Di 
4 j and Mrs. Brown of New Yoi 
;ny.
Thirteen members of the Oi l 
ahletic Association lulu a bm 
uet at The Copper Kettle. Thu.' 
jaj night, at which time a GA 
l4 was presented by the outgo.i| 
.resident, Dorothy Peterson, 
vlary Wotton, newly elected presj 
ent. Other officers are vice p:< 
lent, Kay Blackman; secretarf 
Iloria Witham; treasurer, Eveld 
;wetney. Those attending we: 
dary Wotton, Gloria Witham, K. 
jlackman. Midge McConchie, Mai 
-line Munro, Ruth McMahon, M l 
dartin. Betty O’Brien. Virgil.| 
yitham. Dorothy Peterson, Moi 
Welker, Jean Calderwood, Cai 
flail.
Private Cobb Peterson of l.J 
juardia Field, New York, was 
he city visiting friends over til 
reek-end.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph E Blail 
lell and children spent the holida 
,eek end at their Summer hon| 
n Sidney.
The Rockland Society for ti 
lard of Hearing will hold its Ial 
leeting of the season next Thurf 
ay at Witham's Lob ter PomJ 
»:cnic lunch will be served ail 
liere will be a meeting in t| 
fternoon. Members are asked 
i,ke their own dishes and silvrj 
’ake 1145 am bus from Ro< 
md.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary wi 
aeet Wednesday at 7 39 for a vel 
mportant business session. M 
Idae Cross, the president, wish! 
11 those who can to be prese 
s this Ls the last meeting bel J 
onventicn and final plans are to 
nade.
Ifissea Marv Was fatt and Frai | 
a ow spent the holiday week-end 
In- Wa.y.a't. Camp, Crawl |
,ake.
Miss Mabtl Sncw nf Brt oklnl 
lass., was a guest of Miss Adelail 
now over the week-end.
Miss Kathleen Deane has 
limed home from the Jest ph 
rratt Diagnostic Ht- pital and tl 
kebert Dawson Evans Meme 
hospital in Boston
Visit Kucien K. Green & So: 
lecond lloor, 1C School street, Cl 
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, i I 
)uiits and Cloth Coats, at moderal 
krices. 9 -I
passed the week-end with Mi
John McDonald cf South Port- Mrs. Edmund Dougherty, 
land has been guest of ElishA Rich-1 Manter Fairbrother of Newd 
in es. tlie past few days. They visit- N. J., was in town lor the we< k-tJ
IP- I© BIG
DRINKS/
4 HOUR DRY 
ENAMEL
‘•LONG SERVICE” Four-Hour 
Enamel will delight you because 
it is so easy to apply and so 
certain to give you professional­
like results. It flows off the 
brush into a lapless film—with­
out a brush-mark. One coat 
usually covers old painted sur­
faces, and it dries to a tough, 
durable, high gloss film that 
both protects and beautifies. 
Available in a variety of colors 
to suit every taste. Don’t throw 
old things away—make them 
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PETE SMITH SCRAPBOOK 
RHAPSODY IN RIVETS 
WOMAN IN HOUSE 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
bonier Bros, hilarious new WC
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Pr
L. E. Frost returned Monday to 
Wollaston, Mass., after spending the 





'« *t / <
K|
ind Mrs. Freeman Brown
Lt Saturday for New York where 
v will attend commencement 
t«rcise. cf Columbia University of 
bfh the'r sen, Gardi.tr, is a
, aduate. They will also visit Lt 
etn. in Brown Jr. of Ft. Dtot.
I j and Mrs. Brown of New York
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will 
sponsor a beano party Thursday at 
2.15 p. m. at Grand Army hall, with 
Mrs. Margaret Rackliff as hostess. 
The regular supper will be omitted 
Business session at 7.30.
James Mculaison was home to; 
the holiday week-end from the Gen­
eral Electric School at Lynn. Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Richard EHingwood 
of Portland visited their parents ln 





.Marilyn Davis and Wallae
cf Boston, were holiday guest 
icclnville and Camden, 
n Fisher of Bost-.n. spent th 
y with his mother Mrs. Ethel
Bennett place on Belmonl 
ha. bten • kl to Mr and 
Blanton Collemer, who ar<
fiting it. 
je L.N W No. 7 is dischargin) 
at the wharf of George ll| 
as Fuel Co.
Pellerin of Panami 
nt i \ siting in town. hJ 
n mber c.f tiie Air Squadrcj
ha not been here for tlirei
M;» v Thurlow of Boste 
i ■ la linay with her parent^ 
2 Ib r. ick ol New Bedford
:1 the net k-end with Ernes 
ck
and Mi William M. Smitl
Bai Harbor lor the wctk|
i iarm< n pent t lie wi 
i Brunswick. where he atU 
'(mmeneement exercises
bin College.
,'liam Gorham of Pci 11 
d the week-end with Mr. 
Edmund Dougherty, 
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MARY E. HALL BUTLER
I Mrs. Mary E. Hall Butler died 
May 39 in Albany. N. Y„ at the age 
of 55 years. She was the wife of 
Herbert Butler. She is survived 
by a daughter. Marion F. and son 
William H who is in the army serv-
I ice, and a brother, Vesper E. Ha’J
This And That
Crane-Munder
(By Douglas N. Perry)
An original oration by a Rock­
land High School student of the R-”kvJle~
Junior Class was given April 24 •w , 6 : Funeial services will be Wednes-
at the University of Maine and l__ , , , , . ______ i day afternoon at 2 o clock frcm
Buipee Funeral Home with Rev
Ey K. S. F.
Thu ten members of the Girls 
Ij nle’ic Association held a ban 
[ ,• ;t- The Copper Kettle. Thurs 
hv i.i-ht, at which time a Q.A.A.
presented by the outgoing 
e ident, Dorothy Peterson, to 
I.... Wotton, newly elected presi- 
Ln! other officers are vice presi- 
Lnt Kay Blackman; secretary, 
iloria Witham; treasurer, Evelyn 
fretii'-y Those attending were 
I, rv Wotton. Gloria Witham, Kay 
tiitckinan .Midge McConchie, Mad- 
,ne Munro, Ruth McMahon, Miss 
kjartin. Betty O’Brien, Virginia 
Lithain Dorothy Peterson, Molly 
Lelliei. Jean Calderwood, Carol
Private Cobb Peterson of La­
Guardia Field. New York, was in 
city visiting friends over/the
Leek-end.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph E. Blals-
>11 mid children spent the holiday
.eek end at their Summer home
L Sidney.
The Rockland Society for the 
|tard of Hearing will hold its last 
meeting of the season next Thurst- 
ray at Witham’s Lobster Pound. 
>.tnic lunch will be served and 
|.ieie will oe a meeting in. the 
,;te:nocn Members are asked to 
ke their own dishes and silver. 
Jrake 1145 am. bus from Rock-
Lnd.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary w.ll
.eet Wednesday at 7.30 for a very 
important business session. Mrs. 
[Uae Cross, the president, wishes 
111 those who can to be present 
J is the last meeting before
lonventicn and final plans are to be 
Lade.
Mi . Mary Wasgatt and Frances 
Si pint the holiday week-end at 
Me Wiegatt Camp, Crawford’s
Mi Mabel Sncw of Brookline,
I. w.t a guest of Miss Adelaide 
Snow over the week-end.
M.ss Kathleen Deane has re­
unit'd home from tlie Joseph H. 
ratt Diagnostic Hospital and the 
chert Dawson Evans Memorial 
hospital in Boston.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s 
tecond floor, 16 School street, Odd 
(Fellows Block, City, lor Furs, Fur 
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate 
prices. 9-tf
I LAfooZ/W
Makes Wl110 big 
DRINKS/1
The meeting of Ruth Mayhew 
Tent, Monday night, was preceded 
by a game party in the afternoon, 
with Inez Packard as hostess. Mem­
bers of the Tent attended Memorial 
Services with the Allied Orders at 
the Episcopal Church Sunday 
night May 24 and flowecs were pre­
sented in memory of the fathers and 
grandfathers who sacrificed their 
lives for the country. Flowers and 
a flag were played on the grave of 
Ruth Mayhew, an Army Nurse fcr 
whom our Tent was named. Flow­
ers were scattered on the water for 
scldiers and sailors who gave their 
lives ln the Civil War and for our 
boys who will fight in this war, the 
greatest of all wars. As the roster cf 
haroes, and the roll of honor 
lengthen, Americans everywhere 
find! themselves thinking more 
deeply and truly about the country 
for which so many men in so many 
wars have fought and died. The 
charter was draped in memcry cf 
the National President, Mrs. Glen- 
nola Sill of Chicago, and a card of 
sympathy sent to members of her 
family. A moment of silent tribute 
was held out of respect to the last 
Civil (War veteran Peter Prock, who 
recently answered the last roll call. 
A large delegation plan to attend 
the Department Convention in Ban­
gor June 8-9. Members are invited 
to the home of Mary Cooper Wed­
nesday afternoon and evening. 
Take dishes, silver and a prize.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hooper an­
nounce the engagement of their 
daughter, Geneva Hooper, of Rcck­
land to John Kimbel, U.S.N. son of 
the late Mr. and Mrs. John Kimbel 
of Cape Girardeau, Mo. No date 
has been set for the wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Crie. Ken­
neth and Sylvia Hooper and Mrs. 
Ina Hooper spent the week-end at 
their Martinsville heme.
Mr. and Mrs. David McCarty have 
leturned from Boston where they 
visited their son. Lieut. Albert 
McCarty, UJS.N., who left Saturday 
night to report for duty in Jackson­
ville, Fla.
1
Miss Vivian Mullen was the holi­
day and week-end guest of Mr. and 
Mrs. Willis Vinal in Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rising and 
daughter, Linda of Reading. Mass, 
spent the week-end with Mt. and 
Mrs. Harry Rising. Purchase street.
Mrs. Hattie Davies will entertain 
the E.F.A. Club tomorrow qfterncon 
at her home on Main street.
Complete line of Gossard's Miss 
Simplicity Foundation garments, 
front lacing corsets, combinations, 
etc. Expert fitting and alterations. 
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St., 
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On The Stage—In Person
“FLYING HIGH REVUE”









WAR STAMPS AND BONDS ON SALE 
AT THESE THEATRES—BUY YOURS TODAY!
Caroline Senter, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Wiibur Senter. celebrated 
her eighth birthday last week with 
a party for a group of her school­
mates at her parents’ home on 
Broadway. Present were, Nancy 
Leach. Janet Stone, Barbara Dan­
iels, Greta Lundin, Marie Whalen 
Jeanine I.each, Sabra Perry, Bev­
erly Burgess and MLss Lucille Cur­
tis, Caroline’s teacher.
Mrs. Rcse Cuthbertson of Pleas­
ant Gardens visited her aunt. Mrs 
Lottie Brocks, in Waterville over the 
week-end.
Mrs. Sadie Webber of Stonington 
has been a recent visitor with rela­
tives and friends in Rockland.
Mrs. Vinal, mother of the distin­
guished Maine poet, with her friend 
Miss Moore of Boston were over­
night guests at the Copper Kettle 
on their way fcr the Summer sea­
son, to their Vinalhaven home.
Miss Anne McLaughlin spent the 
holiday with relatives in Waterville, 
returning Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller en­
tertained friends with a welsh rare­
bit supper cn the picnic order Me­
morial Day evening—a custom with 
these friends of many years at their 
different homes.
Tlie Adam Craft Club was enter­
tained at Mrs. Arthur Lamb's Fri­
day, assisting hostess was Miss 
Charlotte Buffum.
Mirs. G. K. Merrill has returned to 
her Broadway home after a visit 
with her son in South Glens Falls, 
N. Y.
The Women’s Auxiliary of St 
FeteT’s Church will be entertained 
at the rectory Thursday night at 
7.30. Mrs. Gilmore Soule will give 
a report cn the convention. Every 
member is urged to toe present.
Mrs. H. W. Andrews, Mrs. A. H. 
Calder, Miss Nancy Calder, Rich­
ard Calder. Mrs. Constance and 
Janice Beal spent the week-end at 
Mrs. Andrews’ home at NCcton’s 
Island.
Mrs. Lendon C. Jackson, Jr. en­
tertained the teachers of the Tyler 
School at her home on Maverick 
street Thursday night. Those pres­
ent were Miss Marie Tilloch, Miss 
Anna Webster, Mrs. Addie Rcgecs, 
Mrs. Gilbert Leadbetter, Mrs. Rich­
ard Bird and Miss Emma Harding.
Mrs. W. E. Morten of Medford. 
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. 
C. Leroy Brann, Camden street.
Mrs. John A. Andrews has re­
turned to this city from Portland 
to reside, and has apartments at 17 
Lindsey street. Her husband is in 
the Army, stationed for the pres­
ent at Port Bragg, N. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Parker and 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walsh of 
North Cambridge, Mass., occupied 
the Parker cottage at Cooper’s 
Beach over the holiday week-end.
Mrs. Henry Moore of Boston is 
visiting her sister, Mirs. Walter J. 
Fernald.
The annual convention of the 
Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs 
is taking place in Portland this 
week, opening today and continuing 
through Thursday. Mrs. Ralph W. 
Emerson of Island Falls. State presi­
dent. wi’d preside over all sessions. 
Among committee chairmen report­
ing will be Mrs. Maude Clarke Gay 
cf Waldcboro, historian; Mrs. J. 
Marden deShon of Portland, club 
institutes, both well known locally. 
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton cf West 
Rockpo t, as president of the Gar­
den Club Federation of Maine, will 







TOMORROW & THURSDAY 
Ann Sheridan, Robert Cummings, 
Ronald Reagan, Betty Field
COMLNG: “BALL OF FIRE
was awarded third place in a group 
of seven contestants. The oration 
is here printed in its entirety:
It seems very strange to me that 
we, as Intelligent human beings, 
should spend so much time and




Hiram G. Latoe, for many years a 
money on our physical bodies and I resident of Rockland, and who sub- 
utterly neglect cur true inner 1 sequently resided in Boston and
Waldoboro, died in the latter tewn 
Suppose a man should give his Friday mornlng after a short nl_ 
frientji a very expensive diamond ness. aj age gg years 
ring and put it in a little velvet ■ ybe deceased was a native of the 
box which the jeweler threw in (town wbere death came, born Jan. 
for nothing. Wouldn’t he think it 2 1852 Hp became an expert build-
strange if on meeting his friend er and cabjnet maker. Mr. Labe ire-
selves—our immortal1 souls.
the next day she should say, "Oh. 
that was a lovely velvet box you
sided in Rockland until 1911 and 
then moved to Boston. In 1919 he*
gave me. I’m going to take the . returned WaldcborO( with his sec­
best care of it. 1
Such a thing, of course, is ridicu­
lous, yet isn’t it just as ridiculous 
to spend so much care and thought 
on our bodies? In reality our 
bodies are only living caskets 
for the purpose of holding 
and protecting our inner selves,
ond wife, Inez B. Labe, whose 
death occurred eight years later. He 
is survived by a daughter, Mrs. 
Jessie Cctton of Portland; two step­
daughters, Mrs. Frederick C. Vcgel 
and Miss Suzanne Jean cf New
Just as the purpose of the velvet i Ya k. and by grandchildren and 
box is to hold and protect the ring gj-gat, grandchildren.
-smaller, perhaps, but much more belcn d t3 the Kr
valuable than its case. I ,
We have come to a point in life : Pythias in Rockland. His inte­
at which we appear to honestly 
believe that life consists in the 
abundance of material things. We 
seem to think that money is the 
most important thing in the world. 
So, we make this the goal to which
lect remained extraordinarily keen 
to the last, and on the occasion of 
his last birthday, which was ob­
served with a large party, was one 
of the liveliest persons present. He
we work, strive and fight. We ar- left many friends in the several 
places where he had resided. 
Services, held at the Waltz fu-
ray ourselves in the most elaborate 
and beautiful clothes we can buy;
we feed ourselves with the choicest , unndavand most delicate foods, and all ! neral Parlors in Waldoboro Sunday 
our efforts are bent toward in- I afternoon were largely attended. 
creasing more and more cur lux- I - - ==:
ury and toward satisfying our
selfish bodily comfort.
Meanwhile, being so blinded by 
our selfish desires, we have for­
gotten all about this little thing 
inside—the soul. We have pushed 
it into a dark closet of our lives, 
and there, through our neglect, 
whatever light and flame which 
were once there are cruelly being 
extinguished.
'Let us try to find out why we 
think material possessions are so 
important. Through reading and 
personal observation I have found 
that in general there are three 
main reasons for our desire of pos­
sessions—prestige, personal power 
and social standing. But these all 
boil down to social standing, for 
we try: to gain prestige and power 
to win the high regard of others."
On his way home from school 
the other day a friend of mine, 
whom I shall call Bill, had a little 
engine trouble with his model 
T”. Having a working knowledge 
of his oar, Bill serenely got out. 
lifted the hood and after 10 
minutes of puttering was happily 
on his way again.
When you and I have a little 
personal engine trouble in getting 
along with people, why don’t we 
Just serenely open that dark closet 
and spend a little time analytically 
puttering with our souls? I think 
if we did this we would soon be 
at peace with both God and Man 
and happily on our way as Bill 
was. But no, we develop our pres­
tige and social standing by in­
creasing our accumulation of 
money and possessions, expecting 
this to repair our human relation­
ships.
Doesn't it seem just as useless 
to do this as it is for Bill to try 
to repair his engine trouble by 
polishing his fenders or cleaning 
the headlights?
If we are to live together in last­
ing friendships, we must begin by 
learning that life does not consist 
ln the abundance of things. We 
must begin by taking our inner 
selves from their condition of neg­
lect and by placing them and their 
care above the deswas for wealth 
and material riches.
The human soul is like an ever- 
living tree; its roots are deep-set 
ln the soil of faith; its trunk is 
supported by courage, understand­
ing and love; while its overbloom­
ing foliage of kindness reaches out 
into the lives of friends, filling 
them with its overflowing joy.
Perhaps one of the most impor­
tant factors in the growing of a 
tree is the kind of soil in which it 
puts forth its roots. Likewise, the 
most important factor in the grow­
ing of the soul is the kind of faith 
it gets its nourishment from.
First of all, what is Faith? Is 
it "believing something you know 
isn't true? ’ I believe faith is a 
method of gaining knowledge. Dr. 
Buttrick says, ’•Rightly understood, 
faith is not opposed to reason; it 
is basic to reasen. Faith plants its 
flag on the land; then reason ex­
plores it.”
When we drive our cars over a 
hilltop, we believe that the road 
will not end just beyond our vision. ■ 
That, too, is faith. This faith is 
the foundation of friendship. One I 
man said, ”1 will trust everyone . 
until revealed as unworthy.”
For our souls to live the best and 
do the most gcod, we must culti­
vate a faith even loftier than faith 
in people—we must cultivate a ( 
faith in Gcd! This, and only this, , 
can carry us through the inevit- , 
able struggles which are before us.
Jan. 16 a United States Navy i 
torpedo plane, launched from a 
carrier, lost its way, ran out of 
fuel and sank in the mid-Paciflc. : 
Harold Dixon told the story of 
how he and his two mates survived 
and drifted for 34 days cn an eight 
by four raft. They had been able 
to salvage virtually nothing, 
neither food nor water.
On the fifth day, their hopes 
dulled by the monotony of desola­
tion, their throats parched by 
thirst, one suggested that they 1 
should pray for help. Th^y had i 
all drifted away frcm God, as so 
many of us have, and now in the i 
midst of their great trouble and 
tribulation, they felt the need of 
God. So, in the blazing sun, sur­
rounded by sharks and rolling 
waves, they held the first of what 
later became a daily prayer serv­
ice. That very day their prayers 
were answered and their faith re­
warded—by rain.
Life has just begun for these 
men, for life begins when faith 
begins; and life ends when faith 
ends. God is not dead just because 
we have ignored Him, and our 
souls are not dead just because 
we have pushed them aside and 
forgotten their vast importance to 
us.
The strongest forces in the world 
are spiritual. A fortune in gold 
representing a life’s work can be 
destroyed in an instant by a few 
small bombs; but all the bombs, 
all the tanks, planes, ships and 
all the men on this earth can never 
destroy the spiritual riches which 
we shall build into our souls by 
the work of our hearts!
Our bodies may die, but our 
spirits will live forever, fcr these 
are immortal!
When the building of the Erie 
Canal was being discussed, the sub­
ject cf favoring it was being argued 
in a Quaker business meeting of 
1 men. It was opposed by an infiu- 
' ential member—no less than Elias 
Hicks, celebrated American preach - 
| er—on the ground of its being a 
speculaticn. Among ether objec- 
' tiens he went on to say, “When the 
! wjrld was created, if any canals 
were intended they would have been 
made.” Thereupon, a member rcse 
up ana in the intoning voice usually 
j heard in the meetings, said, "And
Jacob digged a well” and sat down 
• • • •
New England’s maple yield of 
1942 is one of the sweetest en­
couragement since the sugar cut. 
It was even earlier than usual 
with ideal weather for sugaring. 
Nature plays its part well mast of 
the time.
» » ♦ »
Here’s a new bird l^t furnished 
by a Brewster observer: From 
April 15 in the order of their ap­
pearance, here’s the tally: Wil­
son’s Snipe, Greenwinged Teal, 
Kildeer, Savannah Sparrow. Rusty 
Blackbird. Blue Gocse, Yellow- 
bellied Sapsucker. Hermit Thrush. 
Winter Wren, Broad-winged Hawk, 
Kingfisher, Pine Siskin, Cowbird, 
Yellow Palm Warbler, 'Ruby- 
crowned Kinglet, Tree Swallow, 
Great Blue Heron, Chipping Spar­
row. Myrte Warbler, Cliff Swallow. 
Barn Swrallow, Purple Martin, 
Swamp Sparrow, Chimney Swift, 
Purple Finch, Duck Hawk, White- 
throated Sparrcw, Migrant Shrike, 
Upland Plcver, Blue-winged Teal, 
Blue-headed Vireo, Black-throated 
Green Warbler, Black and White 
Warbler, Nashville Warbler, Black­
burnian Warber, Wood Duck, 
White-crowned Sparrow, Least 
Flycatcher, Yellow Warbler, Great­
er Yellowlegs. Ring-billed Gull.
» » ■« »
Four dollars will buy a new felt 
hat; it will also buy a steel hel­
met. A new flower or feather 
would perk up your old bonnet,, 
but there’s a soldier boy out in 
some no man’s land who might 
use that tin hat, lady And that 
money will help your county main­
tain its War Bond Quota.
• • ♦ *
PLANTS
FOR SALE
Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, White 
Alyssum, Marigolds, Salvia, Go- 
detia. Cosmos, Snapdragons, Sca- 
biosa, Lobelia, Petunias, Portu­
laca, Salpiglossis, Pansies, Ager- 
atum. Forget-me-nots, Sweet 
William, Larkspur, Hardy As­
ters, Funkia, Lillies, Lupin, Col­
umbine, Feverfew, Bleeding 
Heart, and Canterbury Bells.
Cabbage, Tomatoes, Celery. 
Cauliflower, Sage, Sweet Pep­
pers, Broccoli, and Lettuce.
Also have Window Boxes, Bird 





















The lecture to the local literary 
circle came to an end. and the lec­
turer mingled with the crowd.
"By the way,” he said to the 
secretary of the society, "I saw Mr. 
Junes walk out of the hall when I 
was halfway through my lecture. 
I hope nothing serious was wrong 
with him ”
The secretary answered without 
thinking: “Oh, no,” he explained 
“It’s nothing very much! He walks 
in his sleep.”—-Exchange.
• * * •
Medal to Conrad Richter
Conrad Richter, author of "Early 
Americana,” "The Sea of Grass” 
and “The Trees,” was awarded a 
gold medal for literary achieve­
ment by the Society for the Libra 
ries of New York University at the 
society’s annual meeting.
The society’s medal, designed by 
John Flanagan, was awarded for 
the first time two years ago to 
Katherine Anne Porter, author of 
"Pale Horse Pale Rider.” Last 
year’s winner was Perry Burgess, 
author of “Who Walk Alone." The 
award was established to bring to 
the attention of the reading pub­
lic a new American author.
♦ * * •
Said William Penn:
“Love is the hardest lesson in 
Christianity; but, for that reason, 
it. should be most our care to learn 
it.”
• » » »
Thcrnton Wilder once said that 
he regretted he had not put on 
the fly leaf of "The Bridge of San 
Luis Rey” the words of Chekhov: 
“The purpose of literature is not 
to sclve problems, but to state 
them fairly.”
• • * •
Most nations have found this a 
fact and have not striven to im­
prove their standards regarding it 
There will be no peace until there 
is more love in the world and it 
must be Christian love.
• * * *
Nc more need for this country to 
be dependent cn Japan for menthol 
Chemists here are now able to 
make a synthetic menthol that is 
all that is needed.
• • • •
Did it ever occur to ycu that be­
ing too cautious or too reckless or 
just too anything might be just 
too bad?
• • • •
Every year the factories of this 
country produce over 35,000.000 
miles of cotton wrapping twine 
and each year it seems to get 
easier to break and let loose what 
one wishes to hold fast.
Rockland Man Bridegroom 
In Springfield Church
Wedding
Among the prominent weddings 
of the season was that of Miss 
Margaret Louis? Munder, uaugh- 
tei of Mr. and Mis. Rushworth 
Irving Munder of Malverne, L. I., 
N. Y„ formerly of this city, and 
Dr. Lawrence Crane, son of Mr. 
and Mrs Kennedy Crane of Rock­
land. Me., which tock plr.ee at 8 
at South Congregational Church. 
Rev. Dr. James Gordon Gilkey, 
pastor of the church, officiated, 
using the double-ring service. 
Traditional wedding inarches were 
played by the church organist, 
Harry Kellogg, and Miss Natalie 
Scholze, cousin of the groom, sang 
‘Through the Years.” Church 
decorations were of candelforas and 
large vases of white peonies.
Miss Eudora Ann Munder was 
her sisters maid of honor, and 
Miss Irene Scott of Columbia, S. 
C. Miss Mary Jean Bellamy, Miss 
Barbara Shuart, Miss Joan King, 
Miss Virginia Southworth and1 Miss 
Joanne Wallace were bridesmaids. 
Kennedy Crane, Jr., of Skowhegan, 
Me., attended his brother as best 
man, and Robert Crane of Skow 
hegan, another brother; Nicholas 
Pellicane of Rockland, Me., Dr. 
Stuart Cosgriff of Pittsfield, Geof­
frey Graham of New York city, 
Allyn Ley and Charles Munder, 
brother of the bride, ushered.
The brides gown was fashioned 
of white dotted swi&s with mous­
seline trim with puffed: sleeves and 
full skirt with train. Her long tulle 
veil was arranged with a heart 
shaped hat, and she carried a bou­
quet of white daisies and white 
stock The attendants wore white 
dotted swiss frocks fashioned with 
long torso waist and full skirt, lace 
trimmed. There was beading at 
the neckline of the blouses through 
which black velvet ribbon was 
drawn. They carried arm bou­
quets of white daisies and red 
carnations.
A reception followed at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs Charles F Munder 
of Maplewocd terrace, grandpar­
ents of the bride, where decora­
tions were of varicolored peonies. 
Assisting in the receiving line were 
mothers cf the bride and groom 
and grandmother of the bride. 
Beth Mrs. Munder and Mrs. Crane 
wore gowns of lime green crepe 
with matching accessories and or­
chid corsages. The bride’s grand­
mother were a cloud blue gown 
with white accessories and orchid 
corsage.
The couple have left for a wed­
ding trip of unannounced destina­
tion and will be at home after 
Sept. 1 at 66 Fenway, Boston. 
Traveling the bride wore a pecan 
brown suit and hat with matching 
accessories and corsage of daisies.
Mrs. Crane was educated at 
Smith ccllege and is a non-resident 
member of the Junior League of 
Springfield, Inc. She has been 
employed by American Airlines at 
LaGuardia field. New York.
Dr. Crane graduated from Rock 
land High School, Exeter Academy 
and the Williams College of 
Physicians & Surgeons at Colum­
bia University. He is now serving 
his internship at Boston City 
Hospital.
Among cut-of-town guests at­
tending the wedding were Mt. and 
Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Sr., Mr. and 
Mrs. Alan Bird, Mrs. Mary Ache- 
son, grandmother of the groom, 
and Leander Thomas, and Nicholas 
Pellicani, all of Rockland, Me., Mr. 
and Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Jr., and 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crane of 
Skowhegan. Me., Mr. and Mrs. Ed­
ward H Marsh of Scarsdale. N Y„ 
formerly of this, city; Mrs. F. W. 
Kline and Miss Cele Kline of Fair- 
field, Ct., Mr. and Mrs. Stuart 
Rowlett of Spencer, Mr. and Mrs. 
Geoffrey Graham of New York 
and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick 
Schclze and children. Natalie and 
Frederick, of New Milford, Ct. Mr. 
and Mis. Wiliam Anthers of Man- 
hassett, L. I., Mrs. Lucille DeMott 
of New York. Mr. and Mrs. Philip 
Senior of Redding Ct.—From the 
Springfield, (Mase.) Republican.
Buy War Savings Bonds anc Stamps
With “Square Knot”
Was Tied the Great Big 
Thank You Extended By
the First Alders
The First Aid class in Ward 7 
completed its studies Thursday at 
' Pleasant Valley Grange hall, with 
Augustus Huntley, instructor, 
i After the meeting, refreshments 
were served.
] A poem written by Flora Pest 
j and dedicated to Mr. Huntley, was 
' read by Mrs. Etta Andersen who 
presented to him a gi.t of War 
Savings Stamps from the group 
of 25 who finished tlie course. Out 
of this number there were 14 air 
raid wardens.
The clever rhymes running to 
21 stanzas were replete with hu 
morous references to the class 
members, concluding with the 
words:
Now we will lay aside the joking.
We really have learned a lot;
So we give .vou a great big "Thank
you."
Tied up with a real square knot.
A rising vote of thanks was giv­
en the instructor, who in return 
expressed his gratitude for the 
students’ thoughtfulness.
The Garden Club
Session of Much Interest At 
Home of Mrs. Donald 
H. Fuller
The Rockland Garden Club met 
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Don­
ald IH. Fuller, with Mrs. J. Albert 
Jameson presiding.
These chairmen and assistants 
were elected; Conservation, Mis. 
George Smith, Mrs. Carl Sonntag, 
Mrs. Jcnathan Gardner; member­
ship, Mrs. Wilbur Senter. Mrs. Da­
vid Beach; horticulture. Miss Caro­
line Jameson, Mrs. Ralph Wiggin; 
loadside development, Mrs. Frank 
Carsley, Mrs. Laura Buswell. Mrs. 
Iena Rokes; junior chairmen, 
Misses Annie Rhodes, Mary Brown, 
Emma Harding; hospital garden, 
Mrs. Ruth Hary. Mrs. Helena Rad­
cliffe, Mis. Lendon Jackson; public 
landing, Mrs. Jcshua Southard; 
Lindsey Grove, Mrs. Gecrge 
Smith; pregram, Mrs. Oliver Love­
joy, Mrs. Arthur Lamb. Miss Char­
lotte Buffum; publicity. Mrs. Joseph 
Dondis.
Miss Caroline Jameson read an 
introduction frcm Lcuise Mans­
field’s bock of “D awings on Herbs." 
Mrs. Dcnald Fuller gave a short in­
formal talk cn “Gardens in Maine.”
The feature of the afternoon pro­
gram was Miss Annie Rhodes and 
her Morning Glory Girl Scouts 
Troop with their nature work. This 
proved interesting und amazing to 
the members who were gratified at 
the excellent work which these eight 
youngsters have been doing.
The program consisted cf: “First 
Aid Badge,” Diane Cameron; “The 
Girl Scouts,” Kathleen Paul; “The 
Star Finder Badge,” Jean Prcctcr; 
“Nesting Sites and Structures,” 
Cynthia Knowlton; "The Barn 
Swallow,” Constance Barton; “Some 
Rules for Observing Birds," Carol 
Ann Wolcott; "The Salt Water 
Life,” Earlene Perry; "My Pressed 
Wild Flcwer Collection.” Carolyn 
Chisholm.
In the scrapbook collections 
which were on display the chib 
members realized the time, work and 
concentration cf these children in 
making their assignments so com­
plete. I- M. D.
A SILVER WEDDING
Principal Robert Clunie of Lin­
coln Academy and Mrs. Clunie 
were honored by members of the 
academy faculty and friends Sun­
day night at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. John N. Glidden at a recep­
tion in honor of their 25th wed­
ding anniversary. Gifts of silver, 
flowers, china and a wedding cake 
were presented to them. Mr. Clunie 
was married to the former Melita 
Carroll at RumTord. He was grad­
uated from Dartmouth and has 
been Lincoln Academy principal 
23 years. They have two sons, Ro­
bert and Fred, and one daughter. 
Barbara.
Mr. and Mrs Guy Shibles of 
South Portland and Mr. and Mrs. 
Harland Rawley of Portland were 
week-end guests cf Mr. and Mrs. 
A. C. McIntosh, Scuth Main street.
Miss Madeline Philb ick arrived 
home Saturday frcm Russell Sage 
Ccllege, Troy, N. Y. She will leave 
Jure 15 fcr Weeds Hole, Mass. 
where she is enrolled at the Marine 
Biological Laboratories for the 
Summer.
HATS OFF—
TO THE NEW 
FEATHER EDGE
PERMANENT
For hatless Sum-)' 
rrer days, get a' 
brief and breezyj 
permanent that's 
flatteriiyr and easy 
to flip into place 
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Realm of 
Music
Ay Gladyt St. Clair Heittad
About Chick’s Inn
Where They Served the First 
Salmon With the First 
Green Peas
Responding to K. S. P.'s inquiry 
regarding “Chick's Inn. ’ Liston P 
Evans veteran newspaper man at 
Dover-Foxcroft writes the following 
which he found in The History of 
Penobscot County, dated 1825.
Mr. Chick's green peas were 
leady for the table on the 18th of 
June; “a week sooner than ever 
known before.’ says the Register.
But Mr. Chick was het to be 
outdone by his neighbor Hutchins. 
His “Tavern was elegantly deco­
rated with evergreens on each side 
—with three arches compo ed of 
the lofty birch—and in the eve­
ning were displayed from the win­
dows two elegant transparencies 
representing the Genius of Lib 
erty and the American Eagle ” 
which were recognized by several 
citizens as the productions of 
Captain Isaac R. Park, and that 
had performed duty on the cele­
bration of the inauguration of 
President Adams. The Register 
affirmed that the “effect of the 
whole was very pleasant ”
The enterprising Mr. Chick, at 
this peried furnished himself with 
an "excellent coach and horses for 
the accommodation of those ladies 
and gentlemen who might wish to 
make an excursion to Oldtown 
and else where ”
Mr Chick did not relax his en­
deavors to be in advance of the 
world in all things whatsoever per­
taining to his vocation. He had 
served up the first salmon and 
titillated the palates of his guests 
with the first green peas of the 
season from his garden, and now- 
on the 27th of July, he presents 
Mr Burton with a “fine mess of 
green corn, very well filled.'’
But Mr. Chick's good fortune 
was nct uninterrupted. On the 
1st of August a Are broke out in 
his stable, which it consumed, 
with his other outbuildings, in 
which were two horses and five 
hogs; the stable of Major Wil­
liams; the inn and stable of Cap­
tain Andrew w. Hasey; the dwell­
ing house, out-house, and stable 
of Mr. John Barker; and the dwell­
ing hcuse occupied by Major Si­
mon Harriman and John Reynolds, 
on Main street. ThLs was the 
most destructive conflagration that 
Bangor had ever experienced.
The whole territory from op­
posite the Hatch Tavern, between 
Mein, Pish, and Water streets, was 
burnt over.
Mr. Chick, however, was not dis­
couraged He immediately notified 
his patrons at a distance that they 
shculd have every accommodation 
to which they had been accustomed 
at his inn He had procured an­
other stable and his house had 
been saved.
WAR: ITS MEANING
Human Act Showing Whether Per­
son Is Good Or Bad, Says Lawry
Among the letters which appeared 
in a recent issue cf the Honolulu 
Star-Bulletin, was one from a Rock­
land solaier stationed there. It 
follows:
War! War! War! That is the cry 
that Is on every tongue at present. 
Some are saying, what is war? Oth­
ers are saying, why have a war? 
And still ethers are puzzled as to 
what causes wa s.
War is one thing which has been 
known for as long as any living per­
son or group of people can remem­
ber. It is that part or time of life 
when the world gets so many pecple 
ln it that there is no work nor place 
l r them to go. This causes others 
to become rich and some to become 
poor. There are always a certain 
group of men who as long as we 
have wars will get richer These 
are the pecple who like to see the 
wars last. This last group which 
seem to be saying, it was someone 
rise’s fault, I had nothing to do 
with it. They are as a rule the one 
who caused most of the trcuble.
Of course, everyone sorta feeLs a 
lot better when they hear that so 
many cf their enemies have been 
killed; but oh what grief when a 
friend goes. If everyone would only- 
look at war this way. there would 
never be need of the word war.
War. A sudden scare which can’t 
be avoided A word which means 
life and death. A werd which 
means good times, later to be paid 
for with starvation. And last, but 
not least, war Is not a word, it is 
a human action which shows 
whetha- a person is good or bad. He 
can not hide behind this smoke­
screen—* War.
Pvt. Milton Lawry, 
Engineers. Schofield Barracks, Oahu
NORTH WARREN
Friends and relatives gathered 
Wednesday at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Enest Stetson in observance 
oi Mrs. Stetson’s birthday. Lunch­
eon was served and a pleasant eve­
ning enjoyed.
Miss Mary' Grade is visiting 
friend's on the North Pond road.
Miss Ruth Lennox who is em- 
pl:yed at the heme of Mrs. Alice 
Mathews, has been home a few 
days.
Fred Grade of Westfield. Mass., 
has been passing a few days with 
his grandmother. Mrs. Clara 
Grade. With his uncle William 
Oracie he spent Sunday with Mr. 
and Mrs. Allen Young in East 
Hnien. He returned Tuesday to 
Boston and will enter the Service 
the first of June.
ANSWER TO 
CROSSWORD PUZZLB
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At The High School
By The PapOe
The initation for the Senior Na­
tional Honor Society will be held 
at this school Monday afternoon 
at 2 30. The new members who 
are being initiated are Seniors, 
Ernest Dondis. Water Butler. Bar­
bara Lamb, Edith Rich, Char.es 
Huntley. Dorothy Peterson, Andrew 
Coffey, and Dorothy Trask; Ju­
niors, Robert Coffey. Barrett Jor­
dan. Virginia Foster. Douglas 
Perry and Leona Wellman. Acting 
as regent will be Leroy Brown; 
chaplain, Lucille Stanley; warden 
of leadership, Virginia Bowley: 
warden of character, Eloise Law; 
warden of scholarship. Nancy How­
ard; warden of service. Betty Mun­
ro; flag bearer, Ralvin Welker; 
trumpeter. Dudley Harvey. Parents 
and interested friends are Invited 
to attend the initiation.
B B B B
A style show will be given Tues­
day at 7.30 p. m. in the auditorium 
by the Senior High Heme Eco­
nomics classes, under the direction 
of Miss Joyce Johnson, instructor. 
About 60 girls will model what 
they have made since February, 
including sport and afternoon 
dresses, skirts, blouses, and suits. 
The girls are from the freshmen, 
sophomore, and junior classes. 
Some of the articles have been 
made in class, others as “home 
projects.” Parents and friends of 
the girls are cordially invited. An 
entertainment will be given at in­
tervals during the modeling.
B B • B
A communication from North­
eastern University to Principal 
Blaisdell reads; “We are very 
pleased to Inform you that Ralph 
A. Rawley. who graduated frcm 
Rockland High School in 1938 and 
who is now enrolled as a Junior 
in the Industrial Engineering cur­
riculum. was invited to attend the 
Dean’s list banquet which was 
held Mav 23, in the University 
Commons in recognition of his 
scholastic standing. Besides being 
on the Dean's list for eight mark­
ing periods. Mr. Rawley has been 
active in basketball and football. 
Northeastern University is proud 
of this student and thought you 
would be interested in learning of 
his achievements.”
B B B B
Junior and Senior boys next 
year will have an opportunity to 
secure machinist's training in this 
school. Through the efforts of 
Supt. Allen and the co operation 
of the State Department of Ed­
ucation and the Federal Govern­
ment, a fully equipped machine 
shop will be installed in the school 
building for use next Fall. Boys 
who choose this course wiH spend 
15 hours each week in the machine 
shop. The balance of the time will 
be given to English and subjects 
related to shop training. Among 
these subjects will be shop mathe­
matics, physics, pattern making, 
and similar courses. The groups 
will be limited to 15 selected boys 
from each of the two upper classes. 
Boys who take this course will be 
in demand in many defense in­
dustries. This training is a for­
ward step for our educational sys­
tem. It is another important con­
tribution to the country's vital war 
effort.
• • • •
Leona Grindle and Aggie Cope­
land from the Senior shorthand 
class, and Sheldon Billings and 
William Bums from the office 
practice class have assisted Princi­
pal Blaisdell in the office this week.• • • •
The United States Office of Edu­
cation is asking all High Schools 
to offer a <pre-Aviatlon Cadet 
Training Course for boys who may 
enter the Army Air Service. It is 
expected that such a course will 
lessen the time required to train 
a flying cadet. These topics will be 
included in the course to be offered 
in Rockland High School: struc­
ture and design, including plane 
nomenclature and plane recogni­
tion, airodynamics, (theory of 
flight), meteorology, communica­
tion (especially Morse internation­
al code), air navigation, aircraft 
engines, and safety. In addition, 
it is hoped that those taking Ihe 
course may have related courses in 
mathematics and physics. Courses 
in physical education are also 
planned to add to organic fitnes6 
and neuromuscular control. This 
program will be limited to seniors 
who want definite pre-flight train­
ing to prepare them for air service 
careers.
• B B B
Office boys this week were Ernest 
Mitchell. Lloyd Snowdeal, Donald 
King. John Lind. Everett Baum. 
Robert Dow, William MdLeHan. 
and Bertell Drinkwater.
• • •' •
At the Senior High Assembly 
Tuesday morning. Principal Blais­
dell expressed his appreciation to 
those pupils in the Commercial de­
partment who have assisted him 
in the office this year. He com­
mended them for their courtesy, 
thoughtfulness and efficiency in 
helping him with his work. These 
pupils are from the office practice, 
shorthand and junior business 
training classes.
• • • •
The menus for noon lunches 
from June 1 to 9 are; Mbnday. 
Spanish rice with pork and meat 
balls, grapefruit and cabbage salad, 
peaches, molasses cookie, chocolate 
milk; Tuesday, baked potatoes, 
creamed eggs, apple, carrot and 
raisin salad, jellied prunes: Wed­
nesday, tamale pie. cabbage and 
turnip salad, oatmeal bread, baked 
custard, prune drop cookie; Thurs­
day. potato hot pot. string beans, 
graham rolls, apple crisp; Friday, 
bean loaf with tomato sauce, 
mashed sweet potatoes, grapefruit, 
oatmeal raisin cookie,. chocolate 
milk; Monday, vegetable soup, 
cornmeal muffins, prune whip; 
Tuesday, potato and egg salad, 
carrots, cinnamon rolls, vanilla 
cream pudding, chocolate cookie.
B B B B
Mias Brown's 8th grade geogra-
Bangor already has its Com­
munity Concert series booked for 
next season, when an outstanding 
array of artists will be presented. 
They will be Helen Traubel. prima 
donna soprano of the Metropolitan 
Opera; Maria Gambarelli, premiere 
danse use of the Metropolitan; 
Adolph Busch, violinist, and Ru­
dolf Serkin. pianist, in joint re­
cital; and Julius Huehn. leading 
baritone of the Metropolitan. 
Chicago and San Francisco Opera 
companies. The membership cam­
paign which closed on May 23 was 
most successful, and it was be­
cause of this success that four 
such brilliant attractions could be 
engaged. I might add that there 
is a waiting list, and any musk- 
lovers wishing their names to be 
placed on same for the season 1943- 
44 should contact the executive 
, secretary. Mrs. Harry E. Torrens, 
' 86 Grove street. Bangor.
B B B B
Boris Goldovsky, well known pi­
anist and opera coach, now a 
member of the Faculty of the 
Cleveland Institute of Music, and 
musical director of the opera de­
partment of the Berkshire Music 
Center, will come to the New Eng­
land Conservatory of Musk as 
head of the New Opera School, 
opening Sept. 17. 1942. Mr. Goldov­
sky has been for five years head 
of the opera department in the 
Cleveland Institute, instructor of 
piano at Western Reserve Univer­
sity, and head of the piano de 
partment of the Cleveland Music 
School Settlement. He is also con­
ductor of the Philharmonic Chorus 
and the Singers Club in Cleveland, 
and he has given many concerts 
and lectures as well as conducted 
opera in Cleveland, and organized 
opera companies in Canton and 
Akron
The new Opera School, which 
Mr. Goldovsky will head, will have 
a two-told purpose—to train sing­
ers fcr the operatic stage, and also 
equally important to prepare stu­
dents for future operatic leader­
ship through practical instruction 
in coaching, conducting, stage di­
rection. and in all other phases of 
operatic production. He will also 
give a weekly lecture course on the 
history of operatic traditions. This 
last course will be open to the 
public.
This announcement has local 
interest in that Mr. Goldovsky is 
the son of Mme. Lea Luboshutz. 
eminent violinist, and together 
with his mother was heard in 
many concerts in Camden and 
Rockport during Summer seasons 
in past years. Last Summer he 
conducted with marked success 
three performances of Mozart's 
“Cosi Fan Tutte.” He a'l'so gave two 
lectures this past Winter at Har­
vard University on Tempo. Today 
he stands as a recognized au­
thority on the presentation of 
opera. • • • •
Donna Paola Novikova, remem­
bered by local music devotees for 
her charm and unusual art, re­
cently gave a recital for the John 
Hopkins Club in Baltimore. The 
review said: “The soprano offered 
a varied program including lieder 
by Schubert and Brahms, arias 
and Italian airs, works by contem­
porary composers including Gret- 
chaninoff. Rachmaninoff. Stravin­
sky. Prokofieff and others. She was 
so warmly received that she was 
compelled to add four encores to 
her lengthy printed program.”
B B B B
Looking over some old magazines 
I find this in a Munsey’s of Febru­
ary, 1918, which has its interest in 
the doings of today:
“One of the most interesting in­
novations in the American Army 
and Navy camps is the teaching 
of mass singing to the soldiers and 
sailors. This is being done not 
merely as a pastime, but with the 
distinct object of making better 
fighting men as result of such 
training.
“The deep influence of musk 
on a people has long been a recog­
nized fact. The use of music as 
a therapeutic agent has long been 
known to the medical profession, 
as illustrated by its psychologic 
effect on 'the insane. Interesting 
experiments, too, have been made 
to test -the unconscious influence 
of music on dreams of persons who 
hear it in their sleep. The average 
person who is neither musical in 
the sense of being an artist, nor 
even an amateur performer, re­
phy classes are making splendid 
booklets on Maine, and the 7th 
Grade, a set of product maps.
• • • •
At the Junior High assembly. 
Wednesday morning, David Steams 
led devotional exercises and intro­
duced Principal Blaisdell who spoke 
particularly to the 8th grade pu­
pils concerning courses of study to 
be offered in Senior High next year 
and of the importance of making a 
careful selection of the course best 
suited to the Individual needs. To 
the members of the Band he spoke 
of the coming Memorial Day parade 
in which they were asked tc parti­
cipate. He closed his remarks by 
pointing out the necessity of each 
person doing his best work in what­
ever place he finds himself in these 
trying times saying. “If you are a 
student, it is your patriotk duty to 
be content with doing nothing less 
than your very best.• • • •
Tickets are on sale for the Spring 
concert to be held ln the auditori­
um. next Monday at 8 p. m. There 
will be three numbers by the Girls' 
Glee Club, two by the R.H5 Or­
chestra. four by the RJJB. Band, 
three by the City Band, and one by 
the combined bands. There will be 
special numbers including a comet 
duet, and a tap dance. The pub­
lic is urged to attend
sponds to chorus singing in a way 
that is hard to overestimate. Some 
of our highest army officers have 
realized this fact. Major-General 
Bell having been quoted as saying 
that ‘singing men are fighting 
men.'
“Officers have therefore en- 
' ecu raged the establishment of this 
new system of mass singing in the 
camps all over the country. Not on- 
I ly have experienced leaders of com- 
> munity singing taken up the work 
I of teaching, but also distinguished 
composers and operatk singers are 
! organizing the soMiers. sailors, 
aviators, and ambulance workers 
into enormous choruses. This is 
being done in co-operation with a 
National Committee on Army and 
, Navy Camp Music, which has been 
’ formed to cany on this work and 
i its branches. • • • •
From the Sunday New York 
Times: “Felix Salmond, cellist, as­
sociated since the Fall of 1925 with 
the faculty of The Curtis Insti­
tute of Music, submitted his resig­
nation to Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis 
Bok. founder and president, sev­
eral days ago. It will take effect 
at the end of the 1942-43 school 
year, when his contract expires. 
Among Mr. Salmond's students 
were Frank Miller, 'cello soloist of 
the NBC Symphony; Samuel 
Mayes, solo 'cellist of the Phila­
delphia Orchestra; Leonard Rose, 
first 'cellist of the Cleveland Or­
chestra; Howard Mitchell, first 
'cellist of the National Orchestra 
of Washington, D C.; Victor 
Gottlieb, cellist of the Pro Arte 
Quartet, and Orando Cole, cellist 
o' the Curtis String Quartet. Mr. 
Salmond explained his resignation 
in this manner—“profound, irre­
concilable differences of opinion 
exist between me and the direction 
as to the organization of the 'cello 
and chamber musk departments 
of the school.”
In the graduating class from 
Curtis Institute of Music are noted 
these names familiar to Rockport 
I and vicinity: Katharine Harris 
and Barbara Troxell, voice: Joseph 
: de Pasquale. Francis Tursi, Her- 
i bert Wortreich, viola. Five mem- 
! bers of the class are in the service, 
| one of them being Mr. dePasquale.
B B B B
When Vladimir Horowitz recent- 
i ly played in Worcester. Nancy 
Burcotte who writes so charming- 
! ly for the Worcester Telegram 
gave this word picture cf Mrs. 
Horowitz, youngest daughter of the 
great conductor. Arturo Toscanini, 
and wife of one of the worlds 
greatest living pianists.
“At intermission while Mr. Horo­
witz rested. I talked with our other 
distinguished visitor-for-a - night 
She looks like her name, Wanda 
It will be a color picture in black 
and white, with a picturesque 
fuschia lipstick for emphasis, and 
black hair and large, expressive 
dark eyes setting off gardenia petai 
coloring. A dull black wool gown 
with rather high irregular line at 
the throat, a black pill box hat 
and brief black Persian lamb 
wrap with two huge gardenias and 
their glossy foliage pinned far up 
on the left shoulder finishes the 
portrait. Now for her personality.
“Speaking little, but with a 
charming direct simplicity and 
with the trace of an equally de­
lightful accent. Mrs. Horowitz told 
of the two whole days 'they' had 
in Boston after the pianist's con­
cert there. Few pecple recognized 
them as they explored the streets 
and captured the atmosphere of 
the city where they .found them­
selves for this welcome interlude. 
An experienced and accompished 
traveler Wanda Horcwitz thinks 
nothing of the weather, but ‘it 
was too cold in Boston' she said, 
with her quick and infrequent 
smile. Educated in Continental 
schools, she speaks besides the 
Italian of her sdhocl days, the 
French which was the language of 
the diplomats and seems to be the 
universal language of great mu­
sicians everywhere The young 
woman’s third language is Eng­
lish. and was acquired a'ter travel 
had rounded out her student days."
SPRUCE HEAD
Miss Ella Huntting came here 
Tuesday from Montclair. N J., and 
will spend the Summer at Huntting 
Lodge. She will be joined in a few 
days by Miss Selma Anderson of 
Kalamazoo. Mich., who will spend 
the Summer here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Runnells* and 
daughter Idamae cf Past Mllli- 
necket have been visiting Mrs. L. 
C. Elwell for several days.
Knox Credit Federal Union, met 
Tueslay in Community hall. The 
session was well attended.
Mrs. Lucy Wall who has been Ul 
for several days, has resumed her 
duties in the store.
Mrs. Carrie McLeod, who spent 
the Winter in Portland with rela­
tives. returned home Tuesday.
Chester Colby returned home 
Sunday from Middletown, Conn., 
where he has been employed for 
several months.
Miss Mary Arnold and Miss Ma­
bel Reed went Thursday to New- 
York where they will remain two 
weeks, returning here for the Sum­
mer.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Dodge, Mr. and 
Mrs. Milton Sturgis and son of 
Newton Highlands, Mass., have 
opened the Dodge Summer home on 
Spruce Head Island, .which they will 
occupy for the season.
Friends and neighbors gave a mis­
cellaneous shower Tuesday to Mr. 
and Mrs. Everett Elwell (who were 
recently married) at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty Sr. The 
gifts were many and useful. Re­
freshments were served.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Pine Cone Troop The Memory Man
Mother and Daughter Take Touches Again Upon Youth’ 
Part In An Interesting ful Traits of Rev. Dr.
Thomaston Meeting Farnham
A mother and daughter get-to­
gether took place Wednesday at the 
meeting of the Pine Cone Troop.
Girl Scouts, of Thomaston with Mrs.
R. O Elliot, founder and former g^e was a great hand to arrange
leader of the troop as guest of hon- < cookin^ utensils rightor. The rooms were attractively all her coosing uiensm, * 
decorated in patriotic colors, red. where they would be hands ar. 
white and blue. Even the deer
which adorns the wall was decorat­
ed for the occasion with a large red. 
white and blue bow. 
j The regular meeting was called to 
erder by the chairman Helen Lynch, 
after which the assembly pledged 
allegiance to the flag and san^ the
National Anthem. Gay Stetson read , .
the secretary's report and Nancy ■ having late meals and on one „u. 
Libby the report of the treasurer j occasion she came back with the 
| Ruth Snowman told of the Scouts' | remark; “I can get breakfast as 
visit to the State Police Barracks
and Patricia Roes of their visit tc 
the Maine State Prison.
Mrs. Elliot, garbed in the khaki 
unifenn which was worn when the 
troop was organized in 1926 gave a 
very interesting talk on Girl Scout 
work. She also awarded merit
quickly as anyone if I can only 
get things fixed!" Well, I guess 
Iree was cut from the same yard- 
goods tljat she was—I back and 
fill until I get things “fixed" be­
fore I start on the home stretch, 
badges to the girls who had earned ■ Meaning? That I have got to back 
track a bit from my first “Charlie 
sketch” and browse a bit in the 
green field of his childhood, before 
I continue with happenings in his 
later life.
Laugh if you like, but I am con­
vinced that Charlie was a lot dif­
ferent than other children from 
his birth. Pre-natal influence? I 
think “yes '—You can think what 
you like. The fact remains that 
he was a very good boy from birth. 
Always pleasant, reasonable and 
ready to serve, he stood out in bold 
contrast from his playmates. Most 
youngsters like to squabble, pull 
hair, slap faces, fib, pinch and 
maul each other, get into all sorts 
of mischief and in short, act like 
Satan. (Iree did!)
Well, Charlie was different. He 
was full of fun, yes. but he was 
never in and out of trouble be­
cause he didn't get into any trouble 
to get out of Another thing; he 
never told fibs (lies, that is the way 
you spell it) because he didn't 
know how*. I think the boy was 
filled so full of goodness and truth 
that there was no rocm for lies 
in his makeup.
If you think this picture over­
drawn, just ask anyone who ever 
knew Charlie—They w’ili back up 
every word I have written. It's the 
truth. Sissy? Far from it. Charlie 
played “Three Old Cat.". “Four 
Old Cat," “Round Ball," "Haley 
Over,” "Tag”, hung Maybaskets. 
wrestled, chopped kindling woed. 
and in fact, lived the life of a nor­
mal boy—except that no petty 
"cuss words” ever passed his lips, 
and in all the years of his child­
hood we never heard him utter a 
vulger word—he just didn't seem 
to have any desires in that direc­
tion. Yet. for some reason he was 
respected and looked up to—prob­
ably because he practiced what he 
preached.
As a child Charlie possessed a 
beautiful soprano voice. His 
brother Bert (who was bom with 
an incurable affliction called "Mu- 
sicitis") organized a male quartet 
which became locally famous and 
added much to the enjoyment of 
the home life of the family Char­
lie sang soprano. Harry', alto. 
Frank, bass and Bert the tenor 
part. Charlie, Frank and Harry 
also sang as a trio, splendidly. 
Every night after they went to bed 
in the old unfinished chamber, 
they sang hymns and their nicely- 
blended voices made sweet and 
never to be forgotten music. One 
of their favorite hymns was “My 
Son Give Me Thine Heart”, and 
many a night old Iree sat quietly 
in the kitchen below them and en­
joyed their fine singing. It is 
something I shall never forget.
The father of these four boys 
was a minister and they went with 
him many times when he was
them. First class badges were 
awarded Gay Stetson. Joan Crie. 
Helen Lynch and Patricia Roes, pio­
neer. Helen Lynch. Gay Stetson and 
Patricia Roes; cyclist, Patricia Roes 
and Helen Lynch; horsewoman. 
Joan Crie; weaving and desigfi. Joan 
Crie. Patricia Roes and Helen 
Lynch; interior decorating, camp 
craft, outdoor cook and architec­
ture, Helen Lynch and Patricia 
Roes: prints, music appreciation, 
musician and basketry, Patricia 
Rees. After the presentation the 
entire group saluted the girls who 
had received the merit badges.
Mrs. Elliot then received a gift 
presented from the troop to shew its 
appreciation for the many years of 
service she has given to Sccut work, 
also as a remembrance of her birth­
day May 26.
Refreshments were served by 
Nar.cy Libby. Betty Seekins. Nancy 
Lunt, Elaine Boutelle and Jean 
their campfire (electric legs) and 
Cushing
I The Scouts then gathered around 
sang a collection cf Scout song', 
then a circle was fermed and taps 
were sung.
With Phyllis Hall as chairman 
these committees took charge: Dec­
oration. Patricia Roes. Gay Stetson. 
Jean Spear and Ruth Butler: pro­
ram. Helen Lynch, Joan Crie, 
Betty Leu Seekins and Phyllis 
Hall; refreshments. Nancy Lunt 
Jean Cushing. Ruth Snowman and 
Mrs. Clarence Lunt, the new treop 
.leader, w-ho is to be congratulated 
'upon the fire work she has dene 
for the Scouts.
Mrs. Edwin F. Lynch and Mrs. 
Robert Shields helped with the re­
freshments.
Tried Their Canoe
The Spruce Head Rackliffs 
Come To Grief In Fresh 
Water
Old Town is famous as “The
Canoe City.” The Rackliff Boys—
Fank (Rip) and Bernard of Spruce 
Head decided to go there and pur­
chase a new canoe. Taking tw-o la­
dies with them they went to the 
Penobscot city, bcught. the canoe 
and started homeward. Arriving 
at Swan Lake the urge to try their 
new purchase w-as too great and 
soon the enthusiastic Rackliff boys 
were paddling energetically arcund 
Waldo County’s fishing paradise 
while the girls gazed admiringly 
frcm the sho e.
Not content with ordinary maneu­
vers (Rip) stood up in the new 
prized possession, and stepped from 
where he was sitting toward the 
side. There was a recking and 
swaying motion, a fellow that 
locked as if he were trying to walk 
a tight rope—and. bang! wham 
zowie! ever went canoe and boys 
into the waiting waters.
Rising to the surface—spouting 
like whales—they dragged them­
selves to terra firma locking like 
drewned rats. And say! Were they 
flabbergasted? Yes Sir-ee. Not a 
single solitary word was forthcom­
ing. And the ladies! Their mirth 
was unbounded. And it Is said tears caUed to 'prcach'out 7/ ^;
are still streaming down their faces, 




Gerald Miller received a card 
from his pal, Wilford Mank. now 
living with his parents in Bangor. 
They are each five years old.
The WS.CS., an auxiliary of the 
Methodist Church ls recessed for 
three weeks.
Miss Louise Teague was guest 
Tuesday of Misses Clarissa and 
Elizabeth Miller.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Arthur Rackliffe went Wednesday 
to Bangor and was accepted tor 
service in the Army.
(<Bv Iree Member)
Ever hear about the old lady 
who always served breakfast late?
often changed her mind as to just 
where she wanted them and this 
changing things about took so 
much time that the work of pre­
paring the food for the table was 
always started too late.
Her family often chided her for
cording to Bert, one of the most 
pleasant trips they made was to 
Appleton where they .alternated 
with a quartet composed of four 
members of Che Wadsworth fam­
ily—Mr. Wadsworth and three of 
his daughters. Bert said that this 
group sang splendidly together and 
that the double song service gave 
great pleasure to the large congre­
gation. Must have been a grand 
experience.
The above will give readers a 
clear idea of the boyhood activi­
ties of “Che boy preacher" and I 
will now go on and cover, very 
briefly, some incidents in his later 
life.
After a short period of “getting
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Washington, May 27 —Many- 
Members of Congress who took an 
X gascline rationing card, includ­
ing myself, feel that a Member has 
official business for constitutents. 
which requires a car. It would be 
impossible to say exactly 
much mileage is needed, or when. 
Some months more, seme less.
I feel that all members realize 
the need for conserving gasoline 
and rubber and will do their pari, 
using gasoline as carefully as the 
frank is used.
I shall use as little gas as pos­
sible. in carrying on my offi:iai 
business, even though an X card 
entitles the holder to unlimited 
quantity. “Unlimited" does not 
mean as much as one might want 
for pleasure; it means a flexible 
amount, used as needed for offlcia. 
business. • • • •
I have taken up with rationing 
authorities the situation of Maine 
people on islands and out-of-the- 
way places, where - they cannot 
come every fortnight to get a sugar 
ration, even if they* had the gaso­
line to do it. An Isle au Haut con­
stituent has written to say that 
her family cannot get gasoline 
enough even to go for the mail 
everyday, and would like to have 
sugar rationing given in larger 
quantities at longer intervals, in 
the bad weather months. Also, she 
asks if it cannot be arranged to 
get a quantity of sugar for preserv­
ing and canning, since she depends 
on that for her Winter menu. Offi” 
cials are considering monthly allot­
ments.
B B B B
Gasoline for fishing beats as 
well as for people who have to use 
boats to get to the mainland is a 
problem. From one of the islands 
comes a request for more gasoline 
for dealers who sell to fishermen, 
especially since fishing is a food 
industry'- Although fishermen are 
among the essential users, if the 
dealers who supply them have re­
duced quotas, the fishermen will 
also be reduced in their fishing. I 
have found that the system of ra­
tioning is so compicated that real 
grievances hang on while officials
debate policies.• • • •
Aviation Cadets who agree not to 
marry until completion of their
acquainted” in his new home. 
Charlie started his studies in ear­
nest and from the time he arrived 
in Boston until he was 20 years 
c'd his studies occupied all his 
time. H- received nothing but en­
couragement from Mr. and Mrs. 
Dne and their only daughter. Edna 
Florence.
During these years Charlie at­
tended the New England School 
of Theology, the .Newton Theologi­
cal Seminary. Boston University 
and Oskaloosa College and gradu­
ated with high honors and re­
ceived the degree of B. 6. and D 
D at the age of 20. Also at the 
age of 20 he married Mr. and Mrs. 
Doe's daughter. Edna. Tne mar­
riage proved a very happy one— 
through all the years his chosen 
partner has been a source of in­
spiration wand help to Charlie.
Two children were bom to them, 
Ethel and Orland. Ethel became 
the wife of Rev. Franklin M. Bass, 
pastor of the Taylor Memorial M. 
E. Church of Milford. Conn. Rev. 
and Mrs Bass have two children. 
Stuart M, aged 7 and Geraldine 
Bass aged 3. Orland married 
Gladys Coolbroth. daughter of 
Rev. H. V Coolbroth. now retired. 
Orland and wife have one daugh­
ter, Carol Ann Farnham. Orland 
is salesman for Swift & Company. 
Springfield. Mass.
Yes, the boy I have been writ­
ing about is Charles Orland Farn­
ham. son of Rev. and Mrs. A. D. 
Farnham was a Courier-Gazette 
correspondent for many years—in 
the 80 s and early 90's. Scores of 
Rocklandites now living remem 
ber "Elder Farnham." (I may 
write a sketch about him some 
time.)
Thus, at the age of 20 Charlie 
was married, graduated and or­
dained and became Rev. Mr. Farn­
ham, D. D. and accepted a pastor­
ate in Plymouth, Mass. (Which 
he held for several years)—all in 
one year!
(To be continued)
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course, must be careful to kee>| 
their promise. A very regretab'J 
case has just come to mt- of J 
young man who married while 
training and was discharged 
nearly through. Otherwise 
record was excellent. I toe it thgl 
up with the Navy Department, sa;’.. | 
ing I thought a less severe punish, 
ment might be imposed Officials] 
of the Navy Aviation Corp' tcli L 
me that the regulations must he | 
obeyed. I am taking it to the S*r. 1 
retary of the Navy, fearing hen.fe 
ever, that the answer will b» ths a 
if a Cadet disobeys one order. r.0H 
matter hew insignificant, he Tor t 
a lack cf responsib llty a: d c-[l 
pendability which is so vital tf 
military service.
• • • • ■
A. M. Young, president of tl.fl 
Knox County Fish and Ga-r.s 1 
Association, asks if there : a- | 
pend ng legislation which wouldl 
require compulsory registrar on "(fi 
firearms owned by civilians Su-?® 
legislation would be detrimental 
the welfare cf the individual atijl 
the Nation as a 'Whole, he says
Upon investigation I find that® 
no bill has passed or is pending ■ 
which would require such regis- 
tration. The National Rifle Asy- | 
ciation says, however, that in th. 1 
Property Seizure Act. Public 373! 
and in the Second War Power I 
Act. Public Law 597, there are pro-j 1 
visions which touch this subjer 1 
Under Public Law 373. any pron- I 
erty deemed essential for defetml 
can be reouis tioned by the Gov-Jj 
ernment, including firearms e 1 
in Public 507. Title VI. there i' a ! 
safeguarding provision exomp'in?|| 
firearms which are kept fcr pre-i 
tection or sport, from registration! 
or requis tion.
Senator Bilbo Mississippi has re. | 
cently introduced a bill. Senate | 
2397. which in Section 4 would! 
amend the Property Sezure Ac. J 
approved October 16th, 1941. so ads 
to repeal the safeguarding prcvI-B 
sion. If the Bilbo proposal were tofl 
pass, then owners of firearms coullH 
be required to surrender them t»|. 
the government, if necessary The i 
bill S. 2337 is now before the Ser-'I 
ate Military Affairs Committee: ■ 
but the National Rifle Association! 
tells me that it dees not expect I 







Studies made at the Kansas Agri­
cultural Experiment Station to tie-] 
termine the influence of freezin? 
on the tenderness cf beef, brougn:
, cut the fact that beef from the: 
right side was significant'.!- more 
tender than that from the left. A.- 
present there is no way to explain 
this phenomenon
B B B B
Texas, the largest State in the 
Union has an area of 265 335 square 
' miles. It likewise has more coun> 
ties than any other State. 254
....
Among the steps recently taken bj 
the government to relieve growin; 
shortage of sugar, particularly it 
Eastern markets, was the release 
cf 1C0DC0 tons of Western bee: 
sugar. It is estimated that the bee; 
industry can spare as much as 300- 
000 tons from its reserve supplies, 
which must carry it through until 
next Fall when the new crop is har­
vested Beet sugar stocks at the be­
ginning of the year totaled 1.300.900 
sho t tons. The National Gran;? 
has long urged the production it] 
the continental portion of the Unit­
ed States, of a larger portion ol 
the sugar we consume. During re­
cent years 30 per cent of cur sugar 
has been produced at home, while T 
per cent was brought in frcm th( 
Philippines, Hawaii. Cuba ant 
Puerto Rico.
B B • •
Less than 1OCO membe:s remain 
on the rolls of the Grand Armv c! 
the Republic, which was organizes 
i 76 years ago. Starting with a r.u- 
i clous of 13 ynicn veterans cf the 
i Civil War. the O A R grew unu. at 
the top of its strength, in 1890. it 
had more than 400.000 members
'llie Thorndike Hotel here
After an absence of ne. 
years the Thorndike Ib 
pany yesterday found 
occupying its former ofli< i 
on the Tillscn avenue side 
structure almost a strul 
cause of the remarkable 
ination which has been <■ 
Hie remodelin - pr< cess ot| 
lew months
The formal openintt ol 
office, lobby and dining i < -j 
scheduled until tomono 
Chamber of Commerce bai 
night served a.s a demon 
many business- men ol 
been accomplished by 
Nathan Berliawsky. The 
high approval placed uponl 
by the business men lastf 
certain to have prompt 
ment when tiie general ;| 
spects the new quarters Sa
The lobby ceiling is fill 
Jchns Manville celotex. 
walls are done in WeldnJ 
natural color. Adorning 
is a series of Maine land 
als, done by Proprietor B( I 
talented -1 t»“i. Mrs ! 1 - I 
soil at her New York stud |
The many windows wliic 
light lor Uie new qua, 
shielded from the stronji 
southern sun by Vem-ti, 
and heavy drapes. All ot 
ators are concealed by 
pleasant suggestion of a 
tory is lent by the pla| 
adorn the southwest ei 
nook, illuminated at in: | 
rescent lighting.
The floor of the lobby- 
dining hall is laid with w. 
to be the longest one-pid 
in Maine—109 feet long, if 
some velvet floor covering 
blue base and attractive 
laid by a Bangor exp 
Stevens.
The wall tnminings a.'| 
dull shades of gray, form 
pleasing contrast.
The hotel office and pr 
are located between the nJ 
and dining hall, the foi 
equipped with a large sen 
desk.
The bay windows on 
avenue side of the
FRUIT BASK!
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Using wooden tires on the fren 
wheels of his automobile 'on a re­
cent test run), one man attained 
a speed of 75 miles an hour on ) 
concrete highway.
ln\
